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Abstract
This thesis is devoted to the design of data mining algorithms for evolving
data streams and for the extraction of closed frequent trees. First, we deal
with each of these tasks separately, and then we deal with them together,
developing classification methods for data streams containing items that
are trees.
In the data stream model, data arrive at high speed, and the algorithms
that must process them have very strict constraints of space and time. In
the first part of this thesis we propose and illustrate a framework for developing algorithms that can adaptively learn from data streams that change
over time. Our methods are based on using change detectors and estimator modules at the right places. We propose an adaptive sliding window
algorithm ADWIN for detecting change and keeping updated statistics from
a data stream, and use it as a black-box in place or counters or accumulators in algorithms initially not designed for drifting data. Since ADWIN has
rigorous performance guarantees, this opens the possibility of extending
such guarantees to learning and mining algorithms. We test our methodology with several learning methods as Naı̈ve Bayes, clustering, decision
trees and ensemble methods. We build an experimental framework for data
stream mining with concept drift, based on the MOA framework, similar
to WEKA, so that it will be easy for researchers to run experimental data
stream benchmarks.
Trees are connected acyclic graphs and they are studied as link-based
structures in many cases. In the second part of this thesis, we describe a
rather formal study of trees from the point of view of closure-based mining. Moreover, we present efficient algorithms for subtree testing and for
mining ordered and unordered frequent closed trees. We include an analysis of the extraction of association rules of full confidence out of the closed
sets of trees, and we have found there an interesting phenomenon: rules
whose propositional counterpart is nontrivial are, however, always implicitly true in trees due to the peculiar combinatorics of the structures.
And finally, using these results on evolving data streams mining and
closed frequent tree mining, we present high performance algorithms for
mining closed unlabeled rooted trees adaptively from data streams that
change over time. We introduce a general methodology to identify closed
patterns in a data stream, using Galois Lattice Theory. Using this methodology, we then develop an incremental one, a sliding-window based one,
and finally one that mines closed trees adaptively from data streams. We
use these methods to develop classification methods for tree data streams.
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1

Introduction
In today’s information society, extraction of knowledge is becoming a very
important task for many people. We live in an age of knowledge revolution. Peter Drucker [Dru92], an influential management expert, writes
“From now on, the key is knowledge. The world is not becoming labor
intensive, not material intensive, not energy intensive, but knowledge intensive”. This knowledge revolution is based in an economic change from
adding value by producing things which is, ultimately limited, to adding
value by creating and using knowledge which can grow indefinitely.
The digital universe in 2007 was estimated in [GRC+ 08] to be 281 exabytes or 281 billion gigabytes, and by 2011, the digital universe will be 10
times the size it was 5 years before. The amount of information created, or
captured exceeded available storage for the first time in 2007.
To deal with these huge amount of data in a responsible way, green
computing is becoming a necessity. Green computing is the study and practice of using computing resources efficiently. A main approach to green
computing is based on algorithmic efficiency. The amount of computer
resources required for any given computing function depends on the efficiency of the algorithms used. As the cost of hardware has declined relative to the cost of energy, the energy efficiency and environmental impact
of computing systems and programs are receiving increased attention.

1.1 Data Mining
Data mining (DM) [HK06, HMS01, WF05, MR05, BL99, BL04, LB01], also
called Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) has been defined as ”the
nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from data” and ”the science of extracting useful information from large data sets or databases”. Data mining is a complex topic and
has links with multiple core fields such as statistics [HTF01], information
retrieval [BYRN99, Cha02a, LB01], machine learning [Lan95, Mit97] and
pattern recognition [DHS00, PM04].
Data mining uses tools such as classification, association rule mining,
clustering, etc. Data is generated and collected from many sources: sci3
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entific data, financial data, marketing data, medical data, demographical
data, etc. Nowadays, we are also overwhelmed by data generated by computers and machines: Internet routers, sensors, agents, webservers and the
grid are some examples.
The most important challenges in data mining [Luc08] belong to one of
the following:
Challenges due to the size of data Data is generated and collected permanently, so its volume is becoming very large. Traditional methods
assume that we can store all data in memory and there is no time limitation. With massive data, we have space and time restrictions. An
important fact is that data is evolving over time, so we need methods that adapt automatically, without the need to restart from scratch
every time a change on the data is detected.
Challenges due to the complexity of data types Nowadays, we deal with
complex types of data: XML trees, DNA sequences, GPS temporal
and spatial information. New techniques are needed to manage such
complex types of data.
Challenges due to user interaction The mining process is a complex task,
and is not easily understandable by all kind of users. The user needs
to interact with the mining process, asking queries, and understanding the results of these queries. Not all users have the same background knowledge of the data mining process, so the challenge is to
guide people through most of this discovery process.
In this thesis, we deal with two problems of data mining that relate to
the first and second challenges :
• Mining evolving massive data streams
• Mining closed frequent tree patterns
In the last part of this thesis, we focus on mining massive and evolving
tree datasets, combining these two problems at the same time.

1.2 Data stream mining
Digital data in many organizations can grow without limit at a high rate of
millions of data items per day. Every day WalMart records 20 million transactions, Google [BCCW05] handles 100 million searches, and AT&T produces 275 million call records. Several applications naturally generate data
streams: financial tickers, performance measurements in network monitoring and traffic management, log records or click-streams in web tracking
4
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and personalization, manufacturing processes, data feeds from sensor applications, call detail records in telecommunications, email messages, and
others.
The main challenge is that ‘data-intensive’ mining is constrained by limited resources of time, memory, and sample size. Data mining has traditionally been performed over static datasets, where data mining algorithms can
afford to read the input data several times. When the source of data items
is an open-ended data stream, not all data can be loaded into the memory
and off-line mining with a fixed size dataset is no longer technically feasible
due to the unique features of streaming data.
The following constraints apply in the Data Stream model:
1. The amount of data that has arrived and will arrive in the future is
extremely large; in fact, the sequence is potentially infinite. Thus, it
is impossible to store it all. Only a small summary can be computed
and stored, and the rest of the information is thrown away. Even if
the information could be all stored, it would be unfeasible to go over
it for further processing.
2. The speed of arrival is large, so that each particular element has to be
processed essentially in real time, and then discarded.
3. The distribution generating the items can change over time. Thus,
data from the past may become irrelevant (or even harmful) for the
current summary.
Constraints 1 and 2 limit the amount of memory and time-per-item that
the streaming algorithm can use. Intense research on the algorithmics of
Data Streams has produced a large body of techniques for computing fundamental functions with low memory and time-per-item, usually in combination with the sliding-window technique discussed next.
Constraint 3, the need to adapt to time changes, has been also intensely
studied. A typical approach for dealing is based on the use of so-called
sliding windows: The algorithm keeps a window of size W containing the
last W data items that have arrived (say, in the last W time steps). When a
new item arrives, the oldest element in the window is deleted to make place
for it. The summary of the Data Stream is at every moment computed or
rebuilt from the data in the window only. If W is of moderate size, this
essentially takes care of the requirement to use low memory.
In most cases, the quantity W is assumed to be externally defined, and
fixed through the execution of the algorithm. The underlying hypothesis is
that the user can guess W so that the distribution of the data can be thought
to be essentially constant in most intervals of size W; that is, the distribution
changes smoothly at a rate that is small w.r.t. W, or it can change drastically
from time to time, but the time between two drastic changes is often much
greater than W.
5
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Unfortunately, in most of the cases the user does not know in advance
what the rate of change is going to be, so its choice of W is unlikely to be
optimal. Not only that, the rate of change can itself vary over time, so the
optimal W may itself vary over time.

1.3 Frequent tree pattern mining
Tree-structured representations are a main key idea pervading all of Computer Science; many link-based structures may be studied formally by means
of trees. From the B+ indices that make our commercial Database Management Systems useful, through search-tree or heap data structures or Tree
Automata, up to the decision tree structures in Artificial Intelligence and
Decision Theory, or the parsing structures in Compiler Design, in Natural Language Processing, or in the now-ubiquitous XML, they often represent an optimal compromise between the conceptual simplicity and processing efficiency of strings and the harder but much richer knowledge
representations based on graphs. Accordingly, a wealth of variations of
the basic notions, both of the structures themselves (binary, bounded-rank,
unranked, ordered, unordered) or of their relationships (like induced or
embedded top-down or bottom-up subtree relations) have been proposed
for study and motivated applications. In particular, mining frequent trees
is becoming an important task, with broad applications including chemical
informatics [HAKU+ 08], computer vision [LG99], text retrieval [WIZD04],
bioinformatics [SWZ04] [HJWZ95], and Web analysis [Cha02b] [Zak02].
Some applications of frequent tree mining are the following [CMNK01]:
• Gaining general information of data sources
• Directly using the discovered frequent substructures
• Constraint based mining
• Association rule mining
• Classification and clustering
• Helping standard database indexing and access methods design
• Tree mining as a step towards efficient graph mining
For example, association rules using web log data may give useful information [CMNK01]. An association rule that an online bookstore may
find interesting is “According to the web logs, 90% visitors to the web page
for book A visited the customer evaluation section, the book description
section, and the table of contents of the book (which is a subsection of the
6
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book description section).” Such an association rule can provide the bookstore with insights that can help improve the web site design.
Closure-based mining on purely relational data, that is, itemset mining,
is by now well-established, and there are interesting algorithmic developments. Sharing some of the attractive features of frequency-based summarization of subsets, it offers an alternative view with several advantages;
among them, there are the facts that, first, by imposing closure, the number of frequent sets is heavily reduced and, second, the possibility appears
of developing a mathematical foundation that connects closure-based mining with lattice-theoretic approaches such as Formal Concept Analysis. A
downside, however, is that, at the time of influencing the practice of Data
Mining, their conceptual sophistication is higher than that of frequent sets,
which are, therefore, preferred often by non-experts. Thus, there have been
subsequent efforts in moving towards closure-based mining on structured
data.
Trees are connected acyclic graphs, rooted trees are trees with a vertex
singled out as the root, n-ary trees are trees for which each node which is not
a leaf has at most n children, and unranked trees are trees with unbounded
arity.
We say that t1 , . . . , tk are the components of tree t if t is made of a node
(the root) joined to the roots of all the ti ’s. We can distinguish betweeen the
cases where the components at each node form a sequence (ordered trees)
or just a multiset (unordered trees). For example, the following two trees are
two different ordered trees, but they are the same unordered tree.

In this thesis, we will deal with rooted, unranked trees. Most of the
time, we will not assume the presence of labels on the nodes, however in
some sections we will deal with labeled trees. The contributions of this
thesis mainly concern on unlabeled trees.
An induced subtree of a tree t is any connected subgraph rooted at some
node v of t that its vertices and edges are subsets of those of t. An embedded subtree of a tree t is any connected subgraph rooted at some node v of
t that does not break the ancestor-descendant relationship among the vertices of t. We are interested in induced subtrees. Formally, let s be a rooted
tree with vertex set V 0 and edge set E 0 , and t a rooted tree t with vertex
set V and edge set E. Tree s is an induced subtree (or simply a subtree) of t
(written t 0  t) if and only if 1) V 0 ⊆ V, 2) E 0 ⊆ E, and 3) the labeling of V 0
is preserved in t. This notation can be extended to sets of trees A  B: for
7
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all t ∈ A, there is some t 0 ∈ B for which t  t 0 .
In order to compare link-based structures, we will also be interested in
a notion of subtree where the root is preserved. In the unordered case, a
tree t 0 is a top-down subtree (or simply a subtree) of a tree t (written t 0  t)
if t 0 is a connected subgraph of t which contains the root of t. Note that
the ordering of the children is not relevant. In the ordered case, the order
of the existing children of each node must be additionally preserved. All
along this thesis, the main place where it is relevant whether we are using
ordered or unordered trees is the choice of the implementation of the test
for the subtree notion.
D
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Figure 1.1: A dataset example
Given a finite dataset D of transactions, where each transaction s ∈ D is
an unlabeled rooted tree, we say that a transaction s supports a tree t if the
tree t is a subtree of the transaction s. Figure 1.1 shows a finite dataset example. The number of transactions in the dataset D that support t is called
the support of the tree t. A tree t is called frequent if its support is greater
than or equal to a given threshold min sup. The frequent tree mining problem is to find all frequent trees in a given dataset. Any subtree of a frequent
tree is also frequent and, therefore, any supertree of a nonfrequent tree is
also nonfrequent.
We define a frequent tree t to be closed if none of its proper supertrees
has the same support as it has. Generally, there are much fewer closed
trees than frequent ones. In fact, we can obtain all frequent subtrees with
their support from the set of closed frequent subtrees with their supports,
as explained later on: whereas this is immediate for itemsets, in the case
of trees we will need to organize appropriately the frequent closed trees;
just the list of frequent trees with their supports does not suffice. However,
organized as we will propose, the set of closed frequent subtrees maintains
the same information as the set of all frequent subtrees
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1.4 Contributions of this thesis
The main contributions of the thesis are the following:
Evolving Data Stream Mining
• Until now, the most frequent way to deal with continuous data
streams evolving on time, was to build an initial model from a
sliding window of recent examples and rebuild the model periodically or whenever its performance (e.g. classification error) degrades on the current window of recent examples. We
propose a new framework to deal with concept and distribution drift over data streams and the design of more efficient and
accurate methods. These new algorithms detect change faster,
without increasing the rate of false positives.
• Many data mining algorithms use counters to keep important
data statistics. We propose a new methodology to replace these
frequency counters by data estimators. In this way, data statistics are updated every time a new element is inserted, without
needing to rebuild its model when change in accuracy is detected.
• The advantages of using this methodology is that the optimal
window size is chosen automatically, from the rate of change observed in the data, at every moment. This delivers the user from
having to choose an ill-defined parameter (the window size appropriate for the problem), a step that most often ends up being
guesswork. The tradeoff between high variance and high timesensitivity is resolved, modulo the assumptions in the method’s
theoretical guarantees.
• The algorithms are general enough that a variety of Machine
Learning and Data Mining algorithms can incorporate them to
react to change and simulate access to permanently updated data
statistics counters. We concentrate on applicability to classification and clustering learning tasks, but try to keep enough generality so that other applications are not necessarily excluded.
We evaluate our methodology on clustering, Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers, decision trees, and ensemble methods. In our decision tree
experiments, our methods are always as accurate as the state of
art method CVFDT and, in some cases, they have substantially
lower error. Their running time is only slightly higher, and their
memory consumption is remarkably smaller, often by an order
of magnitude.
• We build an experimental framework for data stream mining
with concept drift, based on the MOA framework[MOA], sim9
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ilar to WEKA, so that it will be easy for researchers to run experimental benchmarks on data streams.
Closed Frequent Tree Mining
• We propose the extension into trees of the process of closurebased data mining, well-studied in the itemset framework. We
focus mostly on the case where labels on the nodes are nonexistent or unreliable, and discuss algorithms for closure-based mining that only rely on the root of the tree and the link structure.
• We provide a notion of intersection that leads to a deeper understanding of the notion of support-based closure, in terms of an
actual closure operator.
• We present a rather formal study of trees from the point of view
of closure-based mining. Progressing beyond the plain standard
support-based definition of a closed tree, we have developed a
rationale (in the form of the study of the operation of intersection on trees, both in combinatorial and algorithmic terms) for
defining a closure operator, not on trees but on sets of trees, and
we have indicated the most natural definition for such an operator; we have provided a mathematical study that characterizes
closed trees, defined through the plain support-based notion, in
terms of our closure operator, plus the guarantee that this structuring of closed trees gives us the ability to find the support of
any frequent tree. Our study has provided us, therefore, with a
better understanding of the closure operator that stands behind
the standard support-based notion of closure, as well as basic
algorithmics on the data type.
• We use combinatorial characterizations and some properties of
ordered trees to design efficient algorithms for mining frequent
closed subtrees both in the ordered and the unordered settings.
• We analyze the extraction of association rules of full confidence
out of the closed sets of trees, along the same lines as the corresponding process on itemsets. We find there an interesting phenomenon that does not appear if other combinatorial structures
are analyzed: rules whose propositional counterpart is nontrivial are, however, always implicitly true in trees due to the peculiar combinatorics of the structures. We propose powerful
heuristics to treat those implicit rules.
Tree Mining in Evolving Data Streams
• The last contributions of this thesis are the meeting point of the
two previous parts: evolving data stream mining and closed frequent tree mining.
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• We propose a general methodology to identify closed patterns
in a data stream, using Galois Lattice Theory. Our approach is
based on an efficient representation of trees and a low complexity notion of relaxed closed trees, and leads to an on-line strategy and an adaptive sliding window technique for dealing with
changes over time.
• Using this methodology, we develop three closed tree mining
algorithms:
– I NC T REE N AT: an incremental closed tree mining algorithm
– W IN T REE N AT: a sliding window closed tree mining algorithm
– A DAT REE N AT : a new algorithm that can adaptively mine
from data streams that change over time, with no need for
the user to enter parameters describing the speed or nature
of the change.
• And finally, we propose a XML tree classifier that uses closed
frequent trees to reduce the number of classification features.
As we deal with labeled trees, we propose again three closed
tree mining algorithms for labeled trees:I NC T REE M INER, W IN T REE M INER and A DAT REE M INER.

1.5 Overview of this thesis
The structure of the thesis is as follows:
• Chapter 2. We introduce some preliminaries on data mining, data
streams and frequent closed trees. We review the classic change detector and estimator algorithms and we survey briefly the most important classification, clustering, and frequent pattern mining methods available in the literature.
• Chapter 3. We study the evolving data stream mining problem. We
present a new general algorithm framework to deal with change detection and value estimation, and a new experimental framework for
concept drift.
• Chapter 4. We propose our adaptive sliding window method ADWIN,
using the general framework presented in the previous chapter. The
algorithm automatically grows the window when no change is apparent, and shrinks it when data changes. We provide rigorous guarantees of its performance, in the form of bounds on the rates of false
positives and false negatives. We perform some experimental evaluation on Naı̈ve Bayes and k−means.
11
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• Chapter 5. We propose adaptive decision tree methods. After presenting the Hoeffding Window Tree method, a Hoeffding Adaptive
Tree is presented using the general framework presented in Chapter
3 and the ADWIN method presented in Chapter 4.
• Chapter 6. We propose two new bagging methods able to deal with
evolving data streams: one that uses trees of different size, and one
that uses using ADWIN. Using the experimental framework of Chapter 3, we carry our experimental comparison of several classification
methods.
• Chapter 7. We propose methods for closed tree mining. First we
present a new closure operator for trees and a powerful representation for unlabelled trees. We present some new mining methods for
mining closed trees in a non incremental way.
• Chapter 8. We propose a way of extracting high-confidence association rules from datasets consisting of unlabeled trees. We discuss in
more detail the case of rules that always hold, independently of the
dataset.
• Chapter 9. We combine the methods of Chapters 3 and 4, and Chapters 7 and 8 to propose a general adaptive closed pattern mining
method for data streams and, in particular, an adaptive closed tree
mining algorithm. We design an incremental closed tree mining method, a sliding window mining method and finally, using ADWIN an
adaptive closed tree mining algorithm.
• Chapter 10. We propose a new general method to classify patterns,
using closed and maximal frequent patterns. We design a framework to classify XML trees, composed by a Tree XML Closed Frequent
Miner, and a classifier algorithm.

1.5.1

Publications

The results in this thesis are documented in the following publications.
• Chapter 3 contains results from [BG06] and part of [BHP+ 09]
[BG06] Albert Bifet and Ricard Gavaldà. Kalman filters and adaptive
windows for learning in data streams. In Discovery Science,
pages 29–40, 2006.
[BHP+ 09] Albert Bifet, Geoff Holmes, Bernhard Pfahringer, Richard Kirkby,
and Ricard Gavaldà. New ensemble methods for evolving data
streams. Submitted, 2009.
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• Chapter 4 contains results from [BG07c, BG06]
[BG07c] Albert Bifet and Ricard Gavaldà. Learning from time-changing
data with adaptive windowing. In SIAM International Conference
on Data Mining, 2007.
[BG06] Albert Bifet and Ricard Gavaldà. Kalman filters and adaptive
windows for learning in data streams. In Discovery Science,
pages 29–40, 2006.
• Chapter 5 is from [BG09]
[BG09] Albert Bifet and Ricard Gavaldà. Adaptive parameter-free learning from evolving data streams. Technical Report LSI-09-9-R,
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, 2009
• Chapter 6 is from
[BHP+ 09] Albert Bifet, Geoff Holmes, Bernhard Pfahringer, Richard Kirkby,
and Ricard Gavaldà. New ensemble methods for evolving data
streams. Submitted, 2009.
• Chapter 7 contains results from [BBL06, BBL07b, BBL07c, BBL07a,
BBL09]
[BBL06] José L. Balcázar, Albert Bifet, and Antoni Lozano. Intersection algorithms and a closure operator on unordered trees. In
MLG 2006, 4th International Workshop on Mining and Learning with
Graphs, 2006.
[BBL07b] José L. Balcázar, Albert Bifet, and Antoni Lozano. Mining frequent closed unordered trees through natural representations.
In ICCS 2007, 15th International Conference on Conceptual Structures, pages 347–359, 2007.
[BBL07c] José L. Balcázar, Albert Bifet, and Antoni Lozano. Subtree testing and closed tree mining through natural representations. In
DEXA Workshops, pages 499–503, 2007.
[BBL07a] José L. Balcázar, Albert Bifet, and Antoni Lozano. Closed and
maximal tree mining using natural representations. In MLG
2007, 5th International Workshop on Mining and Learning with Graphs,
2007.
[BBL09] José L. Balcázar, Albert Bifet, and Antoni Lozano. Mining Frequent Closed Rooted Trees. Submitted to Journal, 2009. Includes
results from [BBL06, BBL07b, BBL07c, BBL07a].
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• Chapter 8 contains results from [BBL08]
[BBL08] José L. Balcázar, Albert Bifet, and Antoni Lozano. Mining implications from lattices of closed trees. In Extraction et gestion des
connaissances (EGC’2008), pages 373–384, 2008.
• Chapter 9 contains results from [BG08]
[BG08] Albert Bifet and Ricard Gavaldà. Mining adaptively frequent
closed unlabeled rooted trees in data streams. In 14th ACM
SIGKDD International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data
Mining, 2008.
• Chapter 10 is from
[BG09] Albert Bifet and Ricard Gavaldà. Adaptive XML Tree Classification on evolving data streams Submitted, 2009.
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Preliminaries
In the first part of this thesis, the data mining techniques that we will use
come essentially from Machine Learning. In particular, we will use the
traditional distinction between supervised and unsupervised learning. In
supervised methods data instances are labelled with a “correct answer”
and in unsupervised methods they are unlabelled. Classifiers are typical
examples of supervised methods, and clusterers of unsupervised methods.
In the second part of this thesis, we will focus on closed frequent pattern mining. Association rule learning is the task of discovering interesting
relations between patterns in large datasets, and it is very closely related to
pattern mining.

2.1 Classification and Clustering
Classification is the distribution of a set of instances of examples into groups
or classes according to some common relations or affinities. Given nC different classes, a classifier algorithm builds a model that predicts for every
unlabelled instance I the class C to which it belongs with accuracy. A spam
filter is an example of classifier, deciding every new incoming e-mail, if it
is a valid message or not.
The discrete classification problem is generally defined as follows. A
set of N training examples of the form (x, y) is given, where y is a discrete
class label and x is a vector of d attributes, each of which may be symbolic
or numeric. The goal is to produce from these examples a model f that will
predict the class y = f(x) of future examples x with high accuracy. For
example, x could be a description of a costumer’s recent purchases, and y
the decision to send that customer a catalog or not; or x could be a record
of a costumer cellphone call, and y the decision whether it is fraudulent or
not.
The basic difference between a classifier and a clusterer is the labelling
of data instances. In supervised methods data instances are labelled and
in unsupervised methods they are unlabelled. A classifier is a supervised
method, and a clusterer is a unsupervised method.
15
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Literally hundreds of model kinds and model building methods have
been proposed in the literature (see [WF05]). Here we will review only
those that we will use in this thesis.

2.1.1

Naı̈ve Bayes

Naı̈ve Bayes is a classifier algorithm known for its simplicity and low computational cost. Given nC different classes, the trained Naı̈ve Bayes classifier predicts for every unlabelled instance I the class C to which it belongs
with high accuracy.
The model works as follows: Let x1 ,. . . , xk be k discrete attributes, and
assume that xi can take ni different values. Let C be the class attribute,
which can take nC different values. Upon receiving an unlabelled instance
I = (x1 = v1 , . . . , xk = vk ), the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier computes a “probability” of I being in class c as:

∼
Pr[C = c|I] =

k
Y

Pr[xi = vi |C = c]

i=1
k
Y
Pr[xi = vi ∧ C = c]
= Pr[C = c] ·
Pr[C = c]
i=1

The values Pr[xi = vj ∧ C = c] and Pr[C = c] are estimated from
the training data. Thus, the summary of the training data is simply a 3dimensional table that stores for each triple (xi , vj , c) a count Ni,j,c of training instances with xi = vj , together with a 1-dimensional table for the
counts of C = c. This algorithm is naturally incremental: upon receiving a
new example (or a batch of new examples), simply increment the relevant
counts. Predictions can be made at any time from the current counts.

2.1.2

Decision Trees

Decision trees are classifier algorithms [BFOS94, Qui93]. In its simplest
versions, each internal node in the tree contains a test on an attribute, each
branch from a node corresponds to a possible outcome of the test, and each
leaf contains a class prediction. The label y = DT (x) for an instance x is
obtained by passing the instance down from the root to a leaf, testing the
appropriate attribute at each node and following the branch corresponding
to the attribute’s value in the instance.
A decision tree is learned by recursively replacing leaves by test nodes,
starting at the root. The attribute to test at a node is chosen by comparing
all the available attributes and choosing the best one according to some
heuristic measure.
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2.1.3 k-means clustering
k-means clustering divides the input data instances into k clusters such that
a metric relative to the centroids of the clusters is minimized. Total distance
between all objects and their centroids is the most common metric used in
k-means algorithms.
The k-means algorithm is as follows:
1. Place k points into the data space that is being clustered. These points
represent initial group centroids.
2. Assign each input data instance to the group that has the closest centroid.
3. When all input instances have been assigned, recalculate the positions of each of the k centroids by taking the average of the points
assigned to it.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the metric to be minimized no longer decreases.

2.2 Change Detection and Value Estimation
The following different modes of change have been identified in the literature [Tsy04, Sta03, WK96]:
• concept change
– concept drift
– concept shift
• distribution or sampling change
Concept refers to the target variable, which the model is trying to predict.
Concept change is the change of the underlying concept over time. Concept
drift describes a gradual change of the concept and concept shift happens
when a change between two concepts is more abrupt.
Distribution change, also known as sampling change or shift or virtual
concept drift , refers to the change in the data distribution. Even if the
concept remains the same, the change may often lead to revising the current
model as the model’s error rate may no longer be acceptable with the new
data distribution.
Some authors, as Stanley [Sta03], have suggested that from the practical
point of view, it is not essential to differentiate between concept change
and sampling change since the current model needs to be changed in both
cases. We agree to some extent, and our methods will not be targeted to
one particular type of change.
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2.2.1

Change Detection

Change detection is not an easy task, since a fundamental limitation exists [Gus00]: the design of a change detector is a compromise between detecting true changes and avoiding false alarms. See [Gus00, BN93] for more
detailed surveys of change detection methods.
The CUSUM Test
The cumulative sum (CUSUM algorithm), first proposed in [Pag54], is a
change detection algorithm that gives an alarm when the mean of the input
data is significantly different from zero. The CUSUM input t can be any
filter residual, for instance the prediction error from a Kalman filter.
The CUSUM test is as follows:
g0 = 0
gt = max (0, gt−1 + t − υ)
if gt > h then alarm and gt = 0
The CUSUM test is memoryless, and its accuracy depends on the choice of
parameters υ and h.
The Geometric Moving Average Test
The CUSUM test is a stopping rule. Other stopping rules exist. For example, the Geometric Moving Average (GMA) test, first proposed in [Rob00],
is the following
g0 = 0
gt = λgt−1 + (1 − λ)t
if gt > h then alarm and gt = 0
The forgetting factor λ is used to give more or less weight to the last data
arrived. The treshold h is used to tune the sensitivity and false alarm rate
of the detector.
Statistical Tests
CUSUM and GMA are methods for dealing with numeric sequences. For
more complex populations, we need to use other methods. There exist
some statistical tests that may be used to detect change. A statistical test
is a procedure for deciding whether a hypothesis about a quantitative feature of a population is true or false. We test an hypothesis of this sort by
drawing a random sample from the population in question and calculating
an appropriate statistic on its items. If, in doing so, we obtain a value of
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the statistic that would occur rarely when the hypothesis is true, we would
have reason to reject the hypothesis.
To detect change, we need to compare two sources of data, and decide if
the hypothesis H0 that they come from the same distribution is true. Let’s
suppose we have two estimates, µ
^ 0 and µ
^ 1 with variances σ20 and σ21 . If
there is no change in the data, these estimates will be consistent. Otherwise,
a hypothesis test will reject H0 and a change is detected. There are several
ways to construct such a hypothesis test. The simplest one is to study the
difference
µ
^0 − µ
^ 1 ∈ N(0, σ20 + σ21 ), under H0
or, to make a χ2 test
(^
µ0 − µ
^ 1 )2
∈ χ2 (1), under H0
σ20 + σ21
from which a standard hypothesis test can be formulated.
For example, suppose we want to design a change detector using a statistical test with a probability of false alarm of 5%, that is,

|^
µ
−
µ
^
|
0
1
Pr  q
> h = 0.05
2
2
σ0 + σ1


A table of the Gaussian distribution shows that P(X < 1.96) = 0.975, so
the test becomes
(^
µ0 − µ
^ 1 )2
> 1.96
σ20 + σ21
Note that this test uses the normality hypothesis. In Chapter 4 we will
propose a similar test with theoretical guarantees. However, we could have
used this test on the methods of Chapter 4.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [Kan06] is another statistical test used
to compare two populations. Given samples from two populations, the
cumulative distribution functions can be determined and plotted. Hence
the maximum value of the difference between the plots can be found and
compared with a critical value. If the observed value exceeds the critical
value, H0 is rejected and a change is detected. It is not obvious how to implement the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test dealing with data streams. Kifer et
al. [KBDG04] propose a KS-structure to implement Kolmogorov-Smirnov
and similar tests, on the data stream setting.
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Drift Detection Method
The drift detection method (DDM) proposed by Gama et al. [GMCR04]
controls the number of errors produced by the learning model during prediction. It compares the statistics of two windows: the first one contains
all the data, and the second one contains only the data from the beginning
until the number of errors increases. This method does not store these windows in memory. It keeps only statistics and a window of recent data.
The number of errors in a sample of n examples is modelized by a binomial distribution. For each point i in the sequence that is being sampled,
the error rate is thep
probability of misclassifying (pi ), with standard deviation given by si = pi (1 − pi )/i. It assumes (as can be argued e.g. in the
PAC learning model [Mit97]) that the error rate of the learning algorithm
(pi ) will decrease while the number of examples increases if the distribution
of the examples is stationary. A significant increase in the error of the algorithm, suggests that the class distribution is changing and, hence, the actual
decision model is supposed to be inappropriate. Thus, it stores the values
of pi and si when pi + si reaches its minimum value during the process
(obtaining ppmin and smin ), and when the following conditions triggers:
• pi + si ≥ pmin + 2 · smin for the warning level. Beyond this level, the
examples are stored in anticipation of a possible change of context.
• pi + si ≥ pmin + 3 · smin for the drift level. Beyond this level the concept drift is supposed to be true, the model induced by the learning
method is reset and a new model is learnt using the examples stored
since the warning level triggered. The values for pmin and smin are
reset too.
This approach has a good behaviour of detecting abrupt changes and
gradual changes when the gradual change is not very slow, but it has difficulties when the change is slowly gradual. In that case, the examples will
be stored for long time, the drift level can take too much time to trigger and
the example memory can be exceeded.
Baena-Garcı́a et al. proposed a new method EDDM in order to improve
DDM. EDDM [BGCAF+ 06] is shown to be better than DDM for some data
sets and worse for others. It is based on the estimated distribution of the
distances between classification errors. The window resize procedure is
governed by the same heuristics.

2.2.2

Estimation

An Estimator is an algorithm that estimates the desired statistics on the
input data, which may change over time. The simplest Estimator algorithm
for the expected is the linear estimator, which simply returns the average
of the data items contained in the Memory. Other examples of run-time
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efficient estimators are Auto-Regressive, Auto Regressive Moving Average,
and Kalman filters.
Exponential Weighted Moving Average
An exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) estimator is an algorithm that updates the estimation of a variable by combining the most
recent measurement of the variable with the EWMA of all previous measurements:
Xt = αzt + (1 − α)Xt−1 = Xt−1 + α(zt − Xt−1 )
where Xt is the moving average, zt is the latest measurement, and α is the
weight given to the latest measurement (between 0 and 1). The idea is to
produce an estimate that gives more weight to recent measurements, on
the assumption that recent measurements are more likely to be relevant.
Choosing an adequate α is a difficult problem, and it is not trivial.
The Kalman Filter
One of the most widely used Estimation algorithms is the Kalman filter. We
give here a description of its essentials; see [WB95] for a complete introduction.
The Kalman filter addresses the general problem of trying to estimate
the state x ∈ <n of a discrete-time controlled process that is governed by
the linear stochastic difference equation
xt = Axt−1 + But + wt−1
with a measurement z ∈ <m that is
Zt = Hxt + vt .
The random variables wt and vt represent the process and measurement
noise (respectively). They are assumed to be independent (of each other),
white, and with normal probability distributions
p(w) ∼ N(0, Q)
p(v) ∼ N(0, R).
In essence, the main function of the Kalman filter is to estimate the state
vector using system sensors and measurement data corrupted by noise.
The Kalman filter estimates a process by using a form of feedback control: the filter estimates the process state at some time and then obtains
feedback in the form of (noisy) measurements. As such, the equations for
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the Kalman filter fall into two groups: time update equations and measurement update equations. The time update equations are responsible for projecting forward (in time) the current state and error covariance estimates to
obtain the a priori estimates for the next time step.
x−
t = Axt−1 + But
Pt− = APt−1 AT + Q
The measurement update equations are responsible for the feedback, i.e.
for incorporating a new measurement into the a priori estimate to obtain
an improved a posteriori estimate.
Kt = Pt− HT (HPt− HT + R)−1
−
xt = x−
t + Kt (zt − Hxt )

Pt = (I − Kt H)Pt− .
There are extensions of the Kalman filter (Extended Kalman Filters, or EKF)
for the cases in which the process to be estimated or the measurement-toprocess relation is nonlinear. We do not discuss them here.
In our case we consider the input data sequence of real values z1 , z2 , . . . ,
zt , . . . as the measurement data. The difference equation of our discretetime controlled process is the simpler one, with A = 1, H = 1, B = 0. So the
equations are simplified to:
Kt = Pt−1 /(Pt−1 + R)
Xt = Xt−1 + Kt (zt − Xt−1 )
Pt = Pt (1 − Kt ) + Q.
Note the similarity between this Kalman filter and an EWMA estimator,
taking α = Kt . This Kalman filter can be considered as an adaptive EWMA
estimator where α = f(Q, R) is calculated optimally when Q and R are
known.
The performance of the Kalman filter depends on the accuracy of the
a-priori assumptions:
• linearity of the difference stochastic equation
• estimation of covariances Q and R, assumed to be fixed, known, and
follow normal distributions with zero mean.
When applying the Kalman filter to data streams that vary arbitrarily over
time, both assumptions are problematic. The linearity assumption for sure,
but also the assumption that parameters Q and R are fixed and known – in
fact, estimating them from the data is itself a complex estimation problem.
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2.3 Frequent Pattern Mining
Patterns are graphs, composed by a labeled set of nodes (vertices) and a
labeled set of edges. The number of nodes in a pattern is called its size.
Examples of patterns are itemsets, sequences, and trees [ZPD+ 05]. Given
two patterns t and t 0 , we say that t is a subpattern of t 0 , or t 0 is a super-pattern
of t, denoted by t  t 0 if there exists a 1-1 mapping from the nodes in t to
a subset of the nodes in t 0 that preserves node and edge labeling. As there
may be many mappings with this property, we will define for each type of
pattern a more specific definition of subpattern. Two patterns t, t 0 are said
to be comparable if t  t 0 or t 0  t. Otherwise, they are incomparable. Also
t ≺ t 0 if t is a proper subpattern of t 0 (that is, t  t 0 and t 6= t 0 ).
The (infinite) set of all patterns will be denoted with T , but actually all
our developments will proceed in some finite subset of T which will act as
our universe of discourse.
The input to our data mining process, now is a given finite dataset D of
transactions, where each transaction s ∈ D consists of a transaction identifier, tid, and a pattern. Tids are supposed to run sequentially from 1 to
the size of D. From that dataset, our universe of discourse U is the set of all
patterns that appear as subpattern of some pattern in D.
Following standard usage, we say that a transaction s supports a pattern t if t is a subpattern of the pattern in transaction s. The number of
transactions in the dataset D that support t is called the support of the pattern t. A subpattern t is called frequent if its support is greater than or equal
to a given threshold min sup. The frequent subpattern mining problem
is to find all frequent subpatterns in a given dataset. Any subpattern of a
frequent pattern is also frequent and, therefore, any superpattern of a nonfrequent pattern is also nonfrequent (the antimonotonicity property).
We define a frequent pattern t to be closed if none of its proper superpatterns has the same support as it has. Generally, there are much fewer closed
patterns than frequent ones. In fact, we can obtain all frequent subpatterns
with their support from the set of frequent closed subpatterns with their
supports. So, the set of frequent closed subpatterns maintains the same
information as the set of all frequent subpatterns.
Itemsets are subsets of a set of items. Let I = {i1 , · · · , in } be a fixed set
of items. All possible subsets I 0 ⊆ I are itemsets. We can consider itemsets
as patterns without edges, and without two nodes having the same label.
In itemsets the notions of subpattern and super-pattern correspond to the
notions of subset and superset.
Sequences are ordered list of itemsets. Let I = {i1 , · · · , in } be a fixed
set of items. Sequences can be represented as h(I1 )(I2 )...(In )i, where each
Ii is a subset of I, and Ii comes before Ij if i ≤ j. Without loss of generality we can assume that the items in each itemset are sorted in a certain
order (such as alphabetic order). In sequences we are interested in a no23
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tion of subsequence defined as following: a sequence s = h(I1 )(I2 )...(In )i
is a subsequence of s 0 = h(I10 )(I20 )...(In0 )i i.e. s  s 0 , if there exist integers
1 ≤ j1 < j2 . . . < jn ≤ m such that I1 ⊆ Ij01 , . . . , In ⊆ Ij0n .
Trees are connected acyclic graphs, rooted trees are trees with a vertex
singled out as the root, n-ary trees are trees for which each node which is not
a leaf has at most n children, and unranked trees are trees with unbounded
arity. We say that t1 , . . . , tk are the components of tree t if t is made of a node
(the root) joined to the roots of all the ti ’s. We can distinguish betweeen the
cases where the components at each node form a sequence (ordered trees)
or just a set (unordered trees).

2.4 Mining data streams: state of the art
The Data Stream model represents input data that arrives at high speed
[Agg06, BW01, GGR02, Mut03]. This data is so massive that we may not
be able to store all of what we see, and we don’t have too much time to
process it.
It requires that at a time t in a data stream with domain N, this three
performance measures: the per-item processing time, storage and the computing time to be simultaneously o(N, t), preferably, polylog(N,t).
The use of randomization often leads to simpler and more efficient algorithms in comparison to known deterministic algorithms [MR95]. If a randomized algorithm always return the right answer but the running times
vary, it is known as a Las Vegas algorithm. A Monte Carlo algorithm has
bounds on the running time but may not return the correct answer. One
way to think of a randomized algorithm is simply as a probability distribution over a set of deterministic algorithms.
Given that a randomized algorithm returns a random variable as a result, we would like to have bounds on the tail probability of that random
variable. These tell us that the probability that a random variable deviates
from its expected value is small. Basic tools are Chernoff, Hoeffding, and
Bernstein bounds [BLB03, CBL06]. Bernstein’s bound is the most accurate
if variance is known.
P
Theorem 1. Let X = i Xi where X1 , . . . , Xn are independent and indentically
distributed in [0, 1]. Then
1. Chernoff For each  < 1
 2


Pr[X > (1 + )E[X]] ≤ exp − E[X]
3
2. Hoeffding For each t > 0


Pr[X > E[X] + t] ≤ exp −2t2 /n
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P
3. Bernstein Let σ2 = i σ2i the variance of X. If Xi − E[Xi ] ≤ b for each
i ∈ [n] then for each t > 0
!
t2
Pr[X > E[X] + t] ≤ exp −
2σ2 + 32 bt
Surveys for mining data streams, with appropriate references, are given
in [GG07, GZK05, Agg06].

2.4.1

Sliding Windows in data streams

An interesting approach to mining data streams is to use a sliding window
to analyze them [BDMO03, DGIM02]. This technique is able to deal with
concept drift. The main idea is instead of using all data seen so far, use
only recent data. We can use a window of size W to store recent data, and
deleting the oldest item when inserting the newer one. An element arriving
at time t expires at time t + W.
Datar et al. [DGIM02] have considered the problem of maintaining statistics over sliding windows. They identified a simple counting problem
whose solution is a prerequisite for efficient maintenance of a variety of
more complex statistical aggregates: Given a stream of bits, maintain a
count of the number of 1’s in the last W elements seen from the stream.
They showed that, using O( 1 log2 W) bits of memory, it is possible to estimate the number of 1’s to within a factor of 1+. They also give a matching
lower bound of Ω( 1 log2 W) memory bits for any deterministic or randomized algorithm. They extended their scheme to maintain the sum of the last
W elements of a stream of integers in a known range [0, B], and provide
matching upper and lower bounds for this more general problem as well.
An important parameter to consider is the size W of the window. Usually it can be determined a priori by the user. This can work well if information on the time-scale of change is available, but this is rarely the case. Normally, the user is caught in a tradeoff without solution: choosing a small
size (so that the window reflects accurately the current distribution) and
choosing a large size (so that many examples are available to work on, increasing accuracy in periods of stability). A different strategy uses a decay
function to weight the importance of examples according to their age (see
e.g. [CS03]). If there is concept drift, the tradeoff shows up in the choice of
a decay function that should match the unknown rate of change.

2.4.2

Classification in data streams

Classic decision tree learners like ID3, C4.5 [Qui93] and CART [BFOS94]
assume that all training examples can be stored simultaneously in main
memory, and are thus severely limited in the number of examples they
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can learn from. And in particular not applicable to data streams, where
potentially there is no bound on number of examples.
Domingos and Hulten [DH00] developed Hoeffding trees, an incremental, anytime decision tree induction algorithm that is capable of learning
from massive data streams, assuming that the distribution generating examples does not change over time. We describe it in some detail, since it
will be the basis for our adaptive decision tree classifiers.
Hoeffding trees exploit the fact that a small sample can often be enough
to choose an optimal splitting attribute. This idea is supported mathematically by the Hoeffding bound, which quantifies the number of observations (in our case, examples) needed to estimate some statistics within a
prescribed precision (in our case, the goodness of an attribute). More precisely, the Hoeffding bound states that with probability 1 − δ, the true mean
of a random variable of range R will not differ from the estimated mean
after n independent observations by more than:
r
R2 ln(1/δ)
=
.
2n
A theoretically appealing feature of Hoeffding Trees not shared by other
incremental decision tree learners is that it has sound guarantees of performance. Using the Hoeffding bound and the concept of intensional disagreement one can show that its output is asymptotically nearly identical
to that of a non-incremental learner using infinitely many examples. The
intensional disagreement ∆i between two decision trees DT1 and DT2 is the
probability that the path of an example through DT1 will differ from its path
through DT2 . Hoeffding Trees have the following theoretical guarantee:
Theorem 2. If HTδ is the tree produced by the Hoeffding tree algorithm with
desired probability δ given infinite examples, DT is the asymptotic batch tree, and
p is the leaf probability, then E[∆i (HTδ , DT )] ≤ δ/p.
VFDT (Very Fast Decision Trees) is the implementation of Hoeffding
trees, with a few heuristics added, described in [DH00]; we basically identify both in this thesis. The pseudo-code of VFDT is shown in Figure 2.1.
Counts nijk are the sufficient statistics needed to choose splitting attributes,
in particular the information gain function G implemented in VFDT. Function (δ, . . . ) in line 4 is given by the Hoeffding bound and guarantees that
whenever best and 2nd best attributes satisfy this condition, we can confidently conclude that best indeed has maximal gain. The sequence of examples S may be infinite, in which case the procedure never terminates, and
at any point in time a parallel procedure can use the current tree to make
class predictions.
Many other classification methods exist, but only a few can be applied
to the data stream setting, without losing accuracy and in an efficient way.
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VFDT(Stream, δ)
1 Let HT be a tree with a single leaf (root)
2 Init counts nijk at root to 0
3 for each example (x, y) in Stream
4
do VFDTG ROW((x, y), HT, δ)
VFDTG ROW((x, y), HT, δ)
1 Sort (x, y) to leaf l using HT
2 Update counts nijk at leaf l
3 if examples seen so far at l are not all of the same class
4
then Compute G for each attribute q

5
6
7
8

2

1/δ
if G(Best Attr.)−G(2nd best) > R ln
2n
then Split leaf on best attribute
for each branch
do Start new leaf and initialize counts

Figure 2.1: The VFDT algorithm

We mention two more that, although not so popular, have the potential for
adaptation to the data stream setting.
Last [Las02] has proposed a classification system IFN, which uses a
info-fuzzy network, as a base classifier. IFN, or Info-Fuzzy Network, is
an oblivious tree-like classification model, which is designed to minimize
the total number of predicting attributes. The underlying principle of the
IFN method is to construct a multi-layered network in order to test the
Mutual Information (MI) between the input and output attributes. Each
hidden layer is related to a specific input attribute and represents the interaction between this input attribute and the other ones. The IFN algorithm
is using the pre-pruning strategy: a node is split if this procedure brings
about a statistically significant decrease in the entropy value (or increase
in the mutual information) of the target attribute. If none of the remaining input attributes provides a statistically significant increase in mutual
information, the network construction stops. The output of this algorithm
is a network, which can be used to predict the values of a target attribute
similarly to the prediction technique used in decision trees.
AWSOM (Arbitrary Window Stream mOdeling Method) is a method
for interesting pattern discovery from sensors proposed by Papadimitriou
et al. [PFB03]. It is a one-pass algorithm that incrementally updates the patterns. This method requires only O(log n) memory where n is the length
of the sequence. It uses wavelet coefficients as compact information repre27
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sentation and correlation structure detection, applying a linear regression
model in the wavelet domain.

2.4.3

Clustering in data streams

An incremental k-means algorithm for clustering binary data streams was
proposed by Ordonez [Ord03]. As this algorithm has several improvements to k-means algorithm, the proposed algorithm can outperform the
scalable k-means in the majority of cases. The use of binary data simplifies
the manipulation of categorical data and eliminates the need for data normalization. The complexity of the algorithm for n points in Rd , is O(dkn),
where k is the number of centers. It updates the cluster centers and weights
√
after examining each batch of n points rather than updating them one by
one.
LOCALSEARCH is an algorithm for high quality data stream clustering
proposed by O’Callaghan et al. [OMM+ 02]. An algorithm called STREAM
starts by determining the size of the sample and then applies the LOCALSEARCH algorithm if the sample size is larger than a pre-specified equation result. This process is repeated for each data chunk. Finally, the LOCALSEARCH algorithm is applied to the cluster centers generated in the
previous iterations.

2.5 Frequent pattern mining: state of the art
There exist abundant work in closure-based mining on structured data,
particularly sequences [YHA03, BG07b], trees [CXYM01, TRS04, AU05],
and graphs [YH03, YZH05]. One of the differences with closed itemset
mining stems from the fact that the set theoretic intersection no longer
applies, and whereas the intersection of sets is a set, the intersection of
two sequences or two trees is not one sequence or one tree. This makes it
nontrivial to justify the word “closed” in terms of a standard closure operator. Many papers resort to a support-based notion of closedness of a
tree or sequence ([CXYM01], see below); others (like [AU05]) choose a variant of trees where a closure operator between trees can be actually defined
(via least general generalization). In some cases, the trees are labeled, and
strong conditions are imposed on the label patterns (such as nonrepeated
labels in tree siblings [TRS04] or nonrepeated labels at all in sequences
[GB04]).
Yan and Han [YH02, YH03] proposed two algorithms for mining frequent and closed graphs. The first one is called gSpan (graph-based Substructure pattern mining) and discovers frequent graph substructures without candidate generation; gSpan builds a new lexicographic order among
graphs, and maps each graph to a unique minimum DFS code as its canonical label. Based on this lexicographic order, gSpan adopts the depth-first
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search strategy to mine frequent connected subgraphs. The second one
is called CloseGraph and discovers closed graph patterns. CloseGraph is
based on gSpan, and is based on the development of two pruning methods: equivalent occurrence and early termination. The early termination
method is similar to the early termination by equivalence of projected databases method in CloSpan [YHA03], an algorithm for mining closed sequential patterns in large datasets published by the Illimine team. However, in
graphs there are some cases where early termination may fail and miss
some patterns. By detecting and eliminating these cases, CloseGraph guarantees the completeness and soundness of the closed graph patterns discovered.
In the case of trees, only labeled tree mining methods are considered in
the literature. There are four broad kinds of subtrees: bottom-up subtrees,
top-down subtrees, induced subtrees, and embedded subtrees. Bottom-up
subtree mining is the simplest from the subtree mining point of view.
Algorithms for embedded labeled frequent trees include:
• Rooted Ordered Trees
– TreeMiner [Zak02]: This algorithm, developed by Zaki, uses
vertical representations for support counting, and follows the
combined depth-first/breadth traversal idea to discover all embedded ordered subtrees.
• Rooted Unordered Trees
– SLEUTH [Zak05]: This method, also by Zaki, extends TreeMiner to the unordered case using two different methods for generating canonical candidates: the class-based extension and the
canonical extension.
Algorithms for induced labeled frequent trees include:
• Rooted Ordered Trees
– FREQT [AAK+ 02]. Asai et al. developed FREQT. It uses an extension approach based on the rightmost path. FREQT uses an
occurrence list base approach to determine the support of trees.
• Rooted Unordered Trees
– uFreqt [NK03]: Nijssen et al. extended FREQT to the unordered
case. Their method solves in the worst case, a maximum bipartite matching problem when counting tree supports.
– uNot [AAUN03]: Asai et al. presented uNot in order to extend
FREQT. It uses an occurrence list based approach wich is similar
to Zaki’s TreeMiner.
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– HybridTreeMiner [CYM04]: Chi et al. proposed HybridTreeMiner, a method that generates candidates using both joins and extensions. It uses the combined depth-first/breadth-first traversal approach.
– PathJoin [XYLD03]: Xiao et al. developed PathJoin, assuming
that no two siblings are indentically labeled. It presents the maximal frequent subtrees. A maximal frequent subtree is a frequent
subtree none of whose proper supertrees are frequent.
A survey of works on frequent subtree mining can be found in [CMNK01].
Arimura and Uno proposed C LOATT [AU05] considering closed mining
in attribute trees, which is a subclass of labeled ordered trees and can also
be regarded as a fragment of description logic with functional roles only.
These attribute trees are defined using a relaxed tree inclusion. Termier
et al. [TRS04] considered the frequent closed tree discovery problem for a
class of trees with the same constraint as attribute trees.
Labeled trees are trees in which each vertex is given a unique label. Unlabeled trees are trees in which each vertex has no label, or there is a unique
label for all vertices. A comprehensive introduction to the algorithms on
unlabeled trees can be found in [Val02].

2.5.1

CMTreeMiner

Chi et al. proposed CMTreeMiner [CXYM01], the first algorithm to discover all closed and maximal frequent labeled induced subtrees without
first discovering all frequent subtrees. CMTreeMiner is to our knowledge,
the state of art method for closed frequent tree mining. It shares many features with CloseGraph, and uses two pruning techniques: the left-blanket
and right-blanket pruning. The blanket of a tree is defined as the set of immediate supertrees that are frequent, where an immediate supertree of a tree t
is a tree that has one more vertex than t. The left-blanket of a tree t is the
blanket where the vertex added is not in the right-most path of t (the path
from the root to the rightmost vertex of t). The right-blanket of a tree t is the
blanket where the vertex added is in the right-most path of t. The method
is as follows: it computes, for each candidate tree, the set of trees that are
occurrence-matched with its blanket’s trees. If this set is not empty, they
apply two pruning techniques using the left-blanket and right-blanket. If
it is empty, then they check if the set of trees that are transaction-matched
but not occurrence matched with its blanket’s trees is also empty. If this is
the case, there is no supertree with the same support and then the tree is
closed.
CMTreeMiner is a labeled tree method and it was not designed for unlabeled trees. As explained in [CXYM01]:
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Therefore, if the number of distinct labels decrease dramatically
(so different occurrences for the same pattern increase dramatically), the memory usage of CMTreeMiner is expected to increase and its performance is expected to deteriorate. To study
the performance under this special case and to modify CMTreeMiner to handle it is a topic for future work.
In this thesis we will propose closed frequent mining methods for unlabeled trees, that will outperform CMTreeMiner precisely in this case.

2.5.2

D RYADE PARENT

Termier et al. proposed D RYADE PARENT [TRS+ 08] as a closed frequent attribute tree mining method comparable to CMTreeMiner. Attribute trees
are trees such that two sibling nodes cannot have the same label. They
extend to induced subtrees their previous algorithm D RYADE [TRS04].
The D RYADE and D RYADE PARENT algorithm are based on the computation of tiles (closed frequent attribute trees of depth 1) in the data and
on an efficient hooking strategy that reconstructs the closed frequent trees
from these tiles. Whereas CMTreeMiner uses a classical generate-and-test
strategy to build candidate trees edge by edge, the hooking strategy of
D RYADE PARENT finds a complete depth level at each iteration and does
not need tree mapping tests. The authors claim that their experiments have
shown that D RYADE PARENT is faster than CMTreeMiner in most settings
and that the performances of D RYADE PARENT are robust with respect to
the structure of the closed frequent trees to find, whereas the performances
of CMTreeMiner are biased toward trees having most of their edges on their
rightmost branch.
As attribute trees are trees such that two sibling nodes cannot have the
same label, D RYADE PARENT is not a method appropriate for dealing with
unlabeled trees.

2.5.3

Streaming Pattern Mining

There is a large body of work done on itemset mining. An important part
of the most recent work is related to data streams; see the survey [JCN07b]
and the references there. We can divide these data stream methods in two
families depending if they use a landmark window or a sliding window.
Only a small part of these methods deal with closed frequent mining. Moment [CWYM04], CFI-Stream [JG06], and IncMine [JCN07a] are the stateof-art algorithms for mining frequent closed itemsets over a sliding window. CFI-Stream stores only closed itemsets in memory, but must maintain
all closed itemsets as does not implement a min-support threshold. Moment stores much more information besides the current closed frequent
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itemsets, but it has a min-support threshold to reduce the quantity of patterns found. IncMine proposes a notion of semi-FCIs that consists in increasing the minimum support threshold for an itemset as it is retained
longer in the window.
A lot of research work exist on XML pattern mining. Asai et al. [AAA+ 02]
present StreamT, a tree online mining algorithm that uses a forgetting model
and is able to maintain a sliding window, but it extracts only frequent trees,
not closed ones. Hsieh et al. [HWC06] propose STMer, an alternative to
StreamT to deal with frequent trees over data streams, but without using
a sliding window. In [FQWZ07], Feng et al. present SOLARIA*, a frequent
closed XML query pattern mining algorithm, but it is not an incremental
method. Li. et al [LSL06] present Incre-FXQPMiner, an incremental mining
algorithm of frequent XML query patterns, but it does not obtain the closed
XML queries, neither uses a sliding window.
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3

Mining Evolving Data Streams
In order to deal with evolving data streams, the model learned from the
streaming data must be able to capture up-to-date trends and transient patterns in the stream [Tsy04, WFYH03]. To do this, as we revise the model by
incorporating new examples, we must also eliminate the effects of outdated
examples representing outdated concepts. This is a nontrivial task. Also,
we propose a new experimental data stream framework for studying concept drift.

3.1 Introduction
Dealing with time-changing data requires strategies for detecting and quantifying change, forgetting stale examples, and for model revision. Fairly
generic strategies exist for detecting change and deciding when examples
are no longer relevant. Model revision strategies, on the other hand, are in
most cases method-specific.
Most strategies for dealing with time change contain hardwired constants, or else require input parameters, concerning the expected speed or
frequency of the change; some examples are a priori definitions of sliding
window lengths, values of decay or forgetting parameters, explicit bounds
on maximum drift, etc. These choices represent preconceptions on how
fast or how often the data are going to evolve and, of course, they may
be completely wrong. Even more, no fixed choice may be right, since the
stream may experience any combination of abrupt changes, gradual ones,
and long stationary periods. More in general, an approach based on fixed
parameters will be caught in the following tradeoff: the user would like
to use values of parameters that give more accurate statistics (hence, more
precision) during periods of stability, but at the same time use the opposite
values of parameters to quickly react to changes, when they occur.
Many ad-hoc methods have been used to deal with drift, often tied to
particular algorithms. In this chapter we propose a more general approach
based on using two primitive design elements: change detectors and estimators. The idea is to encapsulate all the statistical calculations having
to do with detecting change and keeping updated statistics from a stream
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an abstract data type that can then be used to replace, in a black-box way,
the counters and accumulators that typically all machine learning and data
mining algorithms use to make their decisions, including when change has
occurred.
We believe that, compared to any previous approaches, our approach
better isolates different concerns when designing new data mining algorithms, therefore reducing design time, increasing modularity, and facilitating analysis. Furthermore, since we crisply identify the nuclear problem in dealing with drift, and use a well-optimized algorithmic solution to
tackle it, the resulting algorithms are more accurate, adaptive, and timeand memory-efficient than other ad-hoc approaches.

3.1.1

Theoretical approaches

The task of learning drifting or time-varying concepts has also been studied in computational learning theory. Learning a changing concept is infeasible, if no restrictions are imposed on the type of admissible concept
changes, but drifting concepts are provably efficiently learnable (at least
for certain concept classes), if the rate or the extent of drift is limited in
particular ways.
Helmbold and Long [HL94] assume a possibly permanent but slow concept drift and define the extent of drift as the probability that two subsequent concepts disagree on a randomly drawn example. Their results include an upper bound for the extend of drift maximally tolerable by any
learner and algorithms that can learn concepts that do not drift more than
a certain constant extent of drift. Furthermore they show that it is sufficient
for a learner to see a fixed number of the most recent examples. Hence a
window of a certain minimal fixed size allows to learn concepts for which
the extent of drift is appropriately limited. While Helmbold and Long restrict the extend of drift, Kuh, Petsche, and Rivest [KPR90] determine a
maximal rate of drift that is acceptable by any learner, i. e. a maximally
acceptable frequency of concept changes, which implies a lower bound for
the size of a fixed window for a time-varying concept to be learnable, which
is similar to the lower bound of Helmbold and Long.

3.2 Algorithms for mining with change
In this section we review some of the data mining methods that deal with
data streams and concept drift. There are many algorithms in the literature
that address this problem. We focus on the ones that they are more referred
to in other works.
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3.2.1

FLORA: Widmer and Kubat

FLORA [WK96] is a supervised incremental learning system that takes as
input a stream of positive and negative example of a target concept that
changes over time. The original FLORA algorithm uses a fixed moving
window approach to process the data. The concept definitions are stored
into three description sets:
• ADES description based on positive examples
• NDES descriptions based on negative examples
• PDES concept descriptions based on both positive and negative examples
The system uses the examples present in the moving window to incrementally update the knowledge about the concepts. The update of the concept
descriptions involves two processes: a learning process (adjust concept description based on the new data) and a forgetting process (discard data that
may be out of date). FLORA2 was introduced to address some of the problems associated with FLORA such as the fixed window size. FLORA2 has
a heuristic routine to dynamically adjust its window size and uses a better
generalization technique to integrate the knowledge extracted from the examples observed. The algorithm was further improved to allow previously
extracted knowledge to help deal with recurring concepts (FLORA3) and
to allow it to handle noisy data (FLORA4).

3.2.2

Suport Vector Machines: Klinkenberg

Klinkenberg and Joachims [KJ00] presented a method to handle concept
drift with support vector machines. A proper introduction to SVM can be
found in [Bur98].
Their method maintains a window on the training data with an appropriate size without using a complicated parameterization. The key idea is
to automatically adjust the window size so that the estimated generalization error on new examples is minimized. To get an estimate of the generalization error, a special form of ξα-estimates is used. ξα-estimates are
a particularly efficient method for estimating the performance of an SVM,
estimating the leave-one-out-error of a SVM based solely on the one SVM
solution learned with all examples.
Each example z = (x, y) consists of a feature vector x ∈ RN and a label
y ∈ {−1, +1} indicating its classification. Data arrives over time in batches
of equal size, each containing m examples. For each batch i the data is independently identically distributed with respect to a distribution Pri (x, y).
The goal of the learner L is to sequentially predict the labels of the next
batch.
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The window adaptive approach that employs this method, works that
way: at batch t, it essentially tries various windows sizes, training a SVM
for each resulting training set.
For each window size it computes a ξα-estimate based on the result of
training, considering only the last batch for the estimation, that is the m
most recent training examples z(t,1) , . . . , z(t,m) .
This reflects the assumption that the most recent examples are most
similar to the new examples in batch t + 1. The window size minimizing the ξα-estimate of the error rate is selected by the algorithm and used
to train a classifier for the current batch.
The window adaptation algorithm is showed in figure 3.1.

SVMW INDOW S IZE(Stream STrain consisting of t batches of m examples )
1
2
3
4

for h ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1}
do train SVM on examples z(t−h,1) , . . . , z(t,m)
Compute ξα-estimate on examples z(t−h,1) , . . . , z(t,m)
return Window size which minimizes ξα-estimate.
Figure 3.1: Window size adaption algorithm

3.2.3

OLIN: Last

Last in [Las02] describes an online classification system that uses the infofuzzy network (IFN) explained in Section 2.4.2. The system called OLIN
(On Line Information Network) gets a continuous stream of non-stationary
data and builds a network based on a sliding window of the latest examples. The system dynamically adapts the size of the training window and
the frequency of model re-construction to the current rate of concept drift
OLIN uses the statistical significance of the difference between the training and the validation accuracy of the current model as an indicator of concept stability.
OLIN adjusts dynamically the number of examples between model reconstructions by using the following heuristic: keep the current model for
more examples if the concept appears to be stable and reduce drastically
the size of the validation window, if a concept drift is detected.
OLIN generates a new model for every new sliding window. This approach ensures accurate and relevant models over time and therefore an
increase in the classification accuracy. However, the OLIN algorithm has a
major drawback, which is the high cost of generating new models. OLIN
does not take into account the costs involved in replacing the existing model
with a new one.
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3.2.4

CVFDT: Domingos

Hulten, Spencer and Domingos presented Concept-adapting Very Fast Decision Trees CVFDT [HSD01] algorithm as an extension of VFDT to deal
with concept change.
Figure 3.2 shows CVFDT algorithm. CVFDT keeps the model it is learning in sync with such changing concepts by continuously monitoring the
quality of old search decisions with respect to a sliding window of data
from the data stream, and updating them in a fine-grained way when it detects that the distribution of data is changing. In particular, it maintains sufficient statistics throughout time for every candidate M considered at every
search step. After the first w examples, where w is the window width, it
subtracts the oldest example from these statistics whenever a new one is
added. After every ∆n new examples, it determines again the best candidates at every previous search decision point. If one of them is better than
an old winner by δ∗ then one of two things has happened. Either the original decision was incorrect (which will happen a fraction δ of the time) or
concept drift has occurred. In either case,it begins an alternate search starting from the new winners, while continuing to pursue the original search.
Periodically it uses a number of new examples as a validation set to compare the performance of the models produced by the new and old searches.
It prunes an old search (and replace it with the new one) when the new
model is on average better than the old one, and it prunes the new search
if after a maximum number of validations its models have failed to become
more accurate on average than the old ones. If more than a maximum number of new searches is in progress, it prunes the lowest-performing ones.

3.2.5

UFFT: Gama

Gama, Medas and Rocha [GMR04] presented the Ultra Fast Forest of Trees
(UFFT) algorithm.
UFFT is an algorithm for supervised classification learning, that generates a forest of binary trees. The algorithm is incremental, processing each
example in constant time, works on-line, UFFT is designed for continuous
data. It uses analytical techniques to choose the splitting criteria, and the
information gain to estimate the merit of each possible splitting-test. For
multi-class problems, the algorithm builds a binary tree for each possible
pair of classes leading to a forest-of-trees. During the training phase the
algorithm maintains a short term memory. Given a data stream, a limited
number of the most recent examples are maintained in a data structure that
supports constant time insertion and deletion. When a test is installed, a
leaf is transformed into a decision node with two descendant leaves. The
sufficient statistics of the leaf are initialized with the examples in the short
term memory that will fall at that leaf.
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CVFDT(Stream, δ)
1 Let HT be a tree with a single leaf(root)
2 Init counts nijk at root
3 for each example (x, y) in Stream
4
do Add, Remove and Forget Examples
5
CVFDTG ROW((x, y), HT, δ)
6
C HECK S PLIT VALIDITY(HT, n, δ)
CVFDTG ROW((x, y), HT, δ)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sort (x, y) to leaf l using HT
Update counts nijk at leaf l and nodes traversed in the sort
if examples seen so far at l are not all of the same class
then Compute G for each attribute q
2

1/δ
if G(Best Attr.)−G(2nd best) > R ln
2n
then Split leaf on best attribute
for each branch
do Start new leaf and initialize counts
Create alternate subtree

C HECK S PLIT VALIDITY(HT, n, δ)
1 for each node l in HT that it is not a leaf
2
do for each tree Talt in ALT(l)
3
do C HECK S PLIT VALIDITY(Talt , n, δ)
4
if exists a new promising attributes at node l
5
do Start an alternate subtree
Figure 3.2: The CVFDT algorithm
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The UFFT algorithm maintains, at each node of all decision trees, a
Naı̈ve Bayes classifier. Those classifiers were constructed using the sufficient statistics needed to evaluate the splitting criteria when that node was
a leaf. After the leaf becomes a node, all examples that traverse the node
will be classified by the Naı̈ve Bayes. The basic idea of the drift detection
method is to control this error-rate. If the distribution of the examples is
stationary, the error rate of Naı̈ve-Bayes decreases. If there is a change on
the distribution of the examples the Naı̈ve Bayes error increases. The system uses DDM, the drift detection method explained in Section 2.2.1. When
it detects an statistically significant increase of the Naı̈ve-Bayes error in a
given node, an indication of a change in the distribution of the examples,
this suggest that the splitting-test that has been installed at this node is no
longer appropriate. The subtree rooted at that node is pruned, and the node
becomes a leaf. All the sufficient statistics of the leaf are initialized. When
a new training example becomes available, it will cross the corresponding
binary decision trees from the root node till a leaf. At each node, the Naı̈ve
Bayes installed at that node classifies the example. The example will be correctly or incorrectly classified. For a set of examples the error is a random
variable from Bernoulli trials. The Binomial distribution gives the general
form of the probability for the random variable that represents the number
of errors in a sample of n examples.
The sufficient statistics of the leaf are initialized with the examples in
the short term memory that maintains a limited number of the most recent examples. It is possible to observe an increase of the error reaching
the warning level, followed by a decrease. This method uses the information already available to the learning algorithm and does not require
additional computational resources. An advantage of this method is it continuously monitors the online error of Naı̈ve Bayes. It can detect changes in
the class-distribution of the examples at any time. All decision nodes contain Naı̈ve Bayes to detect changes in the class distribution of the examples
that traverse the node, that correspond to detect shifts in different regions
of the instance space. Nodes near the root should be able to detect abrupt
changes in the distribution of the examples, while deeper nodes should
detect smoothed changes.

3.3 A Methodology for Adaptive Stream Mining
The starting point of our work is the following observation: In the data
stream mining literature, most algorithms incorporate one or more of the
following ingredients: windows to remember recent examples; methods
for detecting distribution change in the input; and methods for keeping
updated estimations for some statistics of the input. We see them as the
basis for solving the three central problems of
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Estimation
xt
Estimator

Alarm
Change Detector

Memory

Figure 3.3: General Framework
• what to remember or forget,
• when to do the model upgrade, and
• how to do the model upgrade.
Our claim is that by basing mining algorithms on well-designed, wellencapsulated modules for these tasks, one can often get more generic and
more efficient solutions than by using ad-hoc techniques as required.

3.3.1

Time Change Detectors and Predictors: A General Framework

Most approaches for predicting and detecting change in streams of data
can be discussed in the general framework: The system consists of three
modules: a Memory module, an Estimator Module, and a Change Detector
or Alarm Generator module. These three modules interact as shown in
Figure 3.3, which is analogous to Figure 8 in [SEG05].
In general, the input to this algorithm is a sequence x1 , x2 , . . . , xt , . . . of data
items whose distribution varies over time in an unknown way. The outputs
of the algorithm are, at each time step
• an estimation of some important parameters of the input distribution,
and
• a signal alarm indicating that distribution change has recently occurred.
We consider a specific, but very frequent case, of this setting: that in
which all the xt are real values. The desired estimation is usually the expected value of the current xt , and less often another distribution statistics
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such as the variance. The only assumption on the distribution is that each
xt is drawn independently from each other.
Memory is the component where the algorithm stores all the sample
data or summary that considers relevant at current time, that is, that presumably shows the current data distribution.
The Estimator component is an algorithm that estimates the desired
statistics on the input data, which may change over time. The algorithm
may or may not use the data contained in the Memory. The simplest Estimator algorithm for the expected is the linear estimator, which simply returns the average of the data items contained in the Memory. Other examples of run-time efficient estimators are Auto-Regressive, Auto Regressive
Moving Average, and Kalman filters.
The change detector component outputs an alarm signal when it detects
change in the input data distribution. It uses the output of the Estimator,
and may or may not in addition use the contents of Memory.
In Table 3.1 we classify these predictors in four classes, depending on
whether Change Detector and Memory modules exist:

No memory

Memory

No Change Detector

Type I
Kalman Filter

Type III
Adaptive Kalman Filter

Change Detector

Type II
Kalman Filter + CUSUM

Type IV
ADWIN
Kalman Filter + ADWIN

Table 3.1: Types of Time Change Predictor and some examples

• Type I: Estimator only. The simplest one is modelled by
x
^k = (1 − α)^
xk−1 + α · xk .
The linear estimator corresponds to using α = 1/N where N is the
width of a virtual window containing the last N elements we want
to consider. Otherwise, we can give more weight to the last elements
with an appropriate constant value of α. The Kalman filter tries to
optimize the estimation using a non-constant α (the K value) which
varies at each discrete time interval.
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• Type II: Estimator with Change Detector. An example is the Kalman
Filter together with a CUSUM test change detector algorithm, see for
example [JMJH04].
• Type III: Estimator with Memory. We add Memory to improve the
results of the Estimator. For example, one can build an Adaptive
Kalman Filter that uses the data in Memory to compute adequate values for the process variance Q and the measure variance R. In particular, one can use the sum of the last elements stored into a memory
window to model the Q parameter and the difference of the last two
elements to estimate parameter R.
• Type IV: Estimator with Memory and Change Detector. This is the most
complete type. Two examples of this type, from the literature, are:
– A Kalman filter with a CUSUM test and fixed-length window
memory, as proposed in [SEG05]. Only the Kalman filter has
access to the memory.
– A linear Estimator over fixed-length windows that flushes when
change is detected [KBDG04], and a change detector that compares the running windows with a reference window.
In Chapter 4, we will present ADWIN, an adaptive sliding window
method that works as a type IV change detector and predictor.

3.3.2

Window Management Models

Window strategies have been used in conjunction with mining algorithms
in two ways: one, externally to the learning algorithm; the window system
is used to monitor the error rate of the current model, which under stable
distributions should keep decreasing or at most stabilize; when instead this
rate grows significantly, change is declared and the base learning algorithm
is invoked to revise or rebuild the model with fresh data. Note that in this
case the window memory contains bits or real numbers (not full examples).
Figure 3.4 shows this model.
The other way is to embed the window system inside the learning algorithm, to maintain the statistics required by the learning algorithm continuously updated; it is then the algorithm’s responsibility to keep the model
in synchrony with these statistics, as shown in Figure 3.5.
Learning algorithms that detect change, usually compare statistics of
two windows. Note that the methods may be memoryless: they may keep
window statistics without storing all their elements. There have been in the
literature, some different window management strategies:
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input

DM Algorithm

output

Static Model

Change Detect.

Figure 3.4: Data mining algorithm framework with concept drift.
DM Algorithm
output

input
Estimator5
Estimator4
Estimator3
Estimator2
Estimator1

Figure 3.5: Data mining algorithm framework with concept drift using estimators replacing counters.
• Equal & fixed size subwindows: Kifer et al. [KBDG04] compares one
reference, non-sliding, window of older data with a sliding window
of the same size keeping the most recent data.
• Equal size adjacent subwindows: Dasu et al. [DKVY06] compares two
adjacent sliding windows of the same size of recent data.
• Total window against subwindow: Gama et al. [GMCR04] compares
the window that contains all the data with a subwindow of data from
the beginning until it detects that the accuracy of the algorithm decreases.
The strategy of ADWIN, the method presented in next chapter, will be to
compare all the adjacent subwindows in which is possible to partition the
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window containing all the data. Figure 3.6 shows these window management strategies.
Let W = 101010110111111
• Equal & fixed size subwindows: 1010 1011011 1111
• Equal size adjacent subwindows: 1010101 1011 1111
• Total window against subwindow: 10101011011 1111
• ADWIN: All adjacent subwindows:
1 01010110111111
1010 10110111111
1010101 10111111
1010101101 11111
10101011011111 1

Figure 3.6: Different window management strategies

3.4 Optimal Change Detector and Predictor
We have presented in section 3.3 a general framework for time change detectors and predictors. Using this framework we can establish the main
properties of an optimal change detector and predictor system as the following:
• High accuracy
• Fast detection of change
• Low false positives and negatives ratios
• Low computational cost: minimum space and time needed
• Theoretical guarantees
• No parameters needed
• Detector of type IV: Estimator with Memory and Change Detector
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In the next chapter we design and propose ADWIN, a change detector
and predictor with these characteristics, using an adaptive sliding window
model. ADWIN’s window management strategy will be to compare all the
adjacent subwindows in which is possible to partition the window containing all the data. It seems that this procedure may be the most accurate, since
it looks at all possible subwindows partitions. On the other hand, time cost
is the main disadvantage of this method. Considering this, we will provide
another version working in the strict conditions of the Data Stream model,
namely low memory and low processing per item.

3.5 Experimental Setting
This section proposes a new experimental data stream framework for studying concept drift. A majority of concept drift research in data streams mining is done using traditional data mining frameworks such as WEKA [WF05].
As the data stream setting has constraints that a traditional data mining environment does not, we believe that a new framework is needed to help to
improve the empirical evaluation of these methods.
In data stream mining, we are interested in three main dimensions:
• accuracy
• amount of space necessary or computer memory
• the time required to learn from training examples and to predict
These properties may be interdependent: adjusting the time and space
used by an algorithm can influence accuracy. By storing more pre-computed
information, such as look up tables, an algorithm can run faster at the expense of space. An algorithm can also run faster by processing less information, either by stopping early or storing less, thus having less data to
process. The more time an algorithm has, the more likely it is that accuracy
can be increased.
In evolving data streams we are concerned about
• evolution of accuracy
• probability of false alarms
• probability of true detections
• average delay time in detection
Sometimes, learning methods do not have change detectors implemented
inside, and then it may be hard to define ratios of false positives and negatives, and average delay time in detection. In these cases, learning curves
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may be a useful alternative for observing the evolution of accuracy in changing environments.
To summarize, the main properties of an ideal learning method for mining evolving data streams are the following: high accuracy and fast adaption to change, low computational cost in both space and time, theoretical
performance guarantees, and minimal number of parameters.
In traditional batch learning the problem of limited data is overcome by
analyzing and averaging multiple models produced with different random
arrangements of training and test data. In the stream setting the problem
of (effectively) unlimited data poses different challenges. One solution involves taking snapshots at different times during the induction of a model
to see how much the model improves.
The evaluation procedure of a learning algorithm determines which examples are used for training the algorithm, and which are used to test the
model output by the algorithm. The procedure used historically in batch
learning has partly depended on data size. As data sizes increase, practical
time limitations prevent procedures that repeat training too many times. It
is commonly accepted with considerably larger data sources that it is necessary to reduce the numbers of repetitions or folds to allow experiments to
complete in reasonable time. When considering what procedure to use in
the data stream setting, one of the unique concerns is how to build a picture
of accuracy over time. Two main approaches arise [Kir07]:
• Holdout: When traditional batch learning reaches a scale where crossvalidation is too time consuming, it is often accepted to instead measure performance on a single holdout set. This is most useful when
the division between train and test sets have been pre-defined, so that
results from different studies can be directly compared.
• Interleaved Test-Then-Train: Each individual example can be used
to test the model before it is used for training, and from this the accuracy can be incrementally updated. When intentionally performed
in this order, the model is always being tested on examples it has not
seen. This scheme has the advantage that no holdout set is needed for
testing, making maximum use of the available data. It also ensures a
smooth plot of accuracy over time, as each individual example will
become increasingly less significant to the overall average.
As data stream classification is a relatively new field, such evaluation practices are not nearly as well researched and established as they are in the
traditional batch setting. The majority of experimental evaluations use less
than one million training examples. Some papers use more than this, up to
ten million examples, and only very rarely is there any study like Domingos and Hulten [DH00, HSD01] that is in the order of tens of millions of examples. In the context of data streams this is disappointing, because to be
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truly useful at data stream classification the algorithms need to be capable
of handling very large (potentially infinite) streams of examples. Demonstrating systems only on small amounts of data does not build a convincing
case for capacity to solve more demanding data stream applications.
A claim of [Kir07] is that in order to adequately evaluate data stream
classification algorithms they need to be tested on large streams, in the
order of tens of millions of examples where possible, and under explicit
memory limits. Any less than this does not actually test algorithms in a
realistically challenging setting.

3.5.1

Concept Drift Framework

We present a new experimental framework for concept drift. Our goal is to
introduce artificial drift to data stream generators in a straightforward way.
The framework approach most similar to the one presented in this Chapter is the one proposed by Narasimhamurthy et al. [NK07]. They proposed
a general framework to generate data simulating changing environments.
Their framework accommodates the STAGGER and Moving Hyperplane
generation strategies. They consider a set of k data sources with known
distributions. As these distributions at the sources are fixed, the data distribution at time t, D(t) is specified through vi (t), where vi (t) ∈ [0, 1] specify
the extent of the influence of data source i at time t:
X
D(t) = {v1 (t), v2 (t), . . . , vk (t)},
vi (t) = 1
i

Their framework covers gradual and abrupt changes. Our approach is
more concrete, we begin by dealing with a simple scenario: a data stream
and two different concepts. Later, we will consider the general case with
more than one concept drift events.
Considering data streams as data generated from pure distributions, we
can model a concept drift event as a weighted combination of two pure distributions that characterizes the target concepts before and after the drift.
In our framework, we need to define the probability that every new instance of the stream belongs to the new concept after the drift. We will use
the sigmoid function, as an elegant and practical solution.
We see from Figure 3.7 that the sigmoid function
f(t) = 1/(1 + e−s(t−t0 ) )
has a derivative at the point t0 equal to f 0 (t0 ) = s/4. The tangent of angle α
is equal to this derivative, tan α = s/4. We observe that tan α = 1/W, and
as s = 4 tan α then s = 4/W. So the parameter s in the sigmoid gives the
length of W and the angle α. In this sigmoid model we only need to specify
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W
Figure 3.7: A sigmoid function f(t) = 1/(1 + e−s(t−t0 ) ).
two parameters : t0 the point of change, and W the length of change. Note
that
f(t0 + β · W) = 1 − f(t0 − β · W),
and that f(t0 +β·W) and f(t0 −β·W) are constant values that don’t depend
on t0 and W:
f(t0 + W/2) = 1 − f(t0 − W/2) = 1/(1 + e−2 ) ≈ 88.08%
f(t0 + W) = 1 − f(t0 − W) = 1/(1 + e−4 ) ≈ 98.20%
f(t0 + 2W) = 1 − f(t0 − 2W) = 1/(1 + e−8 ) ≈ 99.97%
Definition 1. Given two data streams a, b, we define c = a ⊕W
t0 b as the data
stream built joining the two data streams a and b, where t0 is the point of change,
W is the length of change and
• Pr[c(t) = a(t)] = e−4(t−t0 )/W /(1 + e−4(t−t0 )/W )
• Pr[c(t) = b(t)] = 1/(1 + e−4(t−t0 )/W ).
We observe the following properties, if a 6= b:
W
• a ⊕W
t0 b 6= b ⊕t0 a

• a ⊕W
t0 a = a
• a ⊕00 b = b
W
W
W
• a ⊕W
t0 (b ⊕t0 c) 6= (a ⊕t0 b) ⊕t0 c
W
W
W
• a ⊕W
t0 (b ⊕t1 c) ≈ (a ⊕t0 b) ⊕t1 c if t0 < t1 and W  |t1 − t0 |
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In order to create a data stream with multiple concept changes, we can
build new data streams joining different concept drifts:
W1
W2
0
(((a ⊕W
t0 b) ⊕t1 c) ⊕t2 d) . . .

3.5.2

Datasets for concept drift

Synthetic data has several advantages – it is easier to reproduce and there
is little cost in terms of storage and transmission. For this framework, the
data generators most commonly found in the literature have been collected.
SEA Concepts Generator This dataset contains abrupt concept drift, first
introduced in [SK01]. It is generated using three attributes, where
only the two first attributes are relevant. All three attributes have
values between 0 and 10. The points of the dataset are divided into 4
blocks with different concepts. In each block, the classification is done
using f1 + f2 ≤ θ, where f1 and f2 represent the first two attributes
and θ is a threshold value. The most frequent values are 9, 8, 7 and
9.5 for the data blocks. In our framework, SEA concepts are defined
as follows:
W
W
(((SEA9 ⊕W
t0 SEA8 ) ⊕2t0 SEA7 ) ⊕3t0 SEA9.5 )

STAGGER Concepts Generator They were introduced by Schlimmer and
Granger in [SG86]. The concept description in STAGGER is a collection of elements, where each individual element is a Boolean function
of attribute-valued pairs that is represented by a disjunct of conjuncts.
A typical example of a concept description covering either green rectangles or red triangles can be represented by (shape rectangle and
colour green) or (shape triangles and colour red).
Rotating Hyperplane This dataset was used as testbed for CVFDT versus
VFDT in [HSD01]. A hyperplane in d-dimensional space is the set of
points x that satisfy
d
X
i=1

wi xi = w0 =

d
X

wi

i=1

P
where xi , is the ith coordinate of x. Examples for which di=1 wi xi ≥
P
w0 are labeled positive, and examples for which di=1 wi xi < w0
are labeled negative. Hyperplanes are useful for simulating timechanging concepts, because we can change the orientation and position of the hyperplane in a smooth manner by changing the relative
size of the weights. We introduce change to this dataset adding drift
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to each weight attribute wi = wi + dσ, where σ is the probability
that the direction of change is reversed and d is the change applied to
every example.
Random RBF Generator This generator was devised to offer an alternate
complex concept type that is not straightforward to approximate with
a decision tree model. The RBF (Radial Basis Function) generator
works as follows: A fixed number of random centroids are generated. Each center has a random position, a single standard deviation,
class label and weight. New examples are generated by selecting a
center at random, taking weights into consideration so that centers
with higher weight are more likely to be chosen. A random direction is chosen to offset the attribute values from the central point.
The length of the displacement is randomly drawn from a Gaussian
distribution with standard deviation determined by the chosen centroid. The chosen centroid also determines the class label of the example. This effectively creates a normally distributed hypersphere
of examples surrounding each central point with varying densities.
Only numeric attributes are generated. Drift is introduced by moving the centroids with constant speed. This speed is initialized by a
drift parameter.
LED Generator This data source originates from the CART book [B+ 84].
An implementation in C was donated to the UCI [AN07] machine
learning repository by David Aha. The goal is to predict the digit
displayed on a seven-segment LED display, where each attribute has
a 10% chance of being inverted. It has an optimal Bayes classification rate of 74%. The particular configuration of the generator used
for experiments (led) produces 24 binary attributes, 17 of which are
irrelevant.
Waveform Generator It shares its origins with LED, and was also donated
by David Aha to the UCI repository. The goal of the task is to differentiate between three different classes of waveform, each of which
is generated from a combination of two or three base waves. The
optimal Bayes classification rate is known to be 86%. There are two
versions of the problem, wave21 which has 21 numeric attributes, all
of which include noise, and wave40 which introduces an additional
19 irrelevant attributes.
Function Generator It was introduced by Agrawal et al. in [AGI+ 92], and
was a common source of data for early work on scaling up decision
tree learners [AIS93, MAR96, SAM96, GRG98]. The generator produces a stream containing nine attributes, six numeric and three categorical. Although not explicitly stated by the authors, a sensible
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conclusion is that these attributes describe hypothetical loan applications. There are ten functions defined for generating binary class
labels from the attributes. Presumably these determine whether the
loan should be approved.
Data streams may be considered infinite sequences of (x, y) where x is the
feature vector and y the class label. Zhang et al. [ZZS08] observe that
p(x, y) = p(x|t) · p(y|x) and categorize concept drift in two types:
• Loose Concept Drifting (LCD) when concept drift is caused only by the
change of the class prior probability p(y|x),
• Rigorous Concept Drifting (RCD) when concept drift is caused by the
change of the class prior probability p(y|x) and the conditional probability p(x|t)
Note that the Random RBF Generator has RCD drift, and the rest of the
dataset generators have LCD drift.
Real-World Data
It is not easy to find large real-world datasets for public benchmarking,
especially with substantial concept change. The UCI machine learning
repository [AN07] contains some real-world benchmark data for evaluating machine learning techniques. We will consider three : Forest Covertype, Poker-Hand, and Electricity.
Forest Covertype dataset It contains the forest cover type for 30 x 30 meter cells obtained from US Forest Service (USFS) Region 2 Resource
Information System (RIS) data. It contains 581, 012 instances and 54
attributes, and it has been used in several papers on data stream classification [GRM03, OR01b].
Poker-Hand dataset It consists of 1, 000, 000 instances and 11 attributes.
Each record of the Poker-Hand dataset is an example of a hand consisting of five playing cards drawn from a standard deck of 52. Each
card is described using two attributes (suit and rank), for a total of 10
predictive attributes. There is one Class attribute that describes the
“Poker Hand”. The order of cards is important, which is why there
are 480 possible Royal Flush hands instead of 4.
Electricity dataset Another widely used dataset is the Electricity Market
Dataset described by M. Harries [Har99] and used by Gama [GMCR04].
This data was collected from the Australian New South Wales Electricity Market. In this market, the prices are not fixed and are affected
by demand and supply of the market. The prices in this market are
set every five minutes. The ELEC2 dataset contains 45, 312 instances.
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Each example of the dataset refers to a period of 30 minutes, i.e. there
are 48 instances for each time period of one day. The class label identifies the change of the price related to a moving average of the last
24 hours. The class level only reflect deviations of the price on a one
day average and removes the impact of longer term price trends.
The size of these datasets is small, compared to tens of millions of training examples of synthetic datasets: 45, 312 for ELEC2 dataset, 581, 012 for
CoverType, and 1, 000, 000 for Poker-Hand. Another important fact is that
we do not know when drift occurs or if there is any drift. We may simulate RCD concept drift, joining the three datasets, merging attributes, and
supposing that each dataset corresponds to a different concept.
5,000
CovPokElec = (CoverType ⊕5,000
581,012 Poker) ⊕1,000,000 ELEC2

3.5.3

MOA Experimental Framework

Massive Online Analysis (MOA) [HKP07] is a framework for online learning from continuous data streams. The data stream evaluation framework
and most of the classification algorithms evaluated in this thesis were implemented in the Java programming language extending the MOA framework. MOA includes a collection of offline and online methods as well as
tools for evaluation. In particular, it implements boosting, bagging, and
Hoeffding Trees, all with and without Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers at the leaves.
MOA is related to WEKA, the Waikato Environment for Knowledge
Analysis [WF05], which is an award-winning open-source workbench containing implementations of a wide range of batch machine learning methods. WEKA is also written in Java. The main benefits of Java are portability,
where applications can be run on any platform with an appropriate Java
virtual machine, and the strong and well-developed support libraries. Use
of the language is widespread, and features such as the automatic garbage
collection help to reduce programmer burden and error.
One of the key data structures used in MOA is the description of an
example from a data stream. This structure borrows from WEKA, where
an example is represented by an array of double precision floating point
values. This provides freedom to store all necessary types of value – numeric attribute values can be stored directly, and discrete attribute values
and class labels are represented by integer index values that are stored as
floating point values in the array. Double precision floating point values require storage space of 64 bits, or 8 bytes. This detail can have implications
for memory usage.
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Adaptive Sliding Windows
Dealing with data whose nature changes over time is one of the core problems in data mining and machine learning. In this chapter we propose
ADWIN, an adaptive sliding window algorithm, as an estimator with memory and change detector with the main properties of optimality explained
in section 3.4. We study and develop also the combination of ADWIN with
Kalman filters.

4.1 Introduction
Most strategies in the literature use variations of the sliding window idea:
a window is maintained that keeps the most recently read examples, and
from which older examples are dropped according to some set of rules. The
contents of the window can be used for the three tasks: 1) to detect change
(e.g., by using some statistical test on different subwindows), 2) obviously,
to obtain updated statistics from the recent examples, and 3) to have data
to rebuild or revise the model(s) after data has changed.
The simplest rule is to keep a window of some fixed size, usually determined a priori by the user. This can work well if information on the timescale of change is available, but this is rarely the case. Normally, the user
is caught in a tradeoff without solution: choosing a small size (so that the
window reflects accurately the current distribution) and choosing a large
size (so that many examples are available to work on, increasing accuracy
in periods of stability). A different strategy uses a decay function to weight
the importance of examples according to their age (see e.g. [CS03]): the relative contribution of each data item is scaled down by a factor that depends
on elapsed time. In this case, the tradeoff shows up in the choice of a decay
constant that should match the unknown rate of change.
Less often, it has been proposed to use windows of variable size. In general, one tries to keep examples as long as possible, i.e., while not proven
stale. This delivers the users from having to guess a priori an unknown parameter such as the time scale of change. However, most works along these
lines that we know of (e.g., [GMCR04, KJ00, Las02, WK96]) are heuristics
and have no rigorous guarantees of performance. Some works in compu55
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tational learning theory (e.g. [BBDK00, HL94, HW95]) describe strategies
with rigorous performance bounds, but to our knowledge they have never
been tried in real learning/mining contexts and often assume a known
bound on the rate of change.
We will present ADWIN, a parameter-free adaptive size sliding window,
with theoretical garantees. We will use Kalman filters at the last part of this
Chapter, in order to provide an adaptive weight for each item.

4.2 Maintaining Updated Windows of Varying Length
In this section we describe our algorithms for dynamically adjusting the
length of a data window, make a formal claim about its performance, and
derive an efficient variation.
We will use Hoeffding’s bound in order to obtain formal guarantees,
and a streaming algorithm. However, other tests computing differences
between window distributions may be used.

4.2.1

Setting

The inputs to the algorithms are a confidence value δ ∈ (0, 1) and a (possibly infinite) sequence of real values x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xt , . . . The value of xt
is available only at time t. Each xt is generated according to some distribution Dt , independently for every t. We denote with µt and σ2t the expected
value and the variance of xt when it is drawn according to Dt . We assume
that xt is always in [0, 1]; by an easy rescaling, we can handle any case in
which we know an interval [a, b] such that a ≤ xt ≤ b with probability 1.
Nothing else is known about the sequence of distributions Dt ; in particular,
µt and σ2t are unknown for all t.

4.2.2

First algorithm: ADWIN0

Our algorithm keeps a sliding window W with the most recently read xi .
Let n denote the length of W, µ
^ W the (observed) average of the elements
in W, and µW the (unknown) average of µt for t ∈ W. Strictly speaking,
these quantities should be indexed by t, but in general t will be clear from
the context.
Since the values of µt can oscillate wildly, there is no guarantee that µW
or µ
^ W will be anywhere close to the instantaneous value µt , even for long W.
However, µW is the expected value of µ
^ W , so µW and µ
^ W do get close as W
grows.
Algorithm ADWIN0 is presented in Figure 4.1. The idea is simple: whenever two “large enough” subwindows of W exhibit “distinct enough” averages, one can conclude that the corresponding expected values are different, and the older portion of the window is dropped. In other words,
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ADWIN0: A DAPTIVE W INDOWING A LGORITHM
1 Initialize Window W
2 for each t > 0
3
do W ← W ∪ {xt } (i.e., add xt to the head of W)
4
repeat Drop elements from the tail of W
5
until |^
µW0 − µ
^ W1 | < cut holds
6
for every split of W into W = W0 · W1
7
output µ
^W
Figure 4.1: Algorithm ADWIN0.
W is kept as long as possible while the null hypothesis “µt has remained
constant in W” is sustainable up to confidence δ.1 “Large enough” and
“distinct enough” above are made precise by choosing an appropriate statistical test for distribution change, which in general involves the value of
δ, the lengths of the subwindows, and their contents. We choose one particular statistical test for our implementation, but this is not the essence of our
proposal – many other tests could be used. At every step, ADWIN0 simply
outputs the value of µ
^ W as an approximation to µW .
The value of cut for a partition W0 · W1 of W is computed as follows:
Let n0 and n1 be the lengths of W0 and W1 and n be the length of W, so
^ W1 be the averages of the values in W0 and
n = n0 + n1 . Let µ
^ W0 and µ
W1 , and µW0 and µW1 their expected values. To obtain totally rigorous
performance guarantees we define:
m =
δ0 =

1
(harmonic mean of n0 and n1 ),
1/n0 + 1/n1
r
δ
1
4
, and cut =
· ln 0 .
n
2m
δ

Our statistical test for different distributions in W0 and W1 simply checks
whether the observed average in both subwindows differs by more than
the threshold cut . The role of δ 0 is to avoid problems with multiple hypothesis testing (since we will be testing n different possibilities for W0
and W1 and we want global error below δ). Later we will provide a more
sensitive test based on the normal approximation that, although not 100%
rigorous, is perfectly valid in practice.
Now we state our main technical result about the performance of ADWIN0:
Theorem 3. At every time step we have
1
It would easy to use instead the null hypothesis “there has been no change greater than
”, for a user-specified  expressing the smallest change that deserves reaction.
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1. (False positive rate bound). If µt remains constant within W, the probability that ADWIN0 shrinks the window at this step is at most δ.
2. (False negative rate bound). Suppose that for some partition of W in two
parts W0 W1 (where W1 contains the most recent items) we have |µW0 −
µW1 | > 2cut . Then with probability 1 − δ ADWIN0 shrinks W to W1 , or
shorter.
Proof. Part 1) Assume µW0 = µW1 = µW as null hypothesis. We show that
for any partition W as W0 W1 we have probability at most δ/n that ADWIN0
decides to shrink W to W1 , or equivalently,
Pr[ |^
µW1 − µ
^ W0 | ≥ cut ] ≤ δ/n.
Since there are at most n partitions W0 W1 , the claim follows by the union
bound. Note that, for every real number k ∈ (0, 1), |^
µW1 − µ
^ W0 | ≥ cut can
be decomposed as
Pr[ |^
µW1 − µ
^ W0 | ≥ cut ] ≤ Pr[ |^
µW1 − µW | ≥ kcut ] + Pr[ |µW − µ
^ W0 | ≥ (1 − k)cut ) ].
Applying the Hoeffding bound, we have then
Pr[ |^
µW1 − µ
^ W0 | ≥ cut ] ≤ 2 exp(−2(k cut )2 n0 ) + 2 exp(−2((1 − k) cut )2 n1 )
To approximately minimize the sum, we choose the value of k that makes
both probabilities equal, i.e. such that
(k cut )2 n0 = ((1 − k) cut )2 n1 .
p
p
which is k = n1 /n0 /(1 + n1 /n0 ). For this k, we have precisely
n1 n0
n1 n0
2 = m 2cut .
(k cut )2 n0 = √
√ 2 2cut ≤
( n0 + n1 )
(n0 + n1 ) cut
Therefore, in order to have
Pr[ |^
µW1 − µ
^ W0 | ≥ cut ] ≤
it suffices to have
4 exp(−2m 2cut ) ≤

δ
n

δ
n

which is satisfied by
r

1
4n
ln
.
2m
δ
Part 2) Now assume |µW0 − µW1 | > 2cut . We want to show that Pr[ |^
µW1 −
µ
^ W0 | ≤ cut ] ≤ δ, which means that with probability at least 1 − δ change
cut =
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is detected and the algorithm cuts W to W1 . As before, for any k ∈ (0, 1),
we can decompose |^
µW0 − µ
^ W1 | ≤ cut as
Pr[ |^
µW0 − µ
^ W1 | ≤ cut ] ≤ Pr[ (|^
µW0 − µW0 | ≥ kcut ) ∪ (|^
µW1 − µW1 | ≥ (1 − k)cut ) ]
≤ Pr[ |^
µW0 − µW0 | ≥ kcut ] + Pr[ |^
µW1 − µW1 | ≥ (1 − k)cut ].
To see the first inequality, observe that if |^
µW0 − µ
^ W1 | ≤ cut , |^
µW0 − µW0 | ≤
kcut , and |^
µW1 − µW1 | ≤ (1 − k)cut hold, by the triangle inequality we
have
|µW0 −µW1 | ≤ |^
µW0 +kcut − µ
^ W1 +(1−k)cut | ≤ |^
µW0 − µ
^ W1 |+cut ≤ 2cut ,
contradicting the hypothesis. Using the Hoeffding bound, we have then
Pr[ |^
µW0 − µ
^ W1 | ≥ cut ] ≤ 2 exp(−2(k cut )2 n0 ) + 2 exp(−2((1 − k) cut )2 n1 ).
Now, choose k as before to make both terms equal. By the calculations in
Part 1 we have
^ W1 | ≥ cut ] ≤ 4 exp(−2 m 2cut ) ≤
Pr[ |^
µW0 − µ

δ
≤ δ,
n

as desired.
2
In practice, the definition of cut as above is too conservative. Indeed,
it is based on the Hoeffding bound, which is valid for all distributions but
greatly overestimates the probability of large deviations for distributions of
small variance; in fact, it is equivalent to assuming always the worst-case
variance σ2 = 1/4. In practice, one can observe that µW0 − µW1 tends to a
normal distribution for large window sizes, and use
r
2
2
2
2
cut =
· σ2W · ln 0 +
ln 0 ,
(4.1)
m
δ
3m
δ
where σ2W is the observed variance of the elements in window W. Thus,
the term with the square root is essentially equivalent to setting cut to k
times the standard deviation, for k depending on the desired confidence δ,
as is done in [GMCR04]. The extra additive term protects the cases where
the window sizes are too small to apply the normal approximation, as an
alternative to the traditional use of requiring, say, sample size at least 30;
it can be formally derived from the so-called Bernstein bound. Additionally, one (somewhat involved) argument shows that setting δ 0 = δ/(ln n)
is enough in this context to protect from the multiple hypothesis testing
problem; anyway, in the actual algorithm that we will run (ADWIN), only
O(log n) subwindows are checked, which justifies using δ 0 = δ/(ln n). Theorem 3 holds for this new value of cut , up to the error introduced by the
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Figure 4.2: Output of algorithm ADWIN0 with abrupt change.

normal approximation. We have used these better bounds in all our implementations.
Let us consider how ADWIN0 behaves in two special cases: sudden (but
infrequent) changes, and slow gradual changes. Suppose that for a long
time µt has remained fixed at a value µ, and that it suddenly jumps to a
value µ 0 = µ + . By part (2) of Theorem 3 and Equation 4.1, one can derive
that the window will start shrinking after O(µ ln(1/δ)/2 ) steps, and in fact
will be shrunk to the point where only O(µ ln(1/δ)/2 ) examples prior to
the change are left. From then on, if no further changes occur, no more
examples will be dropped so the window will expand unboundedly.
In case of a gradual change with slope α following a long stationary
period at µ, observe that the
1 /2;
p average of W1 after n1 steps is µ +2 αn
1/3
we have (= αn1 /2) ≥ O( µ ln(1/δ)/n1 ) iff n1 = O(µ ln(1/δ)/α ) . So
n1 steps after the change the window will start shrinking, and will remain
at approximately size n1 from then on. A dependence on α of the form
O(α−2/3 ) may seem odd at first, but one can show that this window length
is actually optimal in this setting, even if α is known: it minimizes the sum
of variance error (due to short window) and error due to out-of-date data
(due to long windows in the presence of change). Thus, in this setting,
ADWIN0 provably adjusts automatically the window setting to its optimal
value, up to multiplicative constants.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate these behaviors. In Figure 4.2, a sudden
change from µt−1 = 0.8 to µt = 0.4 occurs, at t = 1000. One can see that the
window size grows linearly up to t = 1000, that ADWIN0 cuts the window
severely 10 steps later (at t = 1010), and that the window expands again
linearly after time t = 1010. In Figure 4.3, µt gradually descends from 0.8
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Figure 4.3: Output of algorithm ADWIN0 with slow gradual changes.
to 0.2 in the range t ∈ [1000..2000]. In this case, ADWIN0 cuts the window
sharply at t around 1200 (i.e., 200 steps after the slope starts), keeps the
window length bounded (with some random fluctuations) while the slope
lasts, and starts growing it linearly again after that. As predicted by theory,
detecting the change is harder in slopes than in abrupt changes.

4.2.3 ADWIN0 for Poisson processes
A Poisson process is the stochastic process in which events occur continuously and independently of one another. A well-known example is radioactive decay of atoms. Many processes are not exactly Poisson processes, but
similar enough that for certain types of analysis they can be regarded as
such; e.g., telephone calls arriving at a switchboard, webpage requests to a
search engine, or rainfall.
Using the Chernoff bound for Poisson processes [MN02]
Pr{X ≥ cE[X]} ≤ exp(−(c ln(c) + 1 − c)E[X])
we find a similar cut for Poisson processes.
First, we look for a simpler form of this bound. Let c = 1 +  then
c ln(c) − c + 1 = (1 + ) · ln(1 + ) − 
Using the Taylor expansion of ln(x)
ln(1 + x) =

X

(−1)n+1 ·

xn
x2 x3
=x−
+
− ···
n
2
3

we get the following simpler expression:
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Pr{X ≥ (1 + )E[X]} ≤ exp(−2 E[X]/2)
Now, let Sn be the sum of n Poisson processes. As Sn is also a Poisson
process
E[Sn ] = λSn = nE[X] = n · λX
and then we obtain
Pr{Sn ≥ (1 + )E[Sn ]} ≤ exp(−2 E[Sn ]/2)
In order to obtain a formula for cut , let Y = Sn /n
Pr{Y ≥ (1 + )E[Y]} ≤ exp(−2 · n · E[Y]/2)
And finally, with this bound we get the following cut for ADWIN0
r
cut =

2λ 2
ln
m δ

where 1/m = 1/n0 + 1/n1 , and λ is the mean of the window data.

4.2.4

Improving time and memory requirements

Our first version of ADWIN0 is computationally expensive, because it checks
exhaustively all “large enough” subwindows of the current window for
possible cuts. Furthermore, the contents of the window is kept explicitly,
with the corresponding memory cost as the window grows. To reduce
these costs we present a new version ADWIN using ideas developed in data
stream algorithmics [BBD+ 02, Mut03, BDM02, DGIM02] to find a good cutpoint quickly. Figure 4.4 shows the ADWIN algorithm. We next provide a
sketch of how this algorithm and these data structures work.
Our data structure is a variation of exponential histograms [DGIM02],
a data structure that maintains an approximation of the number of 1’s in
a sliding window of length W with logarithmic memory and update time.
We adapt this data structure in a way that can provide this approximation
simultaneously for about O(log W) subwindows whose lengths follow a
geometric law, with no memory overhead with respect to keeping the count
for a single window. That is, our data structure will be able to give the
number of 1s among the most recently t − 1, t − bcc, t − bc2 c ,. . . , t −
bci c, . . . read bits, with the same amount of memory required to keep an
approximation for the whole W. Note that keeping exact counts for a fixedwindow size is provably impossible in sublinear memory. We go around
this problem by shrinking or enlarging the window strategically so that
what would otherwise be an approximate count happens to be exact.
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ADWIN: A DAPTIVE W INDOWING A LGORITHM
1 Initialize W as an empty list of buckets
2 Initialize WIDTH, VARIANCE and TOTAL
3 for each t > 0
4
do SET I NPUT(xt , W)
5
output µ
^ W as TOTAL/WIDTH and ChangeAlarm
SET I NPUT (item

1
2
3
4

e, List W)

INSERT E LEMENT (e, W)
repeat DELETE E LEMENT(W)
^ W1 | < cut holds
until |^
µW0 − µ
for every split of W into W = W0 · W1

INSERT E LEMENT (item

e, List W)

1 create a new bucket b with content e and capacity 1
2 W ← W ∪ {b} (i.e., add e to the head of W)
3 update WIDTH, VARIANCE and TOTAL
4 COMPRESS B UCKETS(W)
DELETE E LEMENT (List

1
2
3

W)

remove a bucket from tail of List W
update WIDTH, VARIANCE and TOTAL
ChangeAlarm ← true

COMPRESS B UCKETS (List

1
2
3
4

W)

Traverse the list of buckets in increasing order
do If there are more than M buckets of the same capacity
do merge buckets
COMPRESS B UCKETS (sublist of W not traversed)
Figure 4.4: Algorithm ADWIN.
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More precisely, to design the algorithm one chooses a parameter M.
This parameter controls both 1) the amount of memory used (it will be
O(M log W/M) words, and 2) the closeness of the cutpoints checked (the
basis c of the geometric series above, which will be about c = 1 + 1/M).
Note that the choice of M does not reflect any assumption about the timescale of change: Since points are checked at a geometric rate anyway, this
policy is essentially scale-independent.
More precisely, in the boolean case, the information on the number of
1’s is kept as a series of buckets whose size is always a power of 2. We
keep at most M buckets of each size 2i , where M is a design parameter. For
each bucket we record two (integer) elements: capacity and content (size, or
number of 1s it contains).
Thus, we use about M · log(W/M) buckets to maintain our data stream
sliding window. ADWIN checks as a possible cut every border of a bucket,
i.e., window lengths of the form M(1 + 2 + · · · + 2i−1 ) + j · 2i , for 0 ≤ j ≤
M. It can be seen that these M · log(W/M) points follow approximately a
∼ 1 + 1/M.
geometric law of basis =
Let’s look at an example: a sliding window with 14 elements. We register it as:
1010101 101 11 1 1
Content: 4 2 2 1 1
Capacity: 7 3 2 1 1
Each time a new element arrives, if the element is ”1”, we create a new
bucket of content 1 and capacity the number of elements arrived since the
last ”1”. After that we compress the rest of buckets: When there are M + 1
buckets of size 2i , we merge the two oldest ones (adding its capacity) into
a bucket of size 2i+1 . So, we use O(M · log W/M) memory words if we assume that a word can contain a number up to W. In [DGIM02], the window
is kept at a fixed size W. The information missing about the last bucket is
responsible for the approximation error. Here, each time we detect change,
we reduce the window’s length deleting the last bucket, instead of (conceptually) dropping a single element as in a typical sliding window framework. This lets us keep an exact counting, since when throwing away a
whole bucket we know that we are dropping exactly 2i ”1”s.
We summarize these results with the following theorem.
Theorem 4. The ADWIN algorithm maintains a data structure with the following
properties:
• It uses O(M · log(W/M)) memory words (assuming a memory word can
contain numbers up to W).
• It can process the arrival of a new element in O(1) amortized time and
O(log W) worst-case time.
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• It can provide the exact counts of 1’s for all the subwindows whose lengths
are of the form b(1 + 1/M)i c, in O(1) time per query.
Since ADWIN tries O(log W) cutpoints, the total processing time per example is O(log W) (amortized) and O(log W) (worst-case).
In our example, suppose M = 2, if a new element ”1” arrives then
1010101 101 11 1 1 1
Content: 4

2

2

1 1 1

Capacity: 7

3

2

1 1 1

There are 3 buckets of 1, so we compress it:
1010101 101 11 11 1
Content: 4

2

2

2 1

Capacity: 7

3

2

2 1

and now as we have 3 buckets of size 2, we compress it again
1010101 10111 11 1
Content: 4

4

2

1

Capacity: 7

5

2

1

And finally, if we detect change, we reduce the size of our sliding window
deleting the last bucket:
10111 11 1
Content: 4

2

1

Capacity: 5

2

1

In the case of real values, we also maintain buckets of two elements: capacity and content. We store at content the sum of the real numbers we
want to summarize. We restrict capacity to be a power of two. As in the
boolean case, we use O(log W) buckets, and check O(log W) possible cuts.
The memory requirement for each bucket is log W + R + log log W bits per
bucket, where R is number of bits used to store a real number.
Figure 4.5 shows the output of ADWIN to a sudden change, and Figure
4.6 to a slow gradual change. The main difference with ADWIN output is
that as ADWIN0 reduces one element by one each time it detects changes,
ADWIN deletes an entire bucket, which yields a slightly more jagged graph
in the case of a gradual change. The difference in approximation power
between ADWIN0 and ADWIN is almost negligible, so we use ADWIN exclusively for our experiments.
Finally, we state our main technical result about the performance of
ADWIN, in a similar way to the Theorem 3:
Theorem 5. At every time step we have
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Figure 4.5: Output of algorithm ADWIN with abrupt change
1. (False positive rate bound). If µt remains constant within W, the probability that ADWIN shrinks the window at this step is at most M/n·log(n/M)·
δ.
2. (False negative rate bound). Suppose that for some partition of W in two
parts W0 W1 (where W1 contains the most recent items) we have |µW0 −
µW1 | > 2cut . Then with probability 1 − δ ADWIN shrinks W to W1 , or
shorter.
Proof. Part 1) Assume µW0 = µW1 = µW as null hypothesis. We have
shown in the proof of Theorem 3 that for any partition W as W0 W1 we
have probability at most δ/n that ADWIN0 decides to shrink W to W1 , or
equivalently,
Pr[ |^
µW1 − µ
^ W0 | ≥ cut ] ≤ δ/n.
Since ADWIN checks at most M log(n/M) partitions W0 W1 , the claim follows.
Part 2) The proof is similar to the proof of Part 2 of Theorem 3.
2

4.3 Experimental Validation of ADWIN
In this section, we are going to consider the performance of ADWIN in a
data stream environment. We are interested in:
• evolution of accuracy
• probability of false alarms
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Figure 4.6: Output of algorithm ADWIN with slow gradual changes
• probability of true detections for different rates of drift
• average delay time in detection
We construct the following experiments to test the performance of our
algorithms:
1. Rate of false positives: we show that the ratio of false positives is as
predicted by theory.
2. Accuracy: we compare the estimation accuracy of ADWIN to estimations obtained from fixed-size windows with or without flushing when change is detected. ADWIN often does better than the best
fixed-size window.
3. Small probabilities: we show that when the input samples to estimators are generated from small probabilities, then ADWIN beats almost
all fixed-size window estimators, with or without flushing.
4. Probability of true detections and average delay time for different
rates of drift: we compare the number of true detections and average delay time with DDM, and we observe that ADWIN detects more
changes than DDM, but its average delay time of detection sometimes
is higher.
5. Accuracy on mining methods as Naı̈ve Bayes and k−means Clustering.
We use, somewhat arbitrarily, M = 5 for all experiments.
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In the first experiment, we investigate the rate of false positives of ADWIN.
This is a very important measure, specially when there is a cost associated
with a reported change. To do this, we feed ADWIN a data stream of 100,000
bits, generated from a stationary Bernoulli distribution with parameter µ,
and different confidence parameters δ.
Table 4.1 shows the ratio of false positives obtained. In all cases, it is below δ as predicted by the theory, and in fact much smaller for small values
of µ.
µ
0.01
0.1
0.3
0.5

δ = 0.05 δ = 0.1 δ = 0.3
0.00000
0.00002
0.00003
0.00004

0.00000
0.00004
0.00008
0.00009

0.00000
0.00019
0.00036
0.00040

Table 4.1: Rate of false positives. All standard deviations in this table are
below 0.0002
In the second set of experiments, we want to compare ADWIN as an estimator with estimations obtained from fixed-size window, and with fixedsize window which are flushed when change is detected. In the last case,
we use a pair of windows (X, Y) of a fixed size W. Window X is used as
a reference window that contains the first W elements of the stream that
occurred after the last detected change. Window Y is a sliding window that
contains the latest W items in the data stream. To detect change we check
whether the difference of the averages of the two windows exceeds threshold cut . If it does, we copy the content of window Y into reference window
X, and empty the sliding window Y. This scheme is as in [KBDG04], and
we refer to it as “fixed-size windows with flushing”.
We build a framework with a stream of synthetic data, and estimators of each class: an estimator that uses ADWIN, an array of estimators of
fixed-size windows for different sizes, and also an array of fixed-size windows with flushing. Our synthetic data streams consist of some triangular
wavelets, of different periods, some square wavelets, also of different periods, and a staircase wavelet of different values. We test the estimator’s
performance over a sample of 106 points, feeding the same synthetic data
stream to each one of the estimators tested. We compute the error estimation as the average distance (both L1 and L2 ) from the true probability
generating the data stream to the estimation. Finally, we compare these
measures for the different estimators. Tables 4.2,4.3,4.4 and 4.5 shows these
results using L1 and L2 distances and δ = 0.1, 0.3. For the ADWIN estimator, besides the distance to the true distribution, we list as information the
window length averaged over the whole run.
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5000

Scale

0,05

503

ADWIN
Width

128
512
2048
8192
32768
131072

0,14
45
0,18
0,06 129 0,09
0,03 374 0,06
0,02 739 0,06
0,02 1.144 0,06
0,02 1.248 0,06

0,30
0,16
0,06
0,04
0,03
0,03

0,30
0,30
0,16
0,05
0,02
0,02

0,30
0,30
0,30
0,15
0,04
0,02

0,30
0,30
0,30
0,30
0,15
0,04

0,20
0,09
0,07
0,06
0,06
0,06

0,13
0,09
0,07
0,07
0,07
0,07
0,07
0,20
0,10
0,08
0,07
0,30
0,14
0,06
0,04
0,03
0,03

0,17
0,12
0,06
0,04
0,03
0,03
0,03
0,17
0,13
0,10
0,04
0,30
0,30
0,08
0,03
0,02
0,02

0,16
0,16
0,09
0,04
0,02
0,02
0,02
0,16
0,15
0,15
0,05
0,30
0,30
0,30
0,04
0,01
0,01

0,16
0,16
0,16
0,06
0,02
0,01
0,01
0,16
0,16
0,16
0,09
0,30
0,30
0,30
0,30
0,02
0,01

0,16
0,16
0,16
0,16
0,03
0,01
0,01
0,16
0,16
0,16
0,15

0,15

Table 4.2: Comparative of ADWIN with other estimators using L1 and δ = 0.1. All standard deviations in this table are below
0.011

Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square

0,16
0,16
0,16
0,16
0,11
0,03
0,01
0,16
0,16
0,16
0,17

0,07 0,04 0,06 0,17 0,16 0,07 0,04 0,05 0,11

Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
32 128 512 2048 8192 32 128 512 2048 8192

Triangular 128 0,15
74
0,13 0,17 0,16 0,16
Triangular 512 0,09 140 0,08 0,12 0,16 0,16
Triangular 2048 0,05 314 0,07 0,06 0,11 0,16
Triangular 8192 0,03 657 0,07 0,04 0,04 0,11
Triangular 32768 0,02 935 0,07 0,03 0,02 0,04
Triangular 131072 0,02 1.099 0,07 0,03 0,02 0,02
Triangular 524288 0,02 1.107 0,07 0,03 0,02 0,01
Triangular
43
0,17 148 0,20 0,17 0,16 0,16
Triangular 424 0,10 127 0,09 0,13 0,15 0,16
Triangular 784 0,07 180 0,08 0,09 0,19 0,16
Triangular 5000 0,03 525 0,07 0,04 0,06 0,16

Period

Stream
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0,13
0,09
0,07
0,07
0,07
0,07
0,07
0,20
0,10
0,08
0,07

0,30
0,14
0,06
0,04
0,03
0,03

0,17
0,12
0,06
0,04
0,03
0,03
0,03
0,17
0,14
0,10
0,04

0,30
0,30
0,08
0,03
0,02
0,01

0,16
0,16
0,09
0,04
0,02
0,02
0,02
0,16
0,15
0,15
0,05

0,30
0,30
0,30
0,04
0,02
0,01

0,16
0,16
0,16
0,06
0,02
0,01
0,01
0,16
0,16
0,16
0,09

0,07 0,04 0,06 0,17 0,16 0,07 0,04 0,05 0,10

0,30
0,30
0,30
0,30
0,02
0,01

0,16
0,16
0,16
0,16
0,03
0,01
0,01
0,16
0,16
0,16
0,15

0,15

Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
32 128 512 2048 8192 32 128 512 2048 8192
0,16
0,16
0,16
0,16
0,11
0,03
0,01
0,16
0,16
0,16
0,17

0,20
0,09
0,07
0,06
0,06
0,06

ADWIN
Width

0,16
0,16
0,16
0,11
0,04
0,02
0,01
0,16
0,16
0,16
0,16

0,30
0,30
0,30
0,30
0,15
0,04

Period

0,16
0,16
0,11
0,04
0,02
0,02
0,02
0,16
0,15
0,19
0,06

0,30
0,30
0,30
0,15
0,04
0,02

Stream
213
0,17
0,12
0,06
0,04
0,03
0,03
0,03
0,17
0,13
0,09
0,04

0,30
0,30
0,16
0,05
0,02
0,02

0,05
0,13
0,08
0,07
0,07
0,07
0,07
0,07
0,20
0,09
0,08
0,07
0,30
0,16
0,06
0,04
0,03
0,03

5000
48
93
156
189
218
215
217
49
85
109
184
0,18
0,09
0,06
0,06
0,06
0,06

Scale
Triangular 128 0,13
Triangular 512 0,08
Triangular 2048 0,06
Triangular 8192 0,05
Triangular 32768 0,05
Triangular 131072 0,05
Triangular 524288 0,05
0,17
Triangular
43
Triangular 424 0,09
Triangular 784 0,07
Triangular 5000 0,05
37
93
175
220
273
250

128
512
2048
8192
32768
131072

0,12
0,07
0,05
0,05
0,05
0,04

Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square

Table 4.3: Comparative of ADWIN with other estimators using L1 and δ = 0.3. All standard deviations in this table are below
0.014
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5000

Scale

0.06

501

ADWIN
Width

128
512
2048
8192
32768
131072

0.21
45
0.25
0.12 129 0.14
0.07 374 0.09
0.05 765 0.08
0.04 1,189 0.07
0.04 1,281 0.07

0.30
0.25
0.13
0.07
0.05
0.04

0.30
0.30
0.25
0.12
0.06
0.03

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.24
0.12
0.06

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.24
0.12

0.26
0.15
0.10
0.08
0.07
0.07

0.18
0.12
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.23
0.13
0.11
0.09
0.30
0.23
0.12
0.07
0.04
0.04

0.19
0.17
0.10
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.20
0.18
0.14
0.07
0.30
0.30
0.18
0.09
0.05
0.03

0.19
0.19
0.14
0.08
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.19
0.17
0.19
0.10
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.13
0.07
0.03

0.19
0.19
0.19
0.11
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.14
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.09
0.05

0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.08
0.04
0.02
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19

0.17

Table 4.4: Comparative of ADWIN with other estimators using L2 and δ = 0.1 All standard deviations in this table are below
0.007

Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square

0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.16
0.08
0.03
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.20

0.08 0.04 0.06 0.19 0.19 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.13

Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
32 128 512 2048 8192 32 128 512 2048 8192

Triangular 128 0.19
75
0.18 0.19 0.19 0.19
Triangular 512 0.12 140 0.12 0.17 0.19 0.19
Triangular 2048 0.08 320 0.09 0.09 0.16 0.19
Triangular 8192 0.05 666 0.08 0.06 0.09 0.16
Triangular 32768 0.04 905 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.08
Triangular 131072 0.04 1,085 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.04
Triangular 524288 0.04 1,064 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.02
Triangular
43
0.20 146 0.23 0.20 0.19 0.19
Triangular 424 0.13 126 0.12 0.18 0.17 0.19
Triangular 784 0.11 181 0.11 0.14 0.22 0.19
Triangular 5000 0.06 511 0.09 0.07 0.11 0.20

Period

Stream
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0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.16
0.08
0.03
0.19
0.19
0.19

0.09
0.26
0.15
0.10
0.08
0.07
0.07

0.18
0.12
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.23
0.13
0.11

0.07
0.30
0.23
0.12
0.07
0.05
0.04

0.19
0.17
0.10
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.19
0.18
0.14

0.10
0.30
0.30
0.18
0.09
0.05
0.03

0.19
0.19
0.14
0.08
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.19
0.17
0.19

0.14
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.13
0.07
0.03

0.19
0.19
0.19
0.11
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.19
0.19
0.19

0.08 0.04 0.06 0.18 0.19 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.13

0.19
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.09
0.04

0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.08
0.04
0.02
0.19
0.19
0.19

0.17

Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
32 128 512 2048 8192 32 128 512 2048 8192
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.16
0.08
0.04
0.02
0.19
0.19
0.19

0.20
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.24
0.12

ADWIN
Width

0.19
0.19
0.16
0.09
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.19
0.17
0.22

0.20
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.25
0.12
0.06

Period

0.19
0.17
0.09
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.19
0.18
0.14

0.11
0.30
0.30
0.25
0.12
0.06
0.03

Stream
210
0.18
0.12
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.23
0.12
0.11
0.07
0.30
0.25
0.13
0.07
0.05
0.04

0.08
48
93
153
193
213
223
222
49
85
109
0.09
0.25
0.14
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.07

5000

Triangular 128 0.17
Triangular 512 0.12
Triangular 2048 0.09
Triangular 8192 0.08
Triangular 32768 0.08
Triangular 131072 0.08
Triangular 524288 0.08
0.21
Triangular
43
Triangular 424 0.12
Triangular 784 0.11
181
37
93
174
243
262
253

Scale

Triangular 5000 0.08
Square
128 0.18
Square
512 0.12
Square
2048 0.09
Square
8192 0.08
Square
32768 0.08
Square 131072 0.08

Table 4.5: Comparative of ADWIN with other estimators using L2 and δ = 0.3. All standard deviations in this table are below
0.007
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The general pattern for the triangular or square wavelets is as follows.
For any fixed period P, the best fixed-size estimator is that whose window
size is a certain fraction of P. ADWIN usually sometimes does worse than
this best fixed-size window, but only slightly, and often does better than
even the best fixed size that we try. Additionally, it does better than any
window of fixed size W when P is much larger or much smaller than W,
that is, when W is a “wrong” time scale. The explanation is simple: if W
is too large the estimator does not react quickly enough to change, and if
W is too small the variance within the window implies a bad estimation.
One can check that ADWIN adjusts its window length to about P/4 when
P is small, but keeps it much smaller than P for large P, in order again to
minimize the variance / time-sensitivity tradeoff.
In the third type of experiments, we use small probabilities to generate
input to estimators. We feed our estimators with samples from distributions with small probabilities of getting 1, so we can compare ADWIN to
fixed-size strategies in the situation when getting a 1 is a rare event. To
deal with this case nonadaptively, one should decide a priori on a very
large fixed window size, which is a waste if it turns out that there happen to be many 1s. We measure the relative error of the estimator, that is
|True Probability - Estimated Probability|/ True Probability. Table 4.6 shows
the results. ADWIN beats almost all fixed-size window estimators, with or
without flushing. This confirms that ADWIN’s capacity of shrinking or enlarging its window size can be a very useful tool for to accurately track the
probability of infrequent events.

Fixed-sized Window
Prob.

ADWIN

32

1/32
1/64
1/128
1/256
1/512
1/1024
1/2048
1/4096
1/8192
1/16384
1/32768

0.06
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.10
0.10
0.22
0.37

0.72
1.21
1.56
1.76
1.89
1.89
1.97
1.97
1.93
2.08
1.85

128 512 2048 8192
0.38
0.53
0.73
1.21
1.56
1.72
1.88
1.93
1.91
2.06
1.85

0.20
0.27
0.39
0.53
0.74
1.18
1.55
1.76
1.83
2.02
1.83

0.10
0.14
0.20
0.28
0.40
0.52
0.70
1.22
1.50
1.83
1.75

0.05
0.07
0.10
0.14
0.22
0.28
0.36
0.55
0.66
1.31
1.49

Fixed-sized flushing Window
32
0.72
1.21
1.56
1.76
1.89
1.89
1.97
1.97
1.93
2.08
1.85

128 512 2048

8192

0.38
0.53
0.73
1.21
1.56
1.72
1.88
1.93
1.91
2.06
1.85

0.05
0.07
0.10
0.14
0.22
0.28
0.36
0.55
0.66
1.31
1.49

0.20
0.27
0.39
0.53
0.74
1.18
1.55
1.76
1.83
2.02
1.83

0.10
0.14
0.20
0.28
0.40
0.52
0.70
1.22
1.50
1.83
1.75

Table 4.6: Relative error using small probabilities. All standard deviations
in this table are below 0.17.
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In the fourth type of experiments, we test ADWIN as a change detector
rather than as an estimator, and compare it to DDM method [GMCR04]
described in section 2.2.1. The measures of interest here are the rate of
changes detected and the mean time until detection.
To do this, we feed ADWIN and DDM change detector with four data
streams of lengths L = 2, 000, 10, 000, 100, 000 and 1, 000, 000 bits, generated
from a Bernoulli distribution of parameter µ. We keep µ = 0.2 stationary
during the first L − 1, 000 time steps, and then make it increase linearly
during the last 1, 000 steps. We try different slopes: 0 (no change), 10−4 ,
2 · 10−4 , 3 · 10−4 , and 4 · 10−4 .
To compare the rate of false negatives on an equal foot, we adjust ADWIN
confidence parameter δ to have the same rate of false positives as DDM
method.
Table 4.7 shows the results. Rows are grouped in four parts, corresponding to the four values of L that we tested. For each value of L, we
give the number of changes detected in the last 1, 000 samples (summed
over all runs) and the mean and standard distribution of the time until the
change is detected, in those runs where there is detection.
The first column gives the ratio of false positives. One observation we
made is that DDM method tends to detect many more changes early on
(when the window is small) and less changes as the window grows. This
explains that, on the first column, even if the ratio of false positives is the
same, the average time until the first false positive is produced is much
smaller for DDM method.
The last four columns describe the results when change does occur, with
different slopes. ADWIN detects change more often, with the exception of
the L = 2, 000 experiment. As the number of samples increases, the percentage of changes detected decreases in DDM methodology; as discussed
early, this is to be expected since it takes a long time for DDM method to
overcome the weight of past examples. In contrast, ADWIN maintains a
good rate of detected changes, largely independent of the number of the
number of past samples L − 1, 000. One can observe the same phenomenon
as before: even though DDM method detects less changes, the average time
until detection (when detection occurs) is smaller.

4.4 Example 1: Incremental Naı̈ve Bayes Predictor
We test the accuracy performance of ADWIN inside an incremental Naı̈ve
Bayes learning method, in two ways: as a change detector and comparing it
with DDM, and as estimator of the probabilities needed by the Naı̈ve Bayes
learning method. We test our method using synthetic and real datasets.
Let x1 ,. . . , xk be k discrete attributes, and assume that xi can take ni
different values. Let C be the class attribute, which can take nC differ74
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0

10

−4

Slope
2 · 10−4

3 · 10−4

4 · 10−4

2 · 103 samples, 103 trials
854 ± 462
10.6
975 ± 607
10.6

Detection time (DDM)
%runs detected (DDM)
Detection time (ADWIN)
%runs detected (ADWIN)

532 ± 271 368 ± 248 275 ± 206 232 ± 178
58.6
97.2
100
100
629 ± 247 444 ± 210 306 ± 171 251 ± 141
39.1
94.6
93
95

104 samples, 100 trials
2, 019 ± 2, 047
14
Detection time (ADWIN) 4, 673 ± 3, 142
%runs detected (ADWIN)
14
Detection time (DDM)
%runs detected (DDM)

498 ± 416 751 ± 267 594 ± 287 607 ± 213
13
38
71
84
782 ± 195 595 ± 100 450 ± 96 367 ± 80
40
79
90
87

105 samples, 100 trials
Detection time (DDM)
%runs detected (DDM)
Detection time (ADWIN)
%runs detected (ADWIN)

12, 164 ± 17, 553
12
47, 439 ± 32, 609
12

127 ± 254 206 ± 353 440 ± 406 658 ± 422
4
7
11
8
878 ± 102 640 ± 101 501 ± 72 398 ± 69
28
89
84
89

106 samples, 100 trials
Detection time (DDM) 56, 794 ± 142, 876
%runs detected (DDM)
22
Detection time (ADWIN) 380, 738 ± 289, 242
%runs detected (ADWIN)
22

1±1
1±0
1±0
180 ± 401
5
5
3
5
898 ± 80 697 ± 110 531 ± 89 441 ± 71
15
77
80
83

Table 4.7: Change detection experiments. Each entry contains “x±y” where
x is average and y is standard deviation.
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ent values. Recall that upon receiving an unlabelled instance I = (x1 =
v1 , . . . , xk = vk ), the Naı̈ve Bayes predictor computes a “probability” of I
being in class c as:

∼
Pr[C = c|I] =

k
Y

Pr[xi = vi |C = c]

i=1

= Pr[C = c] ·

k
Y
Pr[xi = vi ∧ C = c]
Pr[C = c]
i=1

The values Pr[xi = vj ∧ C = c] and Pr[C = c] are estimated from
the training data. Thus, the summary of the training data is simply a 3dimensional table that stores for each triple (xi , vj , c) a count Ni,j,c of training instances with xi = vj , together with a 1-dimensional table for the
counts of C = c. This algorithm is naturally incremental: upon receiving a
new example (or a batch of new examples), simply increment the relevant
counts. Predictions can be made at any time from the current counts.
We compare two time-change management strategies. The first one
uses a static model to make predictions. This model is rebuilt every time
that an external change detector module detects a change. We use DDM
detection method and ADWIN as change detectors. DDM method generates a warning example some time before actually declaring change; see
section 2.2.1 for the details; the examples received between the warning
and the change signal are used to rebuild the model. In ADWIN, we use the
examples currently stored in the window to rebuild the static model.
The second one is incremental: we simply create an instance Ai,j,c of
ADWIN for each count Ni,j,c , and one for each value c of C. When a labelled
example is processed, add a 1 to Ai,j,c if xi = v ∧ C = c, and a 0 otherwise,
and similarly for Nc . When the value of Pr[xi = vj ∧ C = c] is required to
make a prediction, compute it using the estimate of Ni,j,c provided by Ai,j,c .
This estimate varies automatically as Pr[xi = vj ∧C = c] changes in the data.
Note that different Ai,j,c may have windows of different lengths at the
same time. This will happen when the distribution is changing at different
rates for different attributes and values, and there is no reason to sacrifice
accuracy in all of the counts Ni,j,c , only because a few of them are changing
fast. This is the intuition why this approach may give better results than
one monitoring the global error of the predictor: it has more accurate information on at least some of the statistics that are used for the prediction.

4.4.1

Experiments on Synthetic Data

For the experiments with synthetic data we use a changing concept based
on a rotating hyperplane explained in [HSD01]. A hyperplane in d-dimen76
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sional space is the set of points x that satisfy
d
X

wi xi ≥ w0

i=1

P
where xi , is the ith coordinate of x. Examples for which di=1 wi xi ≥ w0
Pd
are labeled positive, and examples for which i=1 wi xi < w0 are labeled
negative. Hyperplanes are useful for simulating time-changing concepts
because we can change the orientation and position of the hyperplane in a
smooth manner by changing the relative size of the weights.
We use 2 classes, d = 8 attributes, and 2 values (0 and 1) per attribute.
The different weights wi of the hyperplane vary over time, at different moments and different speeds for different attributes i. All wi start at 0.5 and
we restrict to two wi ’s varying at the same time, to a maximum value of
0.75 and a minimum of 0.25.
To test the performance of our two Naı̈ve Bayes methodologies we do
the following: At every time t, we build a static Naı̈ve Bayes model Mt
using a data set of 10,000 points generated from the distribution at time t.
Model Mt is taken as a “baseline” of how well a Naı̈ve Bayes model can
do on this distribution. Then we generate 1000 fresh points from the current distribution and use them to compute the error rate of both the static
model Mt and the different models built dynamically from the points seen
so far. The ratio of these error rates is averaged over all the run.
Table 4.8 shows accuracy results. The “%Static” column shows the accuracy of the static model Mt – it is the same for all rows, except for small random fluctuations. The “%Dynamic” column is the accuracy of the model
built dynamically using the estimator in the row. The last column in the
table shows the quotient of columns 1 and 2, i.e., the relative accuracy of
the dynamically vs. statically built models. In all NB experiments we show
in boldface the result for ADWIN and the best result. It can be seen that
the incremental time-change management model (using one instance of
ADWIN per count) outperforms fixed-size windows and the models based
on detecting change and rebuilding the model. Among these, the one using
ADWIN as a change detector is better than that using DDM’s method.
We test our methods on the SEA Concepts dataset described in Section 3.5.2. Figure 4.7 shows the learning curve of this experiment. We observe that ADWIN outperforms others estimators using fixed-size windows
or flushing fixed-size windows.

4.4.2

Real-world data experiments

We test the performance of our Naı̈ve Bayes predictors using the Electricity
Market Dataset described in Section 3.5.2.
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Width
DDM Change Detection
ADWIN Change Detection
ADWIN for counts
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window

32
128
512
2048
32
128
512
2048

%Static

%Dyn.

Dyn./Stat.

94.74%
94.73%

58.02%
70.72%

61.24%
74.66%

94.77%
94.74%
94.76%
94.73%
94.75%
94.74%
94.75%
94.73%
94.72%

94.16%
70.34%
80.12%
88.20%
92.82%
70.34%
80.13%
88.17%
92.86%

99.36%
74.24%
84.55%
93.10%
97.96%
74.25%
84.58%
93.08%
98.03%

Table 4.8: Naı̈ve Bayes, synthetic data benchmark

Naïve Bayes SEA Concepts
85
84
ADWIN
Window 32
Window 128
Window 512
Window 2048
Flushing Window 32
Flushing Window 128
Flushing Window 512
Flushing Window 2048

83

accuracy

82
81
80
79
78
77
76
10000

260000

510000

760000

instances processed

Figure 4.7: Accuracy on SEA Concepts dataset with three concept drifts.
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Width

%Static

%Dyn.

Dyn./Stat.

DDM Change Detection
ADWIN Change Detection

91.62%
91.62%

45.94%
60.29%

50.14%
65.81%

ADWIN for counts
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window

91.62%
91.55%
91.55%
91.55%
91.55%
91.55%
91.55%
91.55%
91.55%

76.61%
79.13%
72.29%
68.34%
65.02%
78.57%
73.46%
69.65%
66.54%

83.62%
86.44%
78.97%
74.65%
71.02%
85.83%
80.24%
76.08%
72.69%

32
128
512
2048
32
128
512
2048

Table 4.9: Naı̈ve Bayes, Electricity data benchmark, testing on last 48 items
At each time step, we train a static model using the last 48 samples
received. We compare this static model with other models, also on the last
48 samples. Table 4.9 shows accuracy results of the different methods on
this dataset. Again, in each column (a test), we show in boldface the result
for ADWIN and for the best result.
The results are similar to those obtained with the hyperplane dataset:
ADWIN applied in the incremental time-change model (to estimate probabilities) does much better than all the others, with the exception of the
shortest fixed-length window, which achieves 86.44% of the static performance compared to ADWIN’s 83.62%. The reason for this anomaly is due
to the nature of this particular dataset: by visual inspection, one can see
that it contains a lot of short runs (length 10 to 20) of identical values, and
therefore a myopic strategy (i.e., a short window) gives best results. ADWIN
behaves accordingly and shortens its window as much as it can, but the
formulas involved do not allow windows as short as 10 elements. In fact,
we have tried replicating each instance in the dataset 10 times (so there are
runs of length 100 to 200 of equal values), and then case ADWIN becomes
the winner again.
We also test the prediction accuracy of these methods. We compare, as
before, a static model generated at each time t to the other models, and
evaluate them asking to predict the instance that will arrive at time t + 1.
The static model is computed training on the last 24 samples. The results
are in Table 4.10. In this experiment, ADWIN outperforms clearly other
time-change models. Generally, the incremental time-change management
model does much better than the static model that refreshes its NB model
when change is detected.
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Width

%Static

%Dyn.

Dyn./Stat.

DDM Change Detection
ADWIN Change Detection

94.40%
94.40%

45.87%
46.86%

48.59%
49.64%

ADWIN for counts
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window

94.39%
94.39%
94.39%
94.39%
94.39%
94.39%
94.39%
94.39%
94.39%

72.71%
71.54%
68.78%
67.14%
64.25%
71.62%
70.12%
68.02%
65.60%

77.02%
75.79%
72.87%
71.13%
68.07%
75.88%
74.29%
72.07%
69.50%

32
128
512
2048
32
128
512
2048

Table 4.10: Naı̈ve Bayes, Electricity data benchmark, testing on next instance

4.5 Example 2: Incremental k-means Clustering
In contrast to Naı̈ve Bayes, it is not completely obvious how to give an
incremental version of the k-means clustering algorithm.
We adapt in essence the incremental version from [Ord03]. In that version, every new example is added to the cluster with nearest centroid, and
every r steps a recomputation phase occurs, which recomputes both the assignment of points to clusters and the centroids. To balance accuracy and
computation time, r is chosen in [Ord03] to be the square root of the number of points seen so far. In our case, this latter rule is extended to react to
changes in the data distribution.
We incorporate adaptive windowing to this algorithm in the following way. Let k and d be the number of centroids and attributes. We add
an instance Wij of our algorithm for every attribute centroid i and every
attribute j, hence kd instances. The algorithm still interleaves phases in
which centroids are just incrementally modified with incoming points and
phases where global recomputation of centroids takes place. The second
type of phase can occur each time we detect change. We use two criteria.
First, when any of the Wi` windows shrinks, we take this as a signal that
the position of centroid i may have changed. In the case of estimators that
use windows of a fixed size s, when any of the windows is full of new s
elements we take this as as indicator of change in the position of centroids.
And in the estimators that use windows of a fixed size with change detection, every time it detects change, we use this as a signal that the position
of a centroid may have changed.
The second criterion is to recompute when the average point distance
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to theirs centroids has changed more than an  factor where  is userspecified. This is taken as an indication that a certain number of points
may change from cluster i to cluster j or vice-versa if recomputation takes
place now.

4.5.1

Experiments

We build a model of k-means clustering, using a window estimator for each
centroid coordinate. We compare the performance of our model with a
static one, measuring the sum of the distances of each data point to each
centroid assigned.
The synthetic data used in our experiments consist of a sample of 106
points generated from a k-gaussian distribution with some fixed variance
σ2 , and centered in our k moving centroids. Each centroid moves according to a constant velocity. We try different velocities v and values of σ in
different experiments. Table 4.11 and 4.12 shows the results of computing
the distance from 100 random points to their centroids. We observe that
ADWIN outperforms other estimators in essentially all settings.
σ = 0.15
σ = 0.3
σ = 0.6
Width Static Dyn. Static Dyn. Static Dyn.
ADWIN
Fixed-sized Window
32
Fixed-sized Window
128
Fixed-sized Window
512
Fixed-sized Window
2048
Fixed-sized Window
8192
Fixed-sized Window
32768
Fixed-sized flushing Window
32
Fixed-sized flushing Window 128
Fixed-sized flushing Window 512
Fixed-sized flushing Window 2048
Fixed-sized flushing Window 8192
Fixed-sized flushing Window 32768

9.72
9.72
9.72
9.72
9.72
9.72
9.72
9.72
9.72
9.72
9.72
9.72
9.72

16.63
18.46
26.08
28.20
29.84
32.79
35.12
29.29
31.49
30.10
29.68
31.54
36.21

19.42
19.42
19.42
19.42
19.42
19.42
19.42
19.42
19.42
19.42
19.42
19.42
19.42

26.71
27.92
35.87
38.13
39.24
40.58
40.93
34.19
39.06
39.47
39.38
39.86
41.11

38.83
38.83
38.83
38.83
38.83
38.83
38.83
38.83
38.83
38.83
38.83
38.83
38.83

47.32
48.79
58.65
61.22
61.96
63.09
64.40
57.54
61.18
62.44
62.01
62.82
65.54

Table 4.11: k-means sum of distances to centroids, with k = 5, 106 samples
and change’s velocity of 10−5 .

4.6 K-ADWIN = ADWIN + Kalman Filtering
ADWIN is basically a linear Estimator with Change Detector that makes an
efficient use of Memory. It seems a natural idea to improve its performance
by replacing the linear estimator by an adaptive Kalman filter, where the
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σ = 0.15
σ = 0.3
σ = 0.6
Width Static Dyn. Static Dyn. Static Dyn.
ADWIN
19.41 28.13 19.41 28.60 19.41 27.63
19.41 30.60 19.41 29.89 19.41 28.62
Fixed-sized Window
32
Fixed-sized Window
128 19.41 39.28 19.41 37.62 19.41 36.41
Fixed-sized Window
512 19.41 41.74 19.41 39.47 19.41 38.32
Fixed-sized Window
2048 19.41 42.36 19.41 39.76 19.41 38.67
Fixed-sized Window
8192 19.41 42.73 19.41 40.24 19.41 38.21
Fixed-sized Window
32768 19.41 44.13 19.41 41.81 19.41 37.12
Fixed-sized flushing Window
32
19.41 38.82 19.41 34.92 19.41 29.44
Fixed-sized flushing Window 128 19.41 41.30 19.41 38.79 19.41 42.72
Fixed-sized flushing Window 512 19.41 42.14 19.41 39.80 19.41 44.04
Fixed-sized flushing Window 2048 19.41 42.43 19.41 40.37 19.41 44.37
Fixed-sized flushing Window 8192 19.41 43.18 19.41 40.92 19.41 44.45
Fixed-sized flushing Window 32768 19.41 44.94 19.41 70.07 19.41 44.47

Table 4.12: k-means sum of distances to centroids, with k = 5, 106 samples
and σ = 0.3.
parameters Q and R of the Kalman filter are computed using the information in ADWIN’s memory.
We have set R = W 2 /50 and Q = 200/W, where W is the length of
the window maintained by ADWIN. While we cannot rigorously prove that
these are the optimal choices, we have informal arguments that these are
about the “right” forms for R and Q, on the basis of the theoretical guarantees of ADWIN.
Let us sketch the argument for Q. Theorem 3, part (2) gives a value
 for the maximum change that may have occurred within the window
maintained by ADWIN. This means that the process variance within that
window is at most 2 , so we want to set Q = 2 . In the formula for ,
consider the case in which n0 = n1 = W/2, then we have
s
3(µW0 + )
4W
≥4·
· ln
W/2
δ
Isolating from this equation and distinguishing the extreme cases in which
µW0   or µW0  , it can be shown that Q = 2 has a form that varies
between c/W and d/W 2 . Here, c and d are constant for constant values
of δ, and c = 200 is a reasonable estimation. This justifies our choice of
Q = 200/W. A similar, slightly more involved argument, can be made
to justify that reasonable values of R are in the range W 2 /c to W 3 /d, for
somewhat large constants c and d.
When there is no change, ADWIN window’s length increases, so R increases too and K decreases, reducing the significance of the most recent
data arrived. Otherwise, if there is change, ADWIN window’s length re82
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duces, so does R, and K increases, which means giving more importance to
the last data arrived.

4.6.1

Experimental Validation of K-ADWIN

We compare the behaviours of the following types of estimators:
• Type I: Kalman filter with different but fixed values of Q and R. The
values Q = 1, R = 1000 seemed to obtain the best results with fixed
parameters.
• Type I: Exponential filters with α = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5. This filter is similar
to Kalman’s with K = α, R = (1 − α)P/α.
• Type II: Kalman filter with a CUSUM test Change Detector algorithm.
We tried initially the parameters υ = 0.005 and h = 0.5 as in [JMJH04],
but we changed to h = 5 which systematically gave better results.
• Type III: Adaptive Kalman filter with R as the difference of xt − xt−1
and Q as the sum of the last 100 values obtained in the Kalman filter.
We use a fixed window of 100 elements.
• Types III and IV: Linear Estimators over fixed-length windows, without and with flushing when changing w.r.t. a reference window is
detected. Details are explained in Section 4.3.
• Type IV: ADWIN and K-ADWIN. K-ADWIN uses a Kalman filter with
R = W 2 /50 and Q = 200/W, where W is the length of the ADWIN
window.
We build a framework with a stream of synthetic data consisting of
some triangular wavelets, of different periods, some square wavelets, also
of different periods, and a staircase wavelet of different values. We generate 106 points and feed all them to all of the estimators tested. We calculate
the mean L1 distances from the prediction of each estimator to the original distribution that generates the data stream. Finally, we compare these
measures for the different estimators.
Table 4.13 shows the results for δ = 0.3 and L1 . In each column (a test),
we show in boldface the result for K-ADWIN and for the best result.
A summary of the results is as follows: The results for K-ADWIN, ADWIN,
the Adaptive Kalman filter, and the best fixed-parameter Kalman filter are
the best ones in most cases. They are all very close to each other and they
outwin each other in various ways, always by a small margin. They all do
about as well as the best fixed-size window, and in most cases they win by
a large amount. The exception are wavelets of very long periods, in which
a very large fixed-size window wins. This is to be expected: when change
is extremely rare, it is best to use a large window. Adaptivity necessarily
introduces a small penalty, which is a waste in this particular case.
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ADWIN
Kalman Q = 1, R = 1000
Kalman Q = 1, R = 100
Kalman Q = .25, R = .25
Exp. Estim. α = .1
Exp. Estim.α = .5
Exp. Estim. α = .25
Adaptive Kalman
CUSUM Kalman
K-ADWIN
Fixed-sized W = 32
Fixed-sized W = 128
Fixed-sized W = 512
Fixed-sized W = 2048
Fixed-sized W = 8192
Fix. flushing W = 32
Fix. flushing W = 128
Fix. flushing W = 512
Fix. flushing W = 2048
Fix. flushing W = 8192

0.16
0.14
0.11
0.27
0.11
0.23
0.15
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.17
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.14
0.17
0.16
0.16
0.16

Stair
5000 128
0.04
0.05
0.08
0.28
0.09
0.23
0.15
0.03
0.08
0.05
0.07
0.04
0.06
0.17
0.16
0.07
0.04
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.05
0.06
0.08
0.27
0.09
0.23
0.14
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.11
0.16
0.16
0.07
0.06
0.08
0.16
0.16

0.03
0.05
0.08
0.27
0.09
0.23
0.14
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.11
0.16
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.16

0.03
0.05
0.08
0.27
0.09
0.23
0.14
0.03
0.05
0.04
0.07
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.11
0.07
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03

0.16
0.22
0.13
0.22
0.13
0.19
0.14
0.28
0.24
0.17
0.18
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.20
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30

Triangular
512 2048 8192 32768 128
0.09
0.08
0.09
0.27
0.09
0.23
0.14
0.11
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.12
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.09
0.12
0.16
0.16
0.16

0.03
0.05
0.08
0.22
0.08
0.19
0.12
0.06
0.11
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.16
0.30
0.30
0.07
0.05
0.07
0.30
0.30

0.02
0.04
0.07
0.22
0.07
0.19
0.12
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.15
0.30
0.06
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.30

0.02
0.04
0.07
0.22
0.07
0.19
0.12
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.15
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.02

0.02
0.04
0.07
0.22
0.07
0.19
0.12
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01

Square
512 2048 8192 32768 131072
0.07
0.10
0.09
0.22
0.09
0.19
0.13
0.17
0.18
0.09
0.09
0.16
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.09
0.13
0.30
0.30
0.30

Table 4.13: Comparative of different estimators using L1 and δ = 0.3. All standard deviations in this table are below 0.014.
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4.6.2

Example 1: Naı̈ve Bayes Predictor

We test our algorithms on a classical Naı̈ve Bayes predictor as explained in
Section 4.4. We use 2 classes, 8 attributes, and 2 values per attribute. The
different weights wi of the hyperplane vary over time, at different moments
and different speeds for different attributes i. All wi start at 0.5 and we
restrict to two wi ’s varying at the same time, to a maximum value of 0.75
and a minimum of 0.25.
We prepare the following experiment in order to test our Naı̈ve Bayes
predictor: At every time t we build a static Naı̈ve Bayes model Mt using
a data set of 1000 points generated from the distribution at time t. Model
Mt is taken as a “baseline” of how well a Naı̈ve Bayes model can do on this
distribution. Then we generate 2000 fresh points, and compute the error
rate of both this static model Mt and the different sliding-window models
built from the t points seen so far. The ratio of these error rates is averaged
over all the run.
Table 4.14 shows accuracy results. The “%Static” column shows the accuracy of the statically built model – it is the same for all rows, except for
small variance. The “%Dynamic” column is the accuracy of the dynamically built model, using the estimator in the row. The last column in the
table shows the quotient of columns 1 and 2, i.e., the relative accuracy of
the estimator-based model Naı̈ve Bayes model with respect that of the statically computed one. Again, in each column (a test), we show in boldface
the result for K-ADWIN and for the best result.
The results can be summarized as follows: K-ADWIN outperforms plain
ADWIN by a small margin, and they both do much better than all the memoryless Kalman filters. Thus, having a memory clearly helps in this case.
Strangely enough, the winner is the longest fixed-length window, which
achieves 98.73% of the static performance compared to K-ADWIN’s 97.77%.
We have no clear explanation of this fact, but believe it is an artifact of our
benchmark: the way in which we vary the attributes’ distributions might
imply that simply taking the average of an attribute’s value over a large
window has best predictive power. More experiments with other change
schedules should confirm or refute this idea.

4.6.3

Example 2: k-means Clustering

The synthetic data used in our experiments consist of a sample of 105 points
generated from a k-gaussian distribution with some fixed variance σ2 , and
centered in our k moving centroids. Each centroid moves according to a
constant velocity. We try different velocities v and values of σ in different
experiments.
On this data stream, we run one instance of the incremental k-means
clusterer with each of the estimator types we want to test. Each instance of
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ADWIN
Kalman Q = 1, R = 1000
Kalman Q = 1, R = 1
Kalman Q = .25, R = .25
Exponential Estimator α = .1
Exponential Estimator α = .5
Exponential Estimator α = .25
Adaptive Kalman
CUSUM Kalman
K-ADWIN
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window
Fixed-sized flushing Window

Width

%Static

%Dyn.

Dyn./Stat.

32
128
512
2048
32
128
512
2048

83,36%
83,22%
83,21%
83,26%
83,33%
83,32%
83,26%
83,24%
83,30%
83,24%
83,28%
83,30%
83,28%
83,24%
83,28%
83,29%
83,26%
83,25%

80,30%
71,13%
56,91%
56,91%
64,19%
57,30%
59,68%
76,21%
50,65%
81,39%
67,64%
75,40%
80,47%
82,19%
67,65%
75,57%
80,46%
82,04%

96,33%
85,48%
68,39%
68,35%
77,03%
68,77%
71,68%
91,56%
60,81%
97,77%
81,22%
90,52%
96,62%
98,73%
81,23%
90,73%
96,64%
98,55%

Table 4.14: Naı̈ve Bayes benchmark
the clusterer uses itself an estimator for each centroid coordinate. At every
time step, we feed the current example to each of the clusterers, we generate
a sample of points from the current distribution (which we know) and use a
traditional k-means clusterer to cluster this sample. Then, we compute the
sum of the distances of each data point to each centroid assigned, for this
statically built clustering and for each of the clustering dynamically built
using different estimators. The statically built clustering is thus a baseline
on how good the clustering could be without distribution drift.
Table 4.15 shows the results of computing the distance from 100 random points to their centroids. Again, in each column (a test), we show in
boldface the result for K-ADWIN and for the best result.
The results can be summarized as follows: The winners are the best
fixed-parameter Kalman filter and, for small variance, K-ADWIN. ADWIN
follows closely in all cases. These three do much better than any fixed-size
window strategy, and somewhat better than Kalman filters with suboptimal fixed-size parameters.

4.6.4

K-ADWIN Experimental Validation Conclusions

The main conclusions of K-ADWIN experiments are the following:
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σ = 0.15
σ = 0.3
σ = 0.6
Width Static Dyn. Static Dyn. Static Dyn.
ADWIN
Kalman Q = 1, R = 1000
Kalman Q = 1, R = 100
Kalman Q = .25, R = .25
Exponential Estimator α = .1
Exponential Estimator α = .5
Exponential Estimator α = .25
Adaptive Kalman
CUSUM Kalman
K-ADWIN
Fixed-sized Window
32
Fixed-sized Window
128
Fixed-sized Window
512
Fixed-sized Window
2048
Fixed-sized Window
8192
Fixed-sized Window
32768
Fixed-sized flushing Window
32
Fixed-sized flushing Window
128
Fixed-sized flushing Window
512
Fixed-sized flushing Window 2048
Fixed-sized flushing Window 8192
Fixed-sized flushing Window 32768

9,72
9,72
9,71
9,71
9,71
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72
9,72

21,54
19,72
17,60
22,63
21,89
20,58
17,69
18,98
18,29
17,30
25,70
36,42
38,75
39,64
43,39
53,82
35,62
40,42
39,12
40,99
45,48
73,17

19,41
19,41
19,41
19,39
19,43
19,41
19,42
19,41
19,41
19,40
19,40
19,40
19,40
19,40
19,40
19,40
19,40
19,40
19,40
19,40
19,40
19,40

28,58
27,92
27,18
30,21
27,28
29,32
27,66
31,16
33,82
28,34
39,84
49,70
52,35
53,28
55,66
64,34
47,34
52,03
53,05
56,82
60,23
84,55

38,83 46,48
38,83 46,02
38,77 46,16
38,79 49,88
38,82 46,98
38,81 46,47
38,82 46,18
38,82 51,96
38,85 50,38
38,79 47,45
38,81 57,58
38,81 68,59
38,81 71,32
38,81 73,10
38,81 76,90
38,81 88,17
38,81 65,37
38,81 70,47
38,81 72,81
38,81 75,35
38,81 91,49
38,81 110,77

Table 4.15: k-means sum of distances to centroids, with k = 5, 105 samples
and change’s velocity of 10−3 .
• In all three types of experiments (tracking, Naı̈ve Bayes, and k-means),
K-ADWIN either gives best results or is very close in performance to
the best of the estimators we try. And each of the other estimators
is clearly outperformed by K-ADWIN in at least some of the experiments. In other words, no estimator ever does much better than
K-ADWIN, and each of the others is outperformed by K-ADWIN in at
least one context.
• More precisely, for the tracking problem, K-ADWIN and ADWIN automatically do about as well as the Kalman filter with the best set of
fixed covariance parameters (parameters which, in general, can only
be determined after a good number of experiments). And these three
do far better than any fixed-size window.
• In the Naı̈ve Bayes experiments, K-ADWIN does somewhat better than
ADWIN and far better than any memoryless Kalman filter. This is,
then, a situation where having a memory clearly helps.
• In the k-means case, again K-ADWIN performs about as well as the
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best (and difficult to find) Kalman filter, and they both do much better
than fixed-size windows.

4.7 Time and Memory Requirements
In the experiments above we have only discussed the performance in terms
of error rate, and not time or memory usage. Certainly, this was not our
main goal and we have in no way tried to optimize our implementations
in either time or memory (as is clearly indicated by the choice of Java as
programming language). Let us, however, mention some rough figures
about time and memory, since they suggest that our approach can be fairly
competitive after some optimization work.
All programs were implemented in Java Standard Edition. The experiments were performed on a 3.0 GHz Pentium PC machine with 1 Gigabyte main memory, running Microsoft Windows XP. The Sun Java 2 Runtime Environment, Standard Edition (build 1.5.0 06-b05) was used to run
all benchmarks.
Consider first the experiments on ADWIN alone. A bucket formed by
an integer plus a real number uses 9 bytes. Therefore, about 540 bytes store
a sliding window of 60 buckets. In the boolean case, we could use only
5 bytes per bucket, which reduces our memory requirements to 300 bytes
per window of 60 buckets. Note that 60 buckets, with our choice of M = 5
suffice to represent a window of length about 260/5 = 4096.
In the experiment comparing different estimators (Tables 4.2,4.3,4.4 and
4.5), the average number of buckets used by ADWIN was 45,11, and the average time spent was 23 seconds to process the 106 samples, which is quite
remarkable. In the Naı̈ve Bayes experiment (Table 4.8), it took an average
of 1060 seconds and 2000 buckets to process 106 samples by 34 estimators.
This means less than 32 seconds and 60 buckets per estimator. The results
for k-means were similar: We executed the k-means experiments with k = 5
and two attributes, with 10 estimators and 106 sample points using about
an average of 60 buckets and 11.3 seconds for each instance of ADWIN.
Finally, we compare the time needed by an ADWIN, a simple counter,
and an EWMA with Cusum change detector and predictor. We do the following experiment: we feed an ADWIN estimator, a simple counter and a
EWMA with Cusum with 1, 000, 000 samples from a distribution that has
an abrupt change every n samples. Table 4.16 shows the results when the
samples are retrieved from memory, and Table 4.17 when the samples are
stored and retrieved from disk. We test also the overhead due to the fact
of using objects, instead of native numbers in Java. Note that the time difference between ADWIN and the other methods is not constant, and it depends on the scale of change. The time difference between a EWMA and
Cusum estimator and a simple counter estimator is small. We observe that
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Change scale ADWIN Counter EWMA Counter EWMA+Cusum
n
+Cusum Object
Object
30
50
75
100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000

72,396
72,266
12,079
12,294
22,070
38,096
54,886
71,882

23
21
17
16
15
16
16
15

40
32
23
23
20
20
27
20

82
58
54
50
52
63
54
59

108
71
66
67
89
64
64
64

Table 4.16: Time in miliseconds on ADWIN experiment reading examples
from memory

Change scale ADWIN Counter EWMA+
n
Cusum
30
50
75
100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000

83,769
83,934
23,287
23,709
33,303
49,248
66,296
83,169

10,999
11,004
10,939
11,086
11,007
10,930
10,947
10,926

11,021
10,964
11,002
10,989
10,994
10,999
10,923
11,037

Table 4.17: Time in miliseconds on ADWIN experiment reading examples
from disk
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the simple counter is the fastest method, and that ADWIN needs more time
to process the samples when there is constant change or when there is no
change at all.
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Decision Trees
In this chapter we propose and illustrate a method for developing decision
trees algorithms that can adaptively learn from data streams that change
over time. We take the Hoeffding Tree learner, an incremental decision tree
inducer for data streams, and use as a basis it to build two new methods
that can deal with distribution and concept drift: a sliding window-based
algorithm, Hoeffding Window Tree, and an adaptive method, Hoeffding
Adaptive Tree. Our methods are based on the methodology explained in
Chapter 3. We choose ADWIN as an implementation with theoretical guarantees in order to extend such guarantees to the resulting adaptive learning
algorithm. A main advantage of our methods is that they require no guess
about how fast or how often the stream will change; other methods typically have several user-defined parameters to this effect.
In our experiments, the new methods never do worse, and in some
cases do much better, than CVFDT, a well-known method for tree induction on data streams with drift.

5.1 Introduction
We apply the framework presented in Chapter 3 to give two decision tree
learning algorithms that can cope with concept and distribution drift on
data streams: Hoeffding Window Trees in Section 5.2 and Hoeffding Adaptive Trees in Section 5.3. Decision trees are among the most common and
well-studied classifier models. Classical methods such as C4.5 are not apt
for data streams, as they assume all training data are available simultaneously in main memory, allowing for an unbounded number of passes, and
certainly do not deal with data that changes over time. In the data stream
context, a reference work on learning decision trees is the Hoeffding Tree
or Very Fast Decision Tree method (VFDT) for fast, incremental learning
[DH00]. The Hoeffding Tree was described in Section 2.4.2. The methods
we propose are based on VFDT, enriched with the change detection and
estimation building blocks mentioned above.
We try several such building blocks, although the best suited for our
purposes is the ADWIN algorithm, described in Chapter 4. This algorithm is
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parameter-free in that it automatically and continuously detects the rate of
change in the data streams rather than using apriori guesses, thus allowing
the client algorithm to react adaptively to the data stream it is processing.
Additionally, ADWIN has rigorous guarantees of performance (Theorem 3 in
Section 4.2.2). We show that these guarantees can be transferred to decision
tree learners as follows: if a change is followed by a long enough stable
period, the classification error of the learner will tend, and the same rate, to
the error rate of VFDT.

5.2 Decision Trees on Sliding Windows
We propose a general method for building incrementally a decision tree
based on a sliding window keeping the last instances on the stream. To
specify one such method, we specify how to:
• place one or more change detectors at every node that will raise a
hand whenever something worth attention happens at the node
• create, manage, switch and delete alternate trees
• maintain estimators of only relevant statistics at the nodes of the current sliding window
We call Hoeffding Window Tree any decision tree that uses Hoeffding
bounds, maintains a sliding window of instances, and that can be included
in this general framework. Figure 5.1 shows the pseudo-code of H OEFFDING
W INDOW T REE. Note that δ 0 should be the Bonferroni correction of δ to account for the fact that many tests are performed and we want all of them
to be simultaneously correct with probability 1 − δ. It is enough e.g. to divide δ by the number of tests performed so far. The need for this correction
is also acknowledged in [DH00], although in experiments the more convenient option of using a lower δ was taken. We have followed the same
option in our experiments for fair comparison.

5.2.1

HWT-ADWIN : Hoeffding Window Tree using ADWIN

We use ADWIN to design HWT-ADWIN, a new Hoeffding Window Tree that
uses ADWIN as a change detector. The main advantage of using a change
detector as ADWIN is that it has theoretical guarantees, and we can extend
this guarantees to the learning algorithms.
Example of performance Guarantee
Let HWT∗ ADWIN be a variation of HWT-ADWIN with the following condition: every time a node decides to create an alternate tree, an alternate tree
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H OEFFDING W INDOW T REE(Stream, δ)
1 Let HT be a tree with a single leaf(root)
2 Init estimators Aijk at root
3 for each example (x, y) in Stream
4
do HWT REE G ROW((x, y), HT, δ)
HWT REE G ROW((x, y), HT, δ)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Sort (x, y) to leaf l using HT
Update estimators Aijk
at leaf l and nodes traversed in the sort
if current node l has an alternate tree Talt
HWT REE G ROW((x, y), Talt , δ)
Compute G for each attribute
 Evaluate condition for splitting leaf l
if G(Best Attr.)−G(2nd best) > (δ 0 , . . . )
then Split leaf on best attribute
for each branch of the split
do Start new leaf
and initialize estimators
if one change detector has detected change
then Create an alternate subtree Talt at leaf l if there is none
if existing alternate tree Talt is more accurate
then replace current node l with alternate tree Talt
Figure 5.1: Hoeffding Window Tree algorithm
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is also started at the root. In this section we show an example of performance guarantee about the error rate of HWT∗ ADWIN. Informally speaking, it states that after a change followed by a stable period, HWT∗ ADWIN’s
error rate will decrease at the same rate as that of VFDT, after a transient
period that depends only on the magnitude of the change.
We consider the following scenario: Let C and D be arbitrary concepts,
that can differ both in example distribution and label assignments. Suppose the input data sequence S is generated according to concept C up
to time t0 , that it abruptly changes to concept D at time t0 + 1, and remains stable after that. Let HWT∗ ADWIN be run on sequence S, and e1
be error(HWT∗ ADWIN,S,t0 ), and e2 be error(HWT∗ ADWIN,S,t0 + 1), so that
e2 − e1 measures how much worse the error of HWT∗ ADWIN has become
after the concept change.
Here error(HWT∗ ADWIN,S,t) denotes the classification error of the tree
kept by HWT∗ ADWIN at time t on S. Similarly, error(VFDT,D,t) denotes the
expected error rate of the tree kept by VFDT after being fed with t random
examples coming from concept D.
Theorem 6. Let S, t0 , e1 , and e2 be as described above, and suppose t0 is sufficiently large w.r.t. e2 − e1 . Then for every time t > t0 , we have
error(HWT∗ ADWIN, S, t) ≤ min{ e2 , eVFDT }
with probability at least 1 − δ, where
1
• eVFDT = error(VFDT, D, t − t0 − g(e2 − e1 )) + O( √t−t
)
0

• g(e2 − e1 ) = 8/(e2 − e1 )2 ln(4t0 /δ)
√
The following corollary is a direct consequence, since O(1/ t − t0 ) tends
to 0 as t grows.
Corollary 1. If error(VFDT,D,t) tends to some quantity  ≤ e2 as t tends to
infinity, then error(HWT∗ ADWIN ,S,t) tends to  too.
Proof. We know by the ADWIN False negative rate bound that with probability 1 − δ, the ADWIN instance monitoring the error rate at the root shrinks
at time t0 + n if
p
|e2 − e1 | > 2cut = 2/m ln(4(t − t0 )/δ)
where m is the harmonic mean of the lengths of the subwindows corresponding to data before and after the change. This condition is equivalent
to
m > 4/(e1 − e2 )2 ln(4(t − t0 )/δ)
If t0 is sufficiently large w.r.t. the quantity on the right hand side, one can
show that m is, say, less than n/2 by definition of the harmonic mean. Then
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some calculations show that for n ≥ g(e2 −e1 ) the condition is fulfilled, and
therefore by time t0 + n ADWIN will detect change.
After that, HWT∗ ADWIN will start an alternative tree at the root. This
tree will from then on grow as in VFDT, because HWT∗ ADWIN behaves as
VFDT when there is no concept change. While it does not switch to the
alternate tree, the error will remain at e2 . If at any time t0 + g(e1 − e2 ) + n
the error of the alternate tree is sufficiently below e2 , with probability 1 − δ
the two ADWIN instances at the root will signal this fact, and HWT∗ ADWIN
will switch to the alternate tree, and hence the tree will behave as the one
built by VFDT with t examples. It can be shown, again by using the False
Negative Bound on ADWIN , that the switch will occur when the VFDT error
√
goes below e2 − O(1/ n), and the theorem follows after some calculation.
2

5.2.2

CVFDT

As an extension of VFDT to deal with concept change Hulten, Spencer, and
Domingos presented Concept-adapting Very Fast Decision Trees CVFDT
[HSD01] algorithm. We have presented it on Section 3.2. We review it here
briefly and compare it to our method.
CVFDT works by keeping its model consistent with respect to a sliding
window of data from the data stream, and creating and replacing alternate
decision subtrees when it detects that the distribution of data is changing
at a node. When new data arrives, CVFDT updates the sufficient statistics at its nodes by incrementing the counts nijk corresponding to the new
examples and decrementing the counts nijk corresponding to the oldest example in the window, which is effectively forgotten. CVFDT is a Hoeffding
Window Tree as it is included in the general method previously presented.
Two external differences among CVFDT and our method is that CVFDT
has no theoretical guarantees (as far as we know), and that it uses a number
of parameters, with default values that can be changed by the user - but
which are fixed for a given execution. Besides the example window length,
it needs:
1. T0 : after each T0 examples, CVFDT traverses all the decision tree, and
checks at each node if the splitting attribute is still the best. If there is
a better splitting attribute, it starts growing an alternate tree rooted at
this node, and it splits on the currently best attribute according to the
statistics in the node.
2. T1 : after an alternate tree is created, the following T1 examples are
used to build the alternate tree.
3. T2 : after the arrival of T1 examples, the following T2 examples are
used to test the accuracy of the alternate tree. If the alternate tree
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is more accurate than the current one, CVDFT replaces it with this
alternate tree (we say that the alternate tree is promoted).
The default values are T0 = 10, 000, T1 = 9, 000, and T2 = 1, 000. One can
interpret these figures as the preconception that often about the last 50, 000
examples are likely to be relevant, and that change is not likely to occur
faster than every 10, 000 examples. These preconceptions may or may not
be right for a given data source.
The main internal differences of HWT-ADWIN respect CVFDT are:
• The alternates trees are created as soon as change is detected, without having to wait that a fixed number of examples arrives after the
change. Furthermore, the more abrupt the change is, the faster a new
alternate tree will be created.
• HWT-ADWIN replaces the old trees by the new alternates trees as soon
as there is evidence that they are more accurate, rather than having to
wait for another fixed number of examples.
These two effects can be summarized saying that HWT-ADWIN adapts to
the scale of time change in the data, rather than having to rely on the a
priori guesses by the user.

5.3 Hoeffding Adaptive Trees
In this section we present Hoeffding Adaptive Tree as a new method that
evolving from Hoeffding Window Tree, adaptively learn from data streams
that change over time without needing a fixed size of sliding window. The
optimal size of the sliding window is a very difficult parameter to guess
for users, since it depends on the rate of change of the distribution of the
dataset.
In order to avoid to choose a size parameter, we propose a new method
for managing statistics at the nodes. The general idea is simple: we place
instances of estimators of frequency statistics at every node, that is, replacing each nijk counters in the Hoeffding Window Tree with an instance Aijk
of an estimator.
More precisely, we present three variants of a Hoeffding Adaptive Tree or
HAT, depending on the estimator used:
• HAT-INC: it uses a linear incremental estimator
• HAT-EWMA: it uses an Exponential Weight Moving Average (EWMA)
• HAT-ADWIN : it uses an ADWIN estimator. As the ADWIN instances are
also change detectors, they will give an alarm when a change in the
attribute-class statistics at that node is detected, which indicates also
a possible concept change.
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The main advantages of this new method over a Hoeffding Window
Tree are:
• All relevant statistics from the examples are kept in the nodes. There
is no need of an optimal size of sliding window for all nodes. Each
node can decide which of the last instances are currently relevant for
it. There is no need for an additional window to store current examples. For medium window sizes, this factor substantially reduces our
memory consumption with respect to a Hoeffding Window Tree.
• A Hoeffding Window Tree, as CVFDT for example, stores in main
memory only a bounded part of the window. The rest (most of it, for
large window sizes) is stored in disk. For example, CVFDT has one
parameter that indicates the amount of main memory used to store
the window (default is 10,000). Hoeffding Adaptive Trees keeps all
its data in main memory.

5.3.1

Example of performance Guarantee

In this subsection we show a performance guarantee on the error rate of
HAT-ADWIN on a simple situation. Roughly speaking, it states that after a
distribution and concept change in the data stream, followed by a stable
period, HAT-ADWIN will start, in reasonable time, growing a tree identical
to the one that VFDT would grow if starting afresh from the new stable
distribution. Statements for more complex scenarios are possible, including
some with slow, gradual, changes.
Theorem 7. Let D0 and D1 be two distributions on labelled examples. Let S be
a data stream that contains examples following D0 for a time T , then suddenly
changes to using D1 . Let t be the time that until VFDT running on a (stable)
stream with distribution D1 takes to perform a split at the node. Assume also that
VFDT on D0 and D1 builds trees that differ on the attribute tested at the root.
Then with probability at least 1 − δ:
• By time t 0 = T + c · V 2 · t log(tV), HAT-ADWIN will create at the root an
alternate tree labelled with the same attribute as VFDT(D1 ). Here c ≤ 20 is
an absolute constant, and V the number of values of the attributes.1
• this alternate tree will evolve from then on identically as does that of VFDT(D1 ),
and will eventually be promoted to be the current tree if and only if its error
on D1 is smaller than that of the tree built by time T .
If the two trees do not differ at the roots, the corresponding statement
can be made for a pair of deeper nodes.
1
This value of t 0 is a very large overestimate, as indicated by our experiments. We are
working on an improved analysis, and hope to be able to reduce t 0 to T + c · t, for c < 4.
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Lemma 1. In the situation above, at every time t + T > T , with probability 1 − δ
we have at every node and for every counter (instance of ADWIN) Ai,j,k
s
ln(1/δ 0 ) T
|Ai,j,k − Pi,j,k | ≤
t(t + T )
where Pi,j,k is the probability that an example arriving at the node has value j in
its ith attribute and class k.
Observe that for fixed δ 0 and T this bound tends to 0 as t grows.
To prove the theorem, use this lemma to prove high-confidence bounds
on the estimation of G(a) for all attributes at the root, and show that the
attribute best chosen by VFDT on D1 will also have maximal G(best) at
some point, so it will be placed at the root of an alternate tree. Since this
new alternate tree will be grown exclusively with fresh examples from D1 ,
it will evolve as a tree grown by VFDT on D1 .

5.3.2

Memory Complexity Analysis

Let us compare the memory complexity Hoeffding Adaptive Trees and Hoeffding Window Trees. We take CVFDT as an example of Hoeffding Window Tree. Denote with
• E : size of an example
• A : number of attributes
• V : maximum number of values for an attribute
• C : number of classes
• T : number of nodes
A Hoeffding Window Tree as CVFDT uses memory O(WE + TAVC), because it uses a window W with E examples, and each node in the tree
uses AVC counters. A Hoeffding Adaptive Tree does not need to store
a window of examples, but uses instead memory O(log W) at each node
as it uses an ADWIN as a change detector, so its memory requirement is
O(TAVC + T log W). For medium-size W, the O(WE) in CVFDT can often
dominate. HAT-ADWIN has a complexity of O(TAVC log W).

5.4 Experimental evaluation
We tested Hoeffding Adaptive Trees using synthetic and real datasets. In
the experiments with synthetic datasets, we use the SEA Concepts [SK01]
and a changing concept dataset based on a rotating hyperplane explained
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in Section 4.4.1. In the experiments with real datasets we use two UCI
datasets [AN07] Adult and Poker-Hand from the UCI repository of machine learning databases. In all experiments, we use the values δ = 10−4 ,
T0 = 20, 000, T1 = 9, 000, and T2 = 1, 000, following the original CVFDT
experiments [HSD01].
In all tables, the result for the best classifier for a given experiment
is marked in boldface, and the best choice for CVFDT window length is
shown in italics.
We included two versions of the CVFDT algorithm:
• CVFDT O RIGINAL: version of CVFDT available from the VFML [HD03]
software web page
• CVFDT: we have slightly modified the CVFDT implementation to
follow strictly the CVFDT algorithm explained in the original paper
by Hulten, Spencer and Domingos [HSD01]. The version available of
CVFDT from VFML doesn’t create alternatives tree for the root node,
since it keeps the alternative tree for a node at its parent node data.
We included an improvement over CVFDT (which could be made on
the two versions of CVFDT as well). If the two best attributes at a node
happen to have exactly the same gain, the tie may be never resolved and
split does not occur. CVFDT use a parameter τ to solve ties: it splits on
the current best attribute if the difference between the observed heuristic
values of the two best attributes is lower than τ:
∆G = G(best) − G(second best) < τ
Note that this rule considers the difference between the best and secondbest values, not the difference of the best attribute with respect to (δ, . . . ).
In our experiments we added an additional split rule: when G(best) exceeds by three times the current value of (δ, . . . ), a split is forced anyway.
We have tested the three versions of Hoeffding Adaptive Tree, HAT-INC,
HAT-EWMA(α = .01), HAT-ADWIN, each with and without the addition of
Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) classifiers at the leaves. As a general comment on the
results, the use of NB classifiers does not always improve the results, although it does make a good difference in some cases; this was observed
in [HKP05], where a more detailed analysis can be found.
First, we experiment using the SEA concepts, a dataset with abrupt concept drift, first introduced in [SK01]. This artificial dataset is generated using three attributes, where only the two first attributes are relevant. All
three attributes have values between 0 and 10. We generate 400,000 random samples. We divide all the points in blocks with different concepts.
In each block, we classify using f1 + f2 ≤ θ, where f1 and f2 represent the
first two attributes and θ is a threshold value.We use threshold values 9, 8,
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7 and 9.5 for the data blocks. We inserted about 10% class noise into each
block of data.
Table 5.1: SEA on-line errors using discrete attributes with 10% noise
C HANGE SPEED
1,000

10,000

100,000

HAT-INC
HAT-EWMA
HAT-ADWIN

16.99% 16.08%
16.98% 15.83%
16.86% 15.39%

14.82%
14.64 %
14.73 %

HAT-INC NB
HAT-EWMA NB
HAT-ADWIN NB

16.88% 15.93%
16.85% 15.91%
16.90% 15.76%

14.86%
14.73 %
14.75 %

15.71%
17.12%
17.15%

15.81%
14.80%
17.09%

CVFDT O RIGINAL |W| = 1, 000 25.93% 17.05%
CVFDT O RIGINAL |W| = 10, 000 24.42% 17.41%
CVFDT O RIGINAL |W| = 100, 000 27.73% 14.90%

17.01%
16.98%
17.20%

CVFDT |W| = 1, 000
CVFDT |W| = 10, 000
CVFDT |W| = 100, 000

19.47%
17.03%
16.97%

We test our methods using discrete and continuous attributes. The online errors results for discrete attributes are shown in Table 5.1. On-line errors are the errors measured each time an example arrives with the current
decision tree, before updating the statistics. Each column reflects a different
speed of concept change. We observe that CVFDT best performance is not
always with the same example window size, and that there is no optimal
window size. The different versions of Hoeffding Adaptive Trees have a
very similar performance, essentially identical to that of CVFDT with optimal window size for that speed of change. More graphically, Figure 5.2
shows its learning curve using continuous attributes for a speed of change
of 100, 000. CVFDT uses a window of size 100, 000. Note that at the points
where the concept drift appears HWT-ADWIN, decreases its error faster than
CVFDT, due to the fact that it detects change faster.
Another frequent dataset is the rotating hyperplane, used as testbed for
CVFDT versus VFDT in [HSD01] – see Section 4.4.1 for an explanation. We
experiment with abrupt and with gradual drift. In the first set of experiments, we apply abrupt change. We use 2 classes, d = 5 attributes, and 5
discrete values per attribute. We do not insert class noise into the data. After every N examples arrived, we abruptly exchange the labels of positive
and negative examples, i.e., move to the complementary concept. So, we
P
classify the first N examples using di=1 wi xi ≥ w0 , the next N examples
Pd
using i=1 wi xi ≤ w0 , and so on. The on-line error rates are shown in Ta100
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Figure 5.2: Learning curve of SEA Concepts using continuous attributes
ble 5.2, where each column reflects a different value of N, the period among
classification changes. We detect that Hoeffding Adaptive Tree methods
substantially outperform CVFDT in all speed changes.
In the second type of experiments, we introduce gradual drift. We vary
the weight of the first attribute over time slowly, from 0 to 1, then back
from 1 to 0, and so on, linearly as a triangular wave. We adjust the rest of
weights in order to have the same number of examples for each class.
The on-line error rates are shown in Table 5.3. Observe that, in contrast to previous experiments, HAT-EWMA and HAT-ADWIN do much better than HAT-INC, when using NB at the leaves. We believe this will happen often in the case of gradual changes, because gradual changes will be
detected earlier in individual attributes than in the overall error rate.
We test Hoeffding Adaptive Trees on two real datasets in two different ways: with and without concept drift. We tried some of the largest
UCI datasets [AN07], and report results on Adult and Poker-Hand. For the
Covertype and Census-Income datasets, the results we obtained with our
method were essentially the same as for CVFDT (ours did better by fractions of 1% only) – we do not claim that our method is always better than
CVFDT, but this confirms our belief that it is never much worse.
An important problem with most of the real-world benchmark data sets
is that there is little concept drift in them [Tsy04] or the amount of drift is
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Table 5.2: On-line errors of Hyperplane Experiments with abrupt concept
drift
C HANGE SPEED
1,000

10,000

100,000

46.39%
42.09%
41.25%

31.38%
31.40%
30.42%

21.17%
21.43 %
21.37 %

46.34% 31.54%
35.28% 24.02%
35.35% 24.47%

22.08%
15.69 %
13.87 %

39.53%
49.76%
49.88%

33.36%
28.63%
46.78%

CVFDT O RIGINAL |W| = 1, 000 49.94% 36.55%
CVFDT O RIGINAL |W| = 10, 000 49.98% 49.80%
CVFDT O RIGINAL |W| = 100, 000 50.11% 49.96%

33.89%
28.73%
46.64%

HAT-INC
HAT-EWMA
HAT-ADWIN
HAT-INC NB
HAT-EWMA NB
HAT-ADWIN NB
CVFDT |W| = 1, 000
CVFDT |W| = 10, 000
CVFDT |W| = 100, 000

50.01%
50.09%
49.89%

Table 5.3: On-line errors of Hyperplane Experiments with gradual concept
drift
C HANGE SPEED
1,000

10,000 100,000

HAT-INC
HAT-EWMA
HAT-ADWIN

9.42%
9.48%
9.50%

9.40%
9.43%
9.46%

9.39%
9.36 %
9.25 %

HAT-INC NB
HAT-EWMA NB
HAT-ADWIN NB

9.37%
8.64%
8.65%

9.43%
8.56%
8.57%

9.42%
8.23 %
8.17 %

CVFDT |W| = 1, 000
CVFDT |W| = 10, 000
CVFDT |W| = 100, 000

24.95% 22.65% 22.24%
14.85% 15.46% 13.53%
10.50% 10.61% 10.85%

CVFDT O RIGINAL |W| = 1, 000 30.11% 28.19% 28.19%
CVFDT O RIGINAL |W| = 10, 000 18.93% 19.96% 18.60%
CVFDT O RIGINAL |W| = 100, 000 10.92% 11.00% 11.36%
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unknown, so in many research works, concept drift is introduced artificially. We simulate concept drift by ordering the datasets by one of its attributes, the education attribute for Adult, and the first (unnamed) attribute
for Poker-Hand. Note again that while using CVFDT one faces the question of which parameter values to use, our method just needs to be told
“go” and will find the right values online.

22%

20%

On-line Error

18%
CVFDT
HWT-ADWIN

16%

14%

12%

10%
1.000

5.000

10.000

15.000

20.000

25.000

30.000

Figure 5.3: On-line error on UCI Adult dataset, ordered by the education
attribute.
The Adult dataset aims to predict whether a person makes over 50k
a year, and it was created based on census data. Adult consists of 48,842
instances, 14 attributes (6 continuous and 8 nominal) and missing attribute
values. In Figure 5.3 we compare HWT-ADWIN error rate to CVFDT using
different window sizes. We observe that CVFDT on-line error decreases
when the example window size increases, and that HWT-ADWIN on-line
error is lower for all window sizes.
The Poker-Hand dataset consists of 1,025,010 instances and 11 attributes.
Each record of the Poker-Hand dataset is an example of a hand consisting of
five playing cards drawn from a standard deck of 52. Each card is described
using two attributes (suit and rank), for a total of 10 predictive attributes.
There is one Class attribute that describes the ”Poker Hand”. The order of
cards is important, which is why there are 480 possible Royal Flush hands
instead of 4.
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Table 5.4: On-line classification errors for CVFDT and Hoeffding Adaptive
Trees on Poker-Hand data set.
NO
D RIFT

A RTIFICIAL
D RIFT

HAT-INC
HAT-EWMA
HAT-ADWIN

38.32%
39.48%
38.71%

39.21%
40.26%
41.85%

HAT-INC NB
HAT-EWMA NB
HAT-ADWIN NB

41.77%
24.49%
16.91%

42.83%
27.28%
33.53%

CVFDT |W| = 1, 000
CVFDT |W| = 10, 000
CVFDT |W| = 100, 000

49.90%
49.88%
49.89%

49.94%
49.88 %
52.13 %

CVFDT O RIGINAL |W| = 1, 000 49.89%
CVFDT O RIGINAL |W| = 10, 000 49.88%
CVFDT O RIGINAL |W| = 100, 000 49.88%

49.92%
49.88 %
52.09 %

Table 5.4 shows the results on Poker-Hand dataset. It can be seen that
CVFDT remains at 50% error, while the different variants of Hoeffding
Adaptive Trees are mostly below 40% and one reaches 17% error only.

5.5 Time and memory
In this section, we discuss briefly the time and memory performance of
Hoeffding Adaptive Trees. All programs were implemented in C modifying and expanding the version of CVFDT available from the VFML [HD03]
software web page. The experiments were performed on a 2.0 GHz Intel Core Duo PC machine with 2 Gigabyte main memory, running Ubuntu
8.04.
Consider the experiments on SEA Concepts, with different speed of
changes: 1, 000, 10, 000 and 100, 000. Figure 5.4 shows the memory used on
these experiments. As expected by memory complexity described in section 5.3.2, HAT-INC and HAT-EWMA, are the methods that use less memory. The reason for this fact is that it doesn’t keep examples in memory
as CVFDT, and that it doesn’t store ADWIN data for all attributes, attribute
values and classes, as HAT-ADWIN. We have used the default 10, 000 for
the amount of window examples kept in memory, so the memory used by
CVFDT is essentially the same for W = 10, 000 and W = 100, 000, and
about 10 times larger than the memory used by HAT-INC memory.
Figure 5.5 shows the number of nodes used in the experiments of SEA
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Figure 5.4: Memory used on SEA Concepts experiments
Concepts. We see that the number of nodes is similar for all methods, confirming that the good results on memory of HAT-INC is not due to smaller
size of trees.
Finally, with respect to time we see that CVFDT is still the fastest method,
but HAT-INC and HAT-EWMA have a very similar performance to CVFDT,
a remarkable fact given that they are monitoring all the change that may
occur in any node of the main tree and all the alternate trees. HAT-ADWIN
increases time by a factor of 4, so it is still usable if time or data speed is not
the main concern.
In summary, Hoeffding Adaptive Trees are always as accurate as CVFDT
and, in some cases, they have substantially lower error. Their running time
is similar in HAT-EWMA and HAT-INC and only slightly higher in HATADWIN, and their memory consumption is remarkably smaller, often by an
order of magnitude.
We can conclude that HAT-ADWIN is the most powerful method, but
HAT-EWMA is a faster method that gives approximate results similar to
HAT-ADWIN.
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Figure 5.5: Number of Nodes used on SEA Concepts experiments
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Figure 5.6: Time on SEA Concepts experiments
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6

Ensemble Methods
Ensemble methods are combinations of several models whose individual
predictions are combined in some manner (e.g., averaging or voting) to
form a final prediction. Ensemble learning classifiers often have better
accuracy and they are easier to scale and parallelize than single classifier
methods.
This chapter proposes two new variants of Bagging. Using the new
experimental framework presented in Section 3.5, an evaluation study on
synthetic and real-world datasets comprising up to ten million examples
shows that the new ensemble methods perform very well compared to several known methods.

6.1 Bagging and Boosting
Bagging and Boosting are two of the best known ensemble learning algorithms. In [OR01a] Oza and Russell developed online versions of bagging
and boosting for Data Streams. They show how the process of sampling
bootstrap replicates from training data can be simulated in a data stream
context. They observe that the probability that any individual example will
be chosen for a replicate tends to a Poisson(1) distribution.
For the boosting method, Oza and Russell note that the weighting procedure of AdaBoost actually divides the total example weight into two
halves – half of the weight is assigned to the correctly classified examples,
and the other half goes to the misclassified examples. They use the Poisson
distribution for deciding the random probability that an example is used
for training, only this time the parameter changes according to the boosting weight of the example as it is passed through each model in sequence.
Pelossof et al. presented in [PJVR08] Online Coordinate Boosting, a new
online boosting algorithm for adapting the weights of a boosted classifier,
which yields a closer approximation to Freund and Schapire’s AdaBoost
algorithm. The weight update procedure is derived by minimizing AdaBoost’s loss when viewed in an incremental form. This boosting method
may be reduced to a form similar to Oza and Russell’s algorithm.
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T1

T2

T3

T4

Figure 6.1: An ensemble of trees of different size
Chu and Zaniolo proposed in [CZ04] Fast and Light Boosting for adaptive mining of data streams. It is based on a dynamic sample-weight assignment scheme that is extended to handle concept drift via change detection.
The change detection approach aims at significant data changes that could
cause serious deterioration of the ensemble performance, and replaces the
obsolete ensemble with one built from scratch.

6.2 New method of Bagging using trees of different
size
In this section, we introduce the Adaptive-Size Hoeffding Tree (ASHT). It is
derived from the Hoeffding Tree algorithm with the following differences:
• it has a maximum number of split nodes, or size
• after one node splits, if the number of split nodes of the ASHT tree is
higher than the maximum value, then it deletes some nodes to reduce
its size
The intuition behind this method is as follows: smaller trees adapt more
quickly to changes, and larger trees do better during periods with no or
little change, simply because they were built on more data. Trees limited to
size s will be reset about twice as often as trees with a size limit of 2s. This
creates a set of different reset-speeds for an ensemble of such trees, and
therefore a subset of trees that are a good approximation for the current
rate of change. It is important to note that resets will happen all the time,
even for stationary datasets, but this behaviour should not have a negative
impact on the ensemble’s predictive performance.
When the tree size exceeds the maximun size value, there are two different delete options:
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Figure 6.2: Kappa-Error diagrams for ASHT bagging (left) and bagging
(right) on dataset RandomRBF with drift, plotting 90 pairs of classifiers.
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• delete the oldest node, the root, and all of its children except the one
where the split has been made. After that, the root of the child not
deleted becomes the new root delete the oldest node, the root, and all
of its children.
• delete all the nodes of the tree, i.e., restart from a new root.
We present a new bagging method that uses these Adaptive-Size Hoeffding Trees and that sets the size for each tree (Figure 6.1). The maximum
allowed size for the n-th ASHT tree is twice the maximum allowed size for
the (n − 1)-th tree. Moreover, each tree has a weight proportional to the inverse of the square of its error, and it monitors its error with an exponential
weighted moving average (EWMA) with α = .01. The size of the first tree
is 2.
With this new method, we attempt to improve bagging performance
by increasing tree diversity. It has been observed that boosting tends to
produce a more diverse set of classifiers than bagging, and this has been
cited as a factor in increased performance [MD97].
We use the Kappa statistic κ to show how using trees of different size,
we increase the diversity of the ensemble. Let’s consider two classifiers ha
and hb , a data set containing m examples, and a contingency table where
cell Cij contains the number of examples for which ha (x) = i and hb (x) = j.
If ha and hb are identical on the data set, then all non-zero counts will appear along the diagonal. If ha and hb are very different, then there should
be a large number of counts off the diagonal. We define
PL

i=1 Cii

Θ1 =

m


L
L
L
X
X
X
Cij
Cji 

Θ2 =
·
m
m
i=1

j=1

j=1

We could use Θ1 as a measure of agreement, but in problems where one
class is much more common than others, all classifiers will agree by chance,
so all pair of classifiers will obtain high values for Θ1 . To correct this, the κ
statistic is defined as follows:
κ=

Θ1 − Θ2
1 − Θ2

κ uses Θ2 , the probability that two classifiers agree by chance, given the
observed counts in the table. If two classifiers agree on every example then
κ = 1, and if their predictions coincide purely by chance, then κ = 0.
We use the Kappa-Error diagram to compare the diversity of normal
bagging with bagging using trees of different size. The Kappa-Error diagram is a scatterplot where each point corresponds to a pair of classifiers.
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The x coordinate of the pair is the κ value for the two classifiers. The y
coordinate is the average of the error rates of the two classifiers.
Figure 6.2 shows the Kappa-Error diagram for the Random RBF dataset
with drift parameter or change speed equal to 0.001.We observe that bagging classifiers are very similar to one another and that the decision tree
classifiers of different size are very diferent from one another.

6.3 New method of Bagging using ADWIN
ADWIN Bagging is the online bagging method implemented in MOA with
the addition of the ADWIN algorithm as a change detector and as an estimator for the weights of the boosting method. When a change is detected, the
worst classifier of the ensemble of classifiers is removed and a new classifier is added to the ensemble.

6.4 Adaptive Hoeffding Option Trees
Hoeffding Option Trees [PHK07] are regular Hoeffding trees containing additional option nodes that allow several tests to be applied, leading to multiple Hoeffding trees as separate paths. They consist of a single structure
that efficiently represents multiple trees. A particular example can travel
down multiple paths of the tree, contributing, in different ways, to different options.
An Adaptive Hoeffding Option Tree is a Hoeffding Option Tree with the
following improvement: each leaf stores an estimation of the current error.
It uses an EWMA estimator with α = .2. The weight of each node in the
voting process is proportional to the square of the inverse of the error.

6.5 Comparative Experimental Evaluation
Massive Online Analysis (MOA) [HKP07] was introduced in Section 3.5.3.
The data stream evaluation framework introduced there and all algorithms
evaluated in this chapter were implemented in the Java programming language extending the MOA framework. We compare the following methods: Hoeffding Option Trees, bagging and boosting, and DDM and ADWIN
bagging.
We use a variety of datasets for evaluation, as explained in Section 3.5.2.
The experiments were performed on a 2.0 GHz Intel Core Duo PC machine with 2 Gigabyte main memory, running Ubuntu 8.10. The evaluation
methodology used was Interleaved Test-Then-Train: every example was
used for testing the model before using it to train. This interleaved test
followed by train procedure was carried out on 10 million examples from
the hyperplane and RandomRBF datasets, and one million examples from
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Figure 6.3: Accuracy and size on dataset LED with three concept drifts.
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the LED and SEA datasets. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 reports the final accuracy,
and speed of the classification models induced on synthetic data. Table 6.3
shows the results for real datasets: Forest CoverType, Poker Hand, Electricity and CovPokElec. Additionally, the learning curves and model growth
curves for LED dataset are plotted (Figure 6.3). For some datasets the differences in accuracy, as seen in Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, are marginal.
The first, and baseline, algorithm (HT) is a single Hoeffding tree, enhanced with adaptive Naive Bayes leaf predictions. Parameter settings are
nmin = 1000, δ = 10−8 and τ = 0.05. The HT DDM and HT EDDM are
Hoeffding Trees with drift detection methods as explained in Section 2.2.1.
HOT, is the Hoeffding option tree algorithm, restricted to a maximum of
five option paths (HOT5) or fifty option paths (HOT50). AdaHOT is the
Adaptive Hoeffding Tree explained in Section 6.4.
Bag10 is Oza and Russell online bagging using ten classifiers and Bag5
only five. BagADWIN is the online bagging version using ADWIN explained
in Section 6.3. We implemented the following variants of bagging with Hoeffding trees of different size (ASHT): Bag ASHT is the base method, which
deletes its root node and all its children except the one where the last split
occurred, Bag ASHT W uses weighted classifiers, Bag ASHT R replaces
oversized trees with new ones, and Bag ASHT W+R uses both weighted
classifiers and replaces oversized trees with new ones. And finally, we
tested three methods of boosting: Oza Boosting, Online Coordinate Boosting, and Fast and Light Boosting.
Bagging is clearly the best method in terms of accuracy. This superior position is, however, achieved at high cost in terms of memory and
time. ADWIN Bagging and ASHT Bagging are the most accurate methods
for most datasets, but they are slow. ADWIN Bagging is slower than ASHT
Bagging and for some datasets it needs more memory. ASHT Bagging using weighted classifiers and replacing oversized trees with new ones seems
to be the most accurate ASHT bagging method. We observe that bagging
using 5 trees of different size may be sufficient, as its error is not much
higher than for 10 trees, but it is nearly twice as fast. Also Hoeffding trees
using drift detection methods are faster but less accurate methods.
In [PHK07], a range of option limits were tested and averaged across all
datasets without concept drift to determine the optimal number of paths.
This optimal number of options was five. Dealing with concept drift, we
observe that increasing the number of options to 50, we obtain a significant
improvement in accuracy for some datasets.
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DecisionStump
NaiveBayes
NBADWIN
HT
HT DDM
HT EDDM
HAT
HOT5
HOT50
AdaHOT5
AdaHOT50
Bag HT
BagADWIN 10 HT
Bag10 ASHT
Bag10 ASHT W
Bag10 ASHT R
Bag10 ASHT W+R
Bag5 ASHT W+R
OzaBoost
OCBoost
FLBoost

Acc. Mem. Time

Hyperplane
Drift .001
Time

SEA
W =50
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.34
0.17
0.18
0.17
0.38
0.84
0.38
0.86
3.38
1.90
1.04
1.04
0.84
0.84
0.01
4.03
2.41
0.02

4.52
5.52
12.40
7.20
7.88
8.52
20.96
12.46
22.78
12.48
22.80
30.88
53.15
35.30
35.69
33.74
33.56
20.00
39.97
60.33
30.04

Acc. Mem. Time

65.80
0.01
54.76 62.51
0.01 4.32 66.34
84.37
0.01
86.87 73.69
0.01 5.32 83.87
91.40
0.06 295.19 90.68
0.06 12.24 88.33
86.39
9.57 159.43 80.70 10.41 6.96 84.89
0.01 8.30 88.27
89.28
0.04 180.51 88.48
88.95 13.23 193.07 87.64
2.52 8.56 87.97
89.88
1.72
431.6 88.72
0.15 21.2 88.91
86.85 20.87 480.19 81.91 32.02 11.46 84.92
87.37 32.04 3440.37 81.77 32.15 22.54 85.20
86.91 21.00 486.46 82.46 32.03 11.46 84.94
87.44 32.04 3369.89 83.47 32.15 22.70 85.35
87.68 108.75 1253.07 81.80 114.14 31.06 85.45
91.16 11.40 1308.08 90.48
5.52 54.51 88.58
91.11
2.68 1070.44 90.08
2.69 34.99 87.83
91.40
2.68 1073.96 90.65
2.69 36.15 88.37
2.14 33.10 88.52
91.47
2.95 1016.48 90.61
91.57
2.95 1024.02 90.94
2.14 33.20 88.89
90.75
0.08 562.09 90.57
0.09 19.78 88.55
87.01 130.00 959.14 82.56 123.75 39.40 86.28
84.96 66.12 1332.94 83.43 76.88 59.12 87.21
81.24
0.05 986.42 81.34
0.03 30.64 85.04

Acc. Mem.

Hyperplane
Drift .0001
Time
50.84
86.97
308.85
157.71
174.10
207.47
500.81
307.98
890.86
322.48
865.86
1236.92
1306.22
1060.37
1055.87
995.06
996.52
551.53
974.69
1367.77
976.82

SEA
W 50000

0.01
0.00
0.02
0.33
0.16
0.06
0.18
0.37
0.83
0.38
0.84
3.36
0.88
0.91
0.91
0.84
0.84
0.05
4.00
2.44
0.02

Acc. Mem.

66.37
83.87
87.58
84.87
88.07
87.64
88.32
84.91
85.18
84.94
85.30
85.34
88.53
87.57
87.91
88.07
88.30
87.99
86.17
86.97
84.75

Table 6.1: Comparison of algorithms. Accuracy is measured as the final percentage of examples correctly classified over
the 1 or 10 million test/train interleaved evaluation. Time is measured in seconds, and memory in MB. The best individual
accuracies are indicated in boldface.
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74.98
111.12
396.01
154.67
185.15
185.89
794.48
398.82
1075.74
400.53
975.40
995.46
1238.50
1009.62
986.90
913.74
925.65
536.61
964.75
1188.97
932.85

Time

Acc. Mem.

Time

Acc. Mem.

RandomRBF
Drift .001
50 centers
Time

Acc. Mem.

RandomRBF
Drift .001
10 centers

58.60
0.01
79.05 50.54
0.01
81.70 50.46 0.01
61.29 62.99
0.01
72.04
0.01 111.47 53.21
0.01 113.37 53.17 0.01
95.25 75.85
0.01
0.05
249.1 62.20 0.04 271.76 75.61
0.05
72.04
0.08 272.58 68.07
93.64
6.86 189.25 63.64
9.86 186.47 55.48 8.90 141.63 89.07
6.97
93.64 13.72 199.95 76.49
0.02 206.41 64.09 0.03 173.31 89.07 13.94
0.09 203.41 64.00 0.02 183.81 89.09 14.17
93.66 13.81 214.55 75.55
93.63
9.28 413.53 79.09
0.09 294.94 65.29 0.01 438.58 86.36
0.21
94.90 23.67 412.38 67.31 27.04 318.07 56.82 18.49 271.22 89.62 15.80
95.04 32.04 3472.25 71.48 32.16 1086.89 58.88 32.04 949.94 89.98 32.03
94.29 23.82 415.85 71.82 27.21 319.33 59.74 18.60 270.04 89.71 15.90
94.22 32.04 3515.67 79.26 32.16 1099.77 64.53 32.04 951.88 90.07 32.03
95.30 71.26 1362.66 71.08 106.20 1240.89 58.15 88.52 1020.18 90.26 74.29
95.29 67.79 1326.12 85.23
0.26 1354.03 67.18 0.03 1172.27 90.29 44.18
3.05 1133.51 66.36 3.10 992.52 84.85
3.28
85.47
3.73 1124.40 76.09
93.76
3.73 1104.03 76.61
3.05 1106.26 66.94 3.10 983.10 89.58
3.28
91.96
2.65 1069.76 84.28
3.74 1085.99 67.83 2.35 893.55 88.83
2.57
93.57
2.65 1068.59 84.71
3.74 1101.10 69.27 2.35 901.39 89.53
2.57
85.47
0.06 557.20 81.69
0.09 587.46 68.19 0.10 525.83 84.58
0.14
94.82 206.60 1312.00 71.64 105.94 1266.75 58.20 88.36 978.44 89.83 172.57
92.76 50.88 1501.64 74.69 80.36 1581.96 58.60 87.85 1215.30 89.00 56.82
71.39
0.02 1171.42 61.85
0.03 1176.33 52.73 0.02 1053.62 74.59
0.03

Acc. Mem.

RandomRBF
Drift .0001
50 centers

Table 6.2: Comparison of algorithms. Accuracy is measured as the final percentage of examples correctly classified over
the 1 or 10 million test/train interleaved evaluation. Time is measured in seconds, and memory in MB. The best individual
accuracies are indicated in boldface.

DecisionStump
NaiveBayes
NBADWIN
HT
HT DDM
HT EDDM
HAT
HOT5
HOT50
AdaHOT5
AdaHOT50
Bag HT
BagADWIN 10 HT
Bag10 ASHT
Bag10 ASHT W
Bag10 ASHT R
Bag10 ASHT W+R
Bag5 ASHT W+R
OzaBoost
OCBoost
FLBoost

Time

RandomRBF
No Drift
50 centers
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NaiveBayes
NBADWIN
HT
HT DDM
HT EDDM
HAT
HOT5
HOT50
AdaHOT5
AdaHOT50
Bag HT
BagADWIN 10 HT
Bag10 ASHT
Bag10 ASHT W
Bag10 ASHT R
Bag10 ASHT W+R
Bag5 ASHT W+R
OzaBoost
OCBoost
FLBoost

Acc. Mem. Time

Cover Type
Time
13.58
64.52
18.98
21.58
22.86
31.68
31.60
31.96
32.08
32.18
121.03
165.01
124.76
123.72
122.92
123.25
57.09
151.03
172.29
19.92

60.52
72.53
77.77
84.35
86.02
81.43
83.19
85.29
83.19
85.29
83.62
84.71
83.34
85.37
84.20
86.43
83.79
85.05
74.39
70.29

0.05
5.61
1.31
0.33
0.02
0.01
5.41
18.62
5.42
18.65
16.80
0.23
5.23
5.23
4.09
4.09
0.23
21.22
9.42
0.15

31.66
127.34
31.52
40.26
34.49
55.00
65.69
143.54
67.01
148.85
138.41
247.50
213.75
212.17
229.06
198.04
116.83
170.73
230.94
234.56

Poker

Electricity
0.01
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.00
0.02
0.36
2.30
0.36
2.32
0.71
0.07
0.37
0.37
0.42
0.42
0.09
1.24
0.59
0.04

Acc. Mem. Time Acc. Mem.
50.01 0.02 0.92 74.15
50.12 1.97 2.26 81.72
72.14 1.15 1.16 78.88
61.65 0.21 1.36 84.73
72.20 2.30 1.28 85.44
72.14 1.24 1.76 82.96
72.14 1.28 2.36 82.80
72.14 1.28 10.06 83.29
72.14 1.28 2.44 82.80
72.14 1.28 10.04 83.29
87.36 12.29 3.28 82.16
84.84 8.79 4.96 84.15
86.80 7.19 3.92 82.79
87.13 7.19 3.96 84.16
86.21 6.47 3.80 83.31
86.76 6.47 3.84 84.83
75.87 0.44 2.54 84.44
87.85 14.50 3.66 84.95
71.15 11.49 4.70 86.20
50.12 0.07 2.66 73.08

Time

23.52
0.08
53.32 14.51
74.00
7.42
71.26
0.42
76.66 11.15
75.75
0.01
75.93 13.30
82.78 36.74
75.93 13.31
82.78 36.76
81.62 82.75
85.95
0.41
78.87 29.30
80.51 29.30
80.01 29.94
81.05 29.94
77.65
0.95
84.69 105.63
71.94 73.36
52.92
0.47

Acc. Mem.

CovPokElec

91.50
667.52
95.22
114.72
114.57
188.65
138.20
286.66
138.20
296.54
624.27
911.57
638.37
636.42
776.61
757.00
363.09
779.99
1121.49
368.89

Table 6.3: Comparison of algorithms on real data sets. Time is measured in seconds, and memory in MB. The best individual
accuracies are indicated in boldface.
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7

Mining Frequent Closed Rooted Trees
This chapter considers the extension to trees of the process of closure-based
data mining, well-studied in the itemset framework. We focus mostly on
the case where labels on the nodes are nonexistent or unreliable, and discuss algorithms for closure-based mining that only rely on the root of the
tree and the link structure. We provide a notion of intersection that leads
to a deeper understanding of the notion of support-based closure, in terms
of an actual closure operator. We describe combinatorial characterizations
and some properties, discuss its applicability to unordered trees, and rely
on it to design efficient algorithms for mining frequent closed subtrees both
in the ordered and the unordered settings.

7.1 Introduction
Trees, in a number of variants, are basically connected acyclic undirected
graphs, with some additional structural notions like a distinguished vertex
(root) or labelings on the vertices. They are frequently a great compromise
between graphs, which offer richer expressivity, and strings, which offer
very efficient algorithmics. From AI to Compilers, through XML dialects,
trees are now ubiquitous in Informatics.
One form of data analysis contemplates the search of frequent, or the
so-called “closed” substructures in a dataset of structures. In the case of
trees, there are two broad kinds of subtrees considered in the literature:
subtrees which are just induced subgraphs, called induced subtrees, and subtrees where contraction of edges is allowed, called embedded subtrees. In
these contexts, the process of “mining” usually refers, nowadays, to a process of identifying which common substructures appear particularly often,
or particularly correlated with other substructures, with the purpose of inferring new information implicit in a (large) dataset.
Closure-based mining refers to mining closed substructures, in a sense
akin to the closure systems of Formal Concept Analysis; although the formal connections are not always explicit. For trees, a closed subtree is one
that, if extended in any manner, leads to reducing the set of data trees where
it appears as a subtree; and similarly for graphs. Frequent closed trees (or
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sets, or graphs) give the same information about the dataset as the set of all
frequent trees (or sets, or graphs) in less space.
These mining processes can be used for a variety of tasks. Consider web
search engines. Already the high polysemy of many terms makes sometimes difficult to find information through them; for instance, a researcher
of soil science may have a very literal interpretation in mind when running a web search for “rolling stones”, but it is unlikely that the results are
very satisfactory; or a computer scientist interested in parallel models of
computation has a different expectation from that of parents-to-be when a
search for “prams” is launched. A way for distributed, adaptive search engines to proceed may be to distinguish navigation on unsuccessful search
results, where the user follows a highly branching, shallow exploration,
from successful results, which give rise to deeper, little-branching navigation subtrees.

7.2 Basic Algorithmics and Mathematical Properties
This section discusses, mainly, to what extent the intuitions about trees can
be formalized in mathematical and algorithmic terms. As such, it is aimed
just at building up intuition and background understanding, and making
sure that our later sections on tree mining algorithms rest on solid foundations: they connect with these properties but make little explicit use of
them.
Given two trees, a common subtree is a tree that is subtree of both; it
is a maximal common subtree if it is not a subtree of any other common
subtree; it is a maximum common subtree if there is no common subtree
of larger size. Observe the different usage of the adjectives maximum and
maximal.
Two trees have always some maximal common subtree but, as is shown
in Figure 7.1, this common subtree does not need to be unique. This figure also serves the purpose of further illustrating the notion of unordered
subtree.
A:

B:

X:

Y:

Figure 7.1: Trees X and Y are maximal common subtrees of A and B.
In fact, both trees X and Y in Figure 7.1 have the maximum number
of nodes among the common subtrees of A and B. As is shown in Figure 7.2, just a slight modification of A and B gives two maximal common
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subtrees of different sizes, showing that the concepts of maximal and maximum common subtree do not coincide in general.
A’:

B’:

X’:

Y:

Figure 7.2: Both X 0 and Y are maximal common subtrees of A 0 and B 0 , but
only X 0 is maximum.
From here on, the intersection of a set of trees is the set of all maximal
common subtrees of the trees in the set. Sometimes, the one-node tree will
be represented with the symbol , and the two-node tree by .

7.2.1

Number of subtrees

We can easily observe, using the trees A, B, X, and Y above, that two trees
can have an exponential number of maximal common subtrees.
Recall that the aforementioned trees have the property that X and Y are
two maximal common subtrees of A and B. Now, consider the pair of trees
constructed in the following way using copies of A and B. First, take a path
of length n − 1 (thus having n nodes which include the root and the unique
leaf) and “attach” to each node a whole copy of A. Call this tree TA . Then,
do the same with a fresh path of the same length, with copies of B hanging
from their nodes, and call this tree TB . Graphically:
TA

TB
A

B

A
n

A

A

B
n

B

B

All the trees constructed similarly with copies of X or Y attached to each
node of the main path (instead of A or B) are maximal common subtrees of
TA and TB . As the maximal common subtrees are trees made from all the
possible combinations of X an Y attached to the main path, there are 2n
possibilities corresponding to different subtrees. Therefore, the number of
different maximal common subtrees of TA and TB is at least 2n (which is
exponential in the input since the sum of the sizes of TA and TB is 15n).
Any algorithm for computing maximal common subtrees has, therefore, a
worst case exponential cost due to the size of the output. We must note,
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though, that experiments suggest that intersection sets of cardinality beyond 1 hardly ever arise unless looked for (see Section 7.8.2).

7.2.2

Finding the intersection of trees recursively

Computing a potentially large intersection of a set of trees is not a trivial
task, given that there is no ordering among the components: a maximal element of the intersection may arise through mapping smaller components
of one of the trees into larger ones of the other. Therefore, the degree of
branching along the exploration is high. We propose a natural recursive
algorithm to compute intersections, shown in Figure 7.3.
The basic idea is to exploit the recursive structure of the problem by
considering all the ways to match the components of the two input trees.
Suppose we are given the trees t and r, whose components are t1 , . . . , tk
and r1 , . . . , rn , respectively. If k ≤ n, then clearly (t1 , r1 ), . . . , (tk , rk ) is one
of those matchings. Then, we recursively compute the maximal common
subtrees of each pair (ti , ri ) and “cross” them with the subtrees of the previously computed pairs, thus giving a set of maximal common subtrees of
t and r for this particular identity matching. The algorithm explores all
the (exponentially many) matchings and, finally, eliminates repetitions and
trees which are not maximal (by using recursion again).
R ECURSIVE I NTERSECTION(r, t)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

if (r = ) or (t = )
then S ← { }
elseif (r = ) or (t = )
then S ← { }
else S ← {}
nr ← #C OMPONENTS(r)
nt ← #C OMPONENTS(t)
for each m in M ATCHINGS(nr , nt )
do mTrees ← { }
for each (i, j) in m
do cr ← C OMPONENT(r, i)
ct ← C OMPONENT(t, j)
cTrees ← R ECURSIVE I NTERSECTION(cr , ct )
mTrees ← C ROSS(mTrees, cTrees)
S ← M AX S UBTREES(S, mTrees)
return S
Figure 7.3: Algorithm R ECURSIVE I NTERSECTION
We do not specify the data structure used to encode the trees. The only
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M AX S UBTREES(S1 , S2 )
1 for each r in S1
2
do for each t in S2
3
if r is a subtree of t
4
then mark r
5
elseif t is a subtree of r
6
then mark t
7 return sublist of nonmarked trees in S1 ∪ S2
Figure 7.4: Algorithm M AX S UBTREES
condition needed is that every component t 0 of a tree t can be accessed
with an index which indicates the lexicographical position of its encoding
ht 0 i with respect to the encodings of the other components; this will be
C OMPONENT(t, i). The other procedures are as follows:
• #C OMPONENTS(t) computes the number of components of t, this is,
the arity of the root of t.
• M ATCHINGS(n1 , n2 ) computes the set of perfect matchings of the graph
Kn1 ,n2 , that is, of the complete bipartite graph with partition classes
{1, . . . , n1 } and {1, . . . , n2 } (each class represents the components of
one of the trees). For example,
M ATCHINGS(2, 3) = {{(1, 1), (2, 2)}, {(1, 1), (2, 3)}, {(1, 2), (2, 1)}, {(1, 2),
(2, 3)}, {(1, 3), (2, 1)}, {(1, 3), (2, 2)}.
• C ROSS(l1 , l2 ) returns a list of trees constructed in the following way:
for each tree t1 in l1 and for each tree t2 in l2 make a copy of t1 and
add t2 to it as a new component.
• M AX S UBTREES(S1 , S2 ) returns the list of trees containing every tree
in S1 that is not a subtree of another tree in S2 and every tree in S2 that
is not a subtree of another tree in S1 , thus leaving only the maximal
subtrees. This procedure is shown in Figure 7.4. There is a further
analysis of it in the next subsection.
The fact that, as has been shown, two trees may have an exponential
number of maximal common subtrees necessarily makes any algorithm for
computing all maximal subtrees inefficient. However, there is still space
for some improvement.
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7.2.3

Finding the intersection by dynamic programming

In the above algorithm, recursion can be replaced by a table of precomputed answers for the components of the input trees. This way we avoid
repeated recursive calls for the same trees, and speed up the computation. Suppose we are given two trees r and t. In the first place, we compute all the trees that can appear in the recursive queries of R ECURSIVE
I NTERSECTION(r, t). This is done in the following procedure:
• S UBCOMPONENTS(t) returns a list containing t if t = ; otherwise, if
t has the components t1 , . . . , tk , then, it returns a list containing t and
the trees in S UBCOMPONENTS(ti ) for every ti , ordered increasingly
by number of nodes.
The new algorithm shown in Figure 7.5 constructs a dictionary D accessed by pairs of trees (t1 , t2 ) when the input trees are nontrivial (different from and , which are treated separately). Inside the main loops, the
trees which are used as keys for accessing the dictionary are taken from the
lists S UBCOMPONENTS(r) and S UBCOMPONENTS(t), where r and t are the
input trees.

D YNAMIC P ROGRAMMING I NTERSECTION(r, t)
1 for each sr in S UBCOMPONENTS(r)
2
do for each st in S UBCOMPONENTS(t)
3
do if (sr = ) or (st = )
4
then D[sr , st ] ← { }
5
elseif (sr = ) or (st = )
6
then D[sr , st ] ← { }
7
else D[sr , st ] ← {}
8
nsr ← #C OMPONENTS(sr )
9
nst ← #C OMPONENTS(st )
10
for each m in M ATCHINGS(nsr , nst )
11
do mTrees ← { }
12
for each (i, j) in m
13
do csr ← C OMPONENT(sr , i)
14
cst ← C OMPONENT(st , j)
15
cTrees ← D[csr , cst ]
16
mTrees ← C ROSS(mTrees, cTrees)
17
D[sr , st ] ← M AX S UBTREES(D[sr , st ], mTrees)
18 return D[r, t]
Figure 7.5: Algorithm D YNAMIC P ROGRAMMING I NTERSECTION
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Note that the fact that the number of trees in S UBCOMPONENTS(t) is
linear in the number of nodes of t assures a quadratic size for D. The entries
of the dictionary are computed by increasing order of the number of nodes;
this way, the information needed to compute an entry has already been
computed in previous steps.
The procedure M AX S UBTREES, which appears in the penultimate step
of the two intersection algorithms presented, was presented in Section 7.2.2.
The key point in the procedure M AX S UBTREES is the identification of subtrees made in steps 3 and 5 of Figure 7.4. This is discussed in depth below,
but let us advance that, in the unordered case, it can be decided whether
t1  t2 in time O(n1 n1.5
2 ) ([Val02]), where n1 and n2 are the number of
nodes of t1 and t2 , respectively.
Finally, Table 7.1 shows an example of the intersections stored in the dictionary by the algorithm D YNAMIC P ROGRAMMING I NTERSECTION with
trees A and B of Figure 7.1 as input.

Table 7.1: Table with all partial results computed

7.3 Closure Operator on Trees
Now we attempt at formalizing a closure operator for substantiating the
work on closed trees, with no resort to the labelings: we focus on the case
where the given dataset consists of unlabeled, rooted trees; thus, our only
relevant information is the identity of the root and the link structure. In
order to have the same advantages as with frequent closed itemset mining, we want to be able to obtain all frequent subtrees, with their support,
from the set of closed frequent subtrees with their supports. We propose
a notion of Galois connection with the associated closure operator, in such
a way that we can characterize support-based notions of closure with a
mathematical operator.
For a notion of closed (sets of) trees to make sense, we expect to be given
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as data a finite set (actually, a list) of transactions, each of which consisting
of its transaction identifier (tid) and a tree. Transaction identifiers are assumed to run sequentially from 1 to N, the size of the dataset. We denote
D ⊂ T the dataset, where T acts as our universe of discourse. General
usage would lead to the following notion of closed tree:
Definition 2. A tree t is closed for D if no tree t 0 6= t exists with the same support
such that t  t 0 .
We aim at clarifying the properties of closed trees, providing a more detailed justification of the term “closed” through a closure operator obtained
from a Galois connection, along the lines of [GW99], [BG07b], [Gar06], or
[BB03] for unstructured or otherwise structured datasets. However, given
that the intersection of a set of trees is not a single tree but yet another set
of trees, we will find that the notion of “closed” is to be applied to subsets
of the transaction list, and that the notion of a “closed tree” t is not exactly
coincident with the singleton {t} being closed.
To see that the task is not fully trivial, note first that t  t 0 implies
that t is a subtree of all the transactions where t 0 is a subtree, so that the
support of t is, at least, that of t 0 . Existence of a larger t 0 with the same
support would mean that t does not gather all the possible information
about the transactions in which it appears, since t 0 also appears in the same
transactions and gives more information (is more specific). A closed tree is
maximally specific for the transactions in which it appears. However, note
that the example of the trees A and B given above provides two trees X
and Y with the same support, and yet mutually incomparable. This is, in
a sense, a problem. Indeed, for itemsets, and several other structures, the
closure operator “maximizes the available information” by a process that
would correspond to the following: given tree t, find the largest supertree
of t which appears in all the transactions where t appears. But doing it
that way, in the case of trees, does not maximize the information: there can
be different, incomparable trees supported by the same set of transactions.
Maximizing the information requires us to find them all.
There is a way forward, that can be casted into two alternative forms,
equally simple and essentially equivalent. We can consider each subtree of
some tree in the input dataset as an atomic item, and translate each transaction into an itemset on these items (all subtrees of the transaction tree).
Then we can apply the standard Galois connection for itemsets, where
closed sets would be sets of items, that is, sets of trees. The alternative
we describe can be seen also as an implementation of this idea, where the
difference is almost cosmetic, and we mention below yet another simple
variant that we have chosen for our implementations, and that is easier to
describe starting from the tree-based form we give now.
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7.3.1

Galois Connection

A Galois connection is provided by two functions, relating two partial orders in a certain way. Here our partial orders are plain power sets of the
transactions, on the one hand, and of the corresponding subtrees, in the
other. On the basis of the binary relation t  t 0 , the following definition
and proposition are rather standard.
Definition 3. The Galois connection pair:
• For finite A ⊆ D, σ(A) = {t ∈ T

∀ t 0 ∈ A (t  t 0 )}

• For finite B ⊂ T , not necessarily in D, τD (B) = {t 0 ∈ D ∀ t ∈ B (t  t 0 )}
Note, that σ(A) finds all the subtrees common to all trees of A, and that
τD (B) finds all the trees of the dataset D, that have trees of B as common
subtrees.
The use of finite parts of the infinite set T should not obscure the fact
that the image of the second function is empty except for finitely many sets
B; in fact, we could use, instead of T , the set of all trees that are subtrees of
some tree in D, with exactly the same effect overall. There are many ways
to argue that such a pair is a Galois connection. One of the most useful ones
is as follows.
Proposition 1. For all finite A ⊆ D and B ⊂ T , the following holds:
A ⊆ τD (B) ⇐⇒ B ⊆ σ(A)
This fact follows immediately since, by definition, each of the two sides
is equivalent to ∀ t ∈ B ∀ t 0 ∈ A (t  t 0 ).
It is well-known that the compositions (in either order) of the two functions that define a Galois connection constitute closure operators, that is,
are monotonic, extensive, and idempotent (with respect, in our case, to set
inclusion).
Corollary 2. The composition τD ◦ σ is a closure operator on the subsets of D.
The converse composition ΓD = σ ◦ τD is also a closure operator.
ΓD operates on subsets of T ; more precisely, again, on subsets of the
set of all trees that appear as subtrees somewhere in D. Thus, we have
now both a concept of “closed set of transactions” of D, and a concept of
“closed sets of trees”, and they are in bijective correspondence through both
sides of the Galois connection. However, the notion of closure based on
support, as previously defined, corresponds to single trees, and it is worth
clarifying the connection between them, naturally considering the closure
of the singleton set containing a given tree, ΓD ({t}), assumed nonempty, that
is, assuming that t indeed appears as subtree somewhere along the dataset.
We point out the following easy-to-check properties:
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1. t ∈ ΓD ({t})
2. t 0 ∈ ΓD ({t}) if and only if ∀s ∈ D(t  s → t 0  s)
3. t may be, or may not be, maximal in ΓD ({t}) (maximality is formalized
as: ∀t 0 ∈ ΓD ({t})[t  t 0 → t = t 0 ])). In fact, t is maximal in ΓD ({t}) if
and only if ∀t 0 (∀s ∈ D[t  s → t 0  s] ∧ t  t 0 → t = t 0 )
The definition of closed tree can be phrased in a similar manner as follows: t is closed for D if and only if: ∀t 0 (t  t 0 ∧ supp(t) = supp(t 0 ) → t =
t 0 ).
Theorem 8. A tree t is closed for D if and only if it is maximal in ΓD ({t}).
Proof. Suppose t is maximal in ΓD ({t}), and let t  t 0 with supp(t) =
supp(t 0 ). The data trees s that count for the support of t 0 must count
as well for the support of t, because t 0  s implies t  t 0  s. The
equality of the supports then implies that they are the same set, that is,
∀s ∈ D(t  s ⇐⇒ t 0  s), and then, by the third property above, maximality implies t = t 0 . Thus t is closed.
Conversely, suppose t is closed and let t 0 ∈ ΓD ({t}) with t  t 0 . Again,
then supp(t 0 ) ≤ supp(t); but, from t 0 ∈ ΓD ({t}) we have, as in the second
property above, (t  s → t 0  s) for all s ∈ D, that is, supp(t) ≤ supp(t 0 ).
Hence, equality holds, and from the fact that t is closed, with t  t 0 and
supp(t) = supp(t 0 ), we infer t = t 0 . Thus, t is maximal in ΓD ({t}).
2
Now we can continue the argument as follows. Suppose t is maximal in
some closed set B of trees. From t ∈ B, by monotonicity and idempotency,
together with aforementioned properties, we obtain t ∈ ΓD ({t}) ⊆ ΓD (B) =
B; being maximal in the larger set implies being maximal in the smaller
one, so that t is maximal in ΓD ({t}) as well. Hence, we have argued the
following alternative, somewhat simpler, characterization:
Corollary 3. A tree is closed for D if and only if it is maximal in some closed set
of ΓD .
A simple observation here is that each closed set is uniquely defined
through its maximal elements. In fact, our implementations chose to avoid
duplicate calculations and redundant information by just storing the maximal trees of each closed set. We could have defined the Galois connection
so that it would provide us “irredundant” sets of trees by keeping only
maximal ones; the property of maximality would be then simplified into
t ∈ ΓD ({t}), which would not be guaranteed anymore (cf. the notion of stable sequences in [BG07b]). The formal details of the validation of the Galois connection property would differ slightly (in particular, the ordering
would not be simply a mere subset relationship) but the essentials would
be identical, so that we refrain from developing that approach here. We
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would obtain a development somewhat closer to [BG07b] than our current
development is, but there would be no indisputable advantages.
Now, given any set t, its support is the same as that of ΓD ({t}); knowing the closed sets of trees and their supports gives us all the supports of
all the subtrees. As indicated, this includes all the closed trees, but has
more information regarding their joint membership in closed sets of trees.
We can compute the support of arbitrary frequent trees in the following
manner, that has been suggested to us by an anonymous reviewer of this
paper: assume that we have the supports of all closed frequent trees, and
that we are given a tree t; if it is frequent and closed, we know its support,
otherwise we find the smallest closed frequent supertrees of t. Here we
depart from the itemset case, because there is no unicity: there may be several noncomparable minimal frequent closed supertrees, but the support
of t is the largest support appearing among these supertrees, due to the
antimonotonicity of support.
For further illustration, we exhibit here, additionally, a toy example of
the closure lattice for a simple dataset consisting of six trees, thus providing
additional hints on our notion of intersection; these trees were not made
up for the example, but were instead obtained through six different (rather
arbitrary) random seeds of the synthetic tree generator of Zaki [Zak02].
The figure depicts the closed sets obtained. It is interesting to note that
all the intersections came up to a single tree, a fact that suggests that the
exponential blow-up of the intersection sets, which is possible as explained
in Section 7.2.1, appears infrequently enough, see Section 7.8.2 for empirical
validation.
Of course, the common intersection of the whole dataset is (at least) a
“pole” whose length is the minimal height of the data trees.

7.4 Level Representations
The development so far is independent of the way in which the trees are
represented. The reduction of a tree representation to a (frequently augmented) sequential representation has always been a source of ideas, already discussed in depth in Knuth [Knu97, Knu05]. We use here a specific data structure [NU03, BH80, AAUN03, NK03] to implement trees that
leads to a particularly streamlined implementation of the closure-based
mining algorithms.
We will represent each tree as a sequence over a countably infinite alphabet, namely, the set of natural numbers; we will concentrate on a specific language, whose strings exhibit a very constrained growth pattern.
Some simple operations on strings of natural numbers are:
Definition 4. Given two sequences of natural numbers x, y, we represent by
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Figure 7.6: Lattice of closed trees for the six input trees in the top row
• |x| the length of x.
• x · y the sequence obtained as concatenation of x and y
• x + i the sequence obtained adding i to each component of x; we represent by
x+ the sequence x + 1
We will apply to our sequences the common terminology for strings:
the term subsequence will be used in the same sense as substring; in the same
way, we will also refer to prefixes and suffixes. Also, we can apply lexicographical comparisons to our sequences.
The language we are interested in is formed by sequences which never
“jump up”: each value either decreases with respect to the previous one, or
stays equal, or increases by only one unit. This kind of sequences will be
used to describe trees.
Definition 5. A level sequence or depth sequence is a sequence (x1 , . . . , xn )
of natural numbers such that x1 = 0 and each subsequent number xi+1 belongs to
the range 1 ≤ xi+1 ≤ xi + 1.
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For example, x = (0, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2) is a level sequence that satisfies |x| = 6
or x = (0) · (0, 1, 2)+ · (0, 1)+ . Now, we are ready to represent trees by means
of level sequences.
Definition 6. We define a function h·i from the set of ordered trees to the set of
level sequences as follows. Let t be an ordered tree. If t is a single node, then
hti = (0). Otherwise, if t is composed of the trees t1 , . . . , tk joined to a common
root r (where the ordering t1 , . . . , tk is the same of the children of r), then
hti = (0) · ht1 i+ · ht2 i+ · · · · · htk i+
Here we will say that hti is the level representation of t.
Note the role of the previous definition:
Proposition 2. Level sequences are exactly the sequences of the form hti for ordered, unranked trees t.
That is, our encoding is a bijection between the ordered trees and the
level sequences. This encoding hti basically corresponds to a preorder
traversal of t, where each number of the sequence represents the level of
the current node in the traversal. As an example, the level representation
of the tree

is the level sequence (0, 1, 2, 2, 3, 1). Note that, for example, the subsequence (1, 2, 2, 3) corresponds to the bottom-up subtree rooted at the left
son of the root (recall that our subsequences are adjacent). We can state this
fact in general.
Proposition 3. Let x = hti, where t is an ordered tree. Then, t has a bottom-up
subtree r at level d > 0 if and only if hri + d is a subsequence of x.
Proof. We prove it by induction on d. If d = 1, then hri + d = hri+ and the
property holds by the recursive definition of level representation.
For the induction step, let d > 1. To show one direction, suppose that
r is a bottom-up subtree of t at level d. Then, r must be a bottom-up subtree of one of the bottom-up subtrees corresponding to the children of the
root of t. Let t 0 be the bottom-up subtree at level 1 that contains r. Since
r is at level d − 1 in t 0 , the induction hypothesis states that hri + d − 1 is
a subsequence of ht 0 i. But ht 0 i+ is also, by definition, a subsequence of x.
Combining both facts, we get that hri + d is a subsequence of x, as desired.
The argument also works in the contrary direction, and we get the equivalence.
2
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7.4.1

Subtree Testing in Ordered Trees

Top-down subtree testing of two ordered trees can be obtained by performing a simultaneous preorder traversal of the two trees [Val02]. This algorithm is shown in Figure 7.7. There, post traverses sequentially the level
representation of tree t and posst similarly traverses the purported subtree
st. The natural number found in the level representation of t at position
post is exactly level (t, post ).
Suppose we are given the trees st and t, and we would like to know if
st is a subtree of t. Our method begins visiting the first node in tree t and
the first node in tree st. While we are not visiting the end of any tree,
• If the level of tree t node is greater than the level of tree st node then
we visit the next node in tree t
• If the level of tree st node is greater than the level of tree t node then
we backtrack to the last node in tree st that has the same level as tree
node
• If the level of the two nodes are equal then we visit the next node in
tree t and the next node in tree st
If we reach the end of tree st, then st is a subtree of tree t.
O RDERED S UBTREE(st, t)
Input: A tree st, a tree t.
Output: true if st is a subtree of t.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

posst = 1
post = 1
while posst ≤ S IZE(st) and post ≤ S IZE(t)
do if level (st, posst ) > level (t, post )
then while level (st, posst ) 6= level (t, post )
do posst = posst − 1
if level (st, posst ) = level (t, post )
then posst = posst + 1
post = post + 1
return posst > S IZE(st)
Figure 7.7: The Ordered Subtree test algorithm

The running time of the algorithm is clearly quadratic since for each
node of tree t, it may visit all nodes in tree st. An incremental version of
this algorithm follows easily, as it is explained in next section.
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7.5 Mining Frequent Ordered Trees
In the rest of the paper, our goal will be to obtain a frequent closed tree
mining algorithm for ordered and unordered trees. First, we present in this
section a basic method for mining frequent ordered trees. We will extend it
to unordered trees and frequent closed trees in the next section.
We begin showing a method for mining frequent ordered trees. Our
approach here is similar to gSpan [YH02]: we represent the potential frequent subtrees to be checked on the dataset in such a way that extending
them by one single node, in all possible ways, corresponds to a clear and
simple operation on the representation. The completeness of the procedure
is assured, that is, we argue that all trees can be obtained in this way. This
allows us to avoid extending trees that are found to be already nonfrequent.
We show now that our representation allows us to traverse the whole
subtree space by an operation of extension by a single node, in a simple
way.
Definition 7. Let x and y be two level sequences. We say that y is a one-step
extension of x (in symbols, x `1 y) if x is a prefix of y and |y| = |x| + 1. We say
that y is an extension of x (in symbols, x ` y) if x is a prefix of y.
Note that x `1 y holds if and only if y = x · (i), where 1 ≤ i ≤ j + 1, and
j is the last element of x. Note also that a series of one-step extensions from
(0) to a level sequence x
(0) `1 x1 `1 · · · `1 xk−1 `1 x
always exists and must be unique, since the xi ’s can only be the prefixes of
x. Therefore, we have:
Proposition 4. For every level sequence x, there is a unique way to extend (0)
into x.
For this section we could directly use gSpan, since our structures can
be handled by that algorithm. However, our goal is the improved algorithm described in the next section, to be applied when the ordering in the
subtrees is irrelevant for the application, that is, mining closed unordered
trees.
Indeed, level representations allow us to check only canonical representatives for the unordered case, thus saving the computation of support
for all (except one) of the ordered variations of the same unordered tree.
Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the gSpan-based algorithm, which is as follows:
beginning with a tree of single node, it calls recursively the F REQUENT
O RDERED S UBTREE M INING algorithm doing one-step extensions and checking that they are still frequent. Correctness and completeness follow from
Propositions 2 and 4 by standard arguments.
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F REQUENT O RDERED M INING(D, min sup)
Input: A tree dataset D, and min sup.
Output: The frequent tree set T .
1
2
3
4

t←
T ←∅
T ← F REQUENT O RDERED S UBTREE M INING(t, D, min sup, T )
return T
Figure 7.8: The Frequent Ordered Mining algorithm

F REQUENT O RDERED S UBTREE M INING(t, D, min sup, T )
Input: A tree t, a tree dataset D, min sup, and the frequent tree set T so far.
Output: The frequent tree set T , updated from t.
1 insert t into T
2 for every t 0 that can be extended from t in one step
3
do if support(t 0 ) ≥ min sup
4
then T ← F REQUENT O RDERED S UBTREE M INING(t 0 , D, min sup, T )
5 return T
Figure 7.9: The Frequent Ordered Subtree Mining algorithm
Since we represent trees by level representations, we can speed up these
algorithms, using an incremental version of the subtree ordered test algorithm explained in Section 7.4.1, reusing the node positions we reach at
the end of the algorithm. If st1 is a tree extended from st in one step
adding a node, we can start O RDERED S UBTREE(st1, t) proceeding from
where O RDERED S UBTREE(st, t) ended. So, we only need to store and
reuse the positions post and posst at the end of the algorithm. This incremental method is shown in Figure 7.10. Note that O RDERED S UBTREE
can be seen as a call to I NCREMENTAL O RDERED S UBTREE with posst and
post initialized to zero.

7.6 Unordered Subtrees
In unordered trees, the children of a given node form sets of siblings instead
of sequences of siblings. Therefore, ordered trees that only differ in permutations of the ordering of siblings are to be considered the same unordered
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I NCREMENTAL O RDERED S UBTREE(st, t, posst , post )
Input: A tree st, a tree t, and positions posst ,post
such that the st prefix of length posst − 1 is a
subtree of the t prefix of length post .
Output: true if st is a subtree of t.
1 while posst ≤ S IZE(st) and post ≤ S IZE(t)
2
do if level (st, posst ) > level (t, post )
3
then while level (st, posst ) 6= level (t, post )
4
do posst = posst − 1
5
if level (st, posst ) = level (t, post )
6
then posst = posst + 1
7
post = post + 1
8 return posst > S IZE(st)
Figure 7.10: The Incremental Ordered Subtree test algorithm
tree.

7.6.1

Subtree Testing in Unordered Trees

We can test if an unordered tree r is a subtree of an unordered tree t by
reducing the problem to maximum bipartite matching. Figure 7.11 shows
this algorithm.
Suppose we are given the trees r and t, whose components are r1 , . . . , rn
and t1 , . . . , tk , respectively. If n > k or r has more nodes than t, then r
cannot be a subtree of t. We recursively build a bipartite graph where the
vertices represent the child trees of the trees and the edges the relationship
“is subtree” between vertices. The function B IPARTITE M ATCHING returns
true if it exists a solution for this maximum bipartite matching problem. It
takes time O(nr n1.5
t )([Val02]), where nr and nt are the number of nodes of r
and t, respectively. If B IPARTITE M ATCHING returns true then we conclude
that r is a subtree of t.
To speed up this algorithm, we store the computation results of the algorithm in a dictionary D, and we try to reuse these computations at the
beginning of the algorithm.

7.6.2

Mining frequent closed subtrees in the unordered case

The main result of this subsection is a precise mathematical characterization of the level representations that correspond to canonical variants of
unordered trees. Luccio et al. [LERP04, LERP01] showed that a canonical
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U NORDERED S UBTREE(r, t)
Input: A tree r, a tree t.
Output: true if r is a subtree of t.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

if D(r, t) exists
then Return D(r, t)
if (S IZE(r) > S IZE(t) or #C OMPONENTS(r) > #C OMPONENTS(t))
then Return false
if (r = )
then Return true
graph ← {}
for each sr in S UBCOMPONENTS(r)
do for each st in S UBCOMPONENTS(t)
do if (U NORDERED S UBTREE(sr , st ))
then insert(graph, edge(sr , st ))
if B IPARTITE M ATCHING(graph)
then D(r, t) ← true
else D(r, t) ← false
return D(r, t)
Figure 7.11: The Unordered Subtree test algorithm

representation based on the preorder traversal can be obtained in linear
time. Nijssen et al. [NK03], Chi et al. [CYM05] and Asai et al. [AAUN03]
defined similar canonical representations.
We select one of the ordered trees corresponding to a given unordered
tree to act as a canonical representative: by convention, this canonical representative has larger trees always to the left of smaller ones. More precisely,
Definition 8. Let t be an unordered tree, and let t1 , . . . , tn be all the ordered trees
obtained from t by ordering in all possible ways all the sets of siblings of t. The
canonical representative of t is the ordered tree t0 whose level representation is
maximal (according to lexicographic ordering) among the level representations of
the trees ti , that is, such that
ht0 i = max{hti i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
We can use, actually, the same algorithm as in the previous section
to mine unordered trees; however, much work is unnecessarily spent in
checking repeatedly ordered trees that correspond to the same unordered
tree as one already checked. A naive solution is to compare each tree to
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be checked with the ones already checked, but in fact this is an inefficient
process, since all ways of mapping siblings among them must be tested.
A far superior solution would be obtained if we could count frequency
only for canonical representatives. We prove next how this can be done:
the use of level representations allows us to decide whether a given (level
representation of a) tree is canonical, by using an intrinsic characterization,
stated in terms of the level representation itself.
Theorem 9. A level sequence x corresponds to a canonical representative if and
only if for any level sequences y, z and any d ≥ 0 such that (y + d) · (z + d) is a
subsequence of x, it holds that y ≥ z in lexicographical order.
Proof. Suppose that x corresponds to a canonical representative and that
(y+d)·(z+d) is a subsequence of x for some level sequences y, z and d ≥ 0.
In this case, both y+d and z+d are subsequences of x and, by Proposition 3,
hyi and hzi are two subtrees of hxi. Since their respective level representations, y and z, appear consecutively in x, the two subtrees must be siblings.
Now, if y < z, the reordering of siblings y and z would lead to a bigger level
representation of the same unordered tree, and x would not correspond to
a canonical representative. Therefore, y ≥ z in lexicographical order.
For the other direction, suppose that x does not correspond to a canonical representative. Then, the ordered tree t represented by x would have
two sibling subtrees r and s (appearing consecutively in t, say r before s)
that, if exchanged, would lead to a lexicographically bigger representation.
Let y = hri and z = hsi. If r and s are at level d in t, then (y + d) · (z + d)
would be a subsequence of x = hti (again by Proposition 3). Then, it must
hold that y < z in lexicographical order.
2
Corollary 4. Let a level sequence x correspond to a canonical representative. Then
its extension x · (i) corresponds to a canonical representative if and only if, for any
level sequences y, z and any d ≥ 0 such that (y + d) · (z + d) is a suffix of x · (i),
it holds that y ≥ z in lexicographical order.
Proof. Suppose that x corresponds to a canonical representative, and let i be
such that x · (i) is a level sequence. At this point, we can apply Theorem 9
to x · (i): it is a canonical representative if and only if all subsequences of
the form (y + d) · (z + d) (for appropriate y, z, and d) satisfy that y ≥ z. But
such subsequences (y + d) · (z + d) can now be divided into two kinds: the
ones that are subsequences of x and the ones that are suffixes of x · (i).
A new application of Theorem 9 to x assures that the required property
must hold for subsequences of the first kind. So, we can characterize the
property that x · (i) corresponds to a canonical representative just using the
subsequences of the second kind (that is, suffixes) as said in the statement.
2
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We build an incremental canonical checking algorithm, using the result
of Corollary 4. The algorithm is as follows: each time we add a node of
level d to a tree t, we check for all levels less than d that the last two child
subtrees are correctly ordered. As it is an incremental algorithm, and the
tree that we are extending is canonical, we can assume that child subtrees
are ordered, so we only have to check the last two ones.

7.6.3

Closure-based mining

In this section, we propose T REE N AT, a new algorithm to mine frequent
closed trees. Figure 7.12 illustrates the framework.
Figure 7.13 shows the pseudocode of C LOSED U NORDERED S UBTREE
M INING. It is similar to U NORDERED S UBTREE M INING, adding a checking of closure in lines 10-13. Correctness and completeness follow from
Propositions 2 and 4, and Corollary 4.
The main difference of T REE N AT, with CMTreeMiner is that CMTreeMiner needs to store all occurrences of subtrees in the tree dataset to use its
pruning methods, whereas our method does not. That means that with
a small number of labels, CMTreeMiner will need to store a huge number of occurrences, and it will take much more time and memory than our
method, that doesn’t need to store all that information. Also, with unlabeled trees, if the tree size is big, CMTreeMiner needs more time and memory to store all possible occurrences. For example, an unlabeled tree of size
2 in a tree of size n has n − 1 occurrences. But when the number of labels
is big, or the size of the unlabeled trees is small, CMTreeMiner will be fast
because the number of occurrences is small and it can use the power of its
pruning methods. Dealing with unordered trees, CMTreeMiner doesn’t use
bipartite matching as we do for subtree testing. However, it uses canonical
forms and the storing of all occurrences.
C LOSED U NORDERED M INING(D, min sup)
Input: A tree dataset D, and min sup.
Output: The closed tree set T .
1
2
3
4

t←
T ←∅
T ← C LOSED U NORDERED S UBTREE M INING(t, D, min sup, T )
return T
Figure 7.12: The Closed Unordered Mining algorithm
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C LOSED U NORDERED S UBTREE M INING(t, D, min sup, T )
Input: A tree t, a tree dataset D, min sup, and the closed frequent tree set T so far.
Output: The closed frequent tree set T , updated from t.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

if t 6= C ANONICAL R EPRESENTATIVE(t)
then return T
t is closed ← TRUE
for every t 0 that can be extended from t in one step
do if support(t 0 ) ≥ min sup
then T ← C LOSED U NORDERED S UBTREE M INING(t 0 , D, min sup, T )
do if support(t 0 ) = support(t)
then t is closed ← FALSE
if t is closed = TRUE
then insert t into T
if (∃t 00 ∈ T | t 00 is subtree of t, support(t) =support(t 00 ))
then delete t 00 from T
return T
Figure 7.13: The Closed Unordered Subtree Mining algorithm

7.7 Induced subtrees and Labeled trees
Our method can be extended easily to deal with induced subtrees and labeled trees in order to compare it with CMTreeMiner in Section 7.8, working with the same kind of trees and subtrees.

7.7.1

Induced subtrees

In order to adapt our algorithms to all induced subtrees, not only rooted,
we need to change the subtree testing procedure with a slight variation.
We build a new procedure for checking if a tree r is an induced subtree
of t using the previous procedure S UBTREE(r, t) (O RDERED S UBTREE(r, t)
for ordered trees or U NORDERED S UBTREE(r, t) for unordered trees) that
checks wether a tree r is a top-down subtree of tree t. It is as follows: for
every node n in tree t we consider the top-down subtree t 0 of tree t rooted
at node n. If there is at least one node that S UBTREE(r, t 0 ) returns true, then
r is an induced subtree of t, otherwise not. Applying this slight variation
to both ordered and unordered trees, we are able to mine induced subtrees
as CMTreeMiner.
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7.7.2

Labeled trees

We need to use a new tree representation to deal with labels in the nodes of
the trees. We represent each labeled tree using labeled level sequences [AAUN03,
NK03], a labeled extension of the level representations explained earlier.
Definition 9. A labeled level sequence is a sequence ((x1 , l1 ) . . . , (xn , ln )) of
pairs of natural numbers and labels such that x1 = 0 and each subsequent number
xi+1 belongs to the range 1 ≤ xi+1 ≤ xi + 1.
For example, x = ((0, A), (1, B), (2, A), (3, B), (1, C)) is a level sequence
that satisfies |x| = 6 or x = ((0, A)) · ((0, B), (1, A), (2, B))+ · ((0, C))+ . Now,
we are ready to represent trees by means of level sequences (see also [CYM04]).
Definition 10. We define a function h·i from the set of ordered trees to the set of
labeled level sequences as follows. Let t be an ordered tree. If t is a single node,
then hti = ((0, l0 )). Otherwise, if t is composed of the trees t1 , . . . , tk joined to a
common root r (where the ordering t1 , . . . , tk is the same of the children of r), then
hti = ((0, l0 )) · ht1 i+ · ht2 i+ · · · · · htk i+
Here we will say that hti is the labeled level representation of t.
This encoding is a bijection between the ordered trees and the labeled
level sequences. This encoding hti basically corresponds to a preorder
traversal of t, where each natural number of the node sequence represents
the level of the current node in the traversal.
Figure 7.14 shows a finite dataset example using labeled level sequences.
The closed trees for the dataset of Figure 7.14 are shown in the Galois
lattice of Figure 7.15.

7.8 Applications
We tested our algorithms on synthetic and real data, and compared the
results with CMTreeMiner [CXYM01].
All experiments were performed on a 2.0 GHz Intel Core Duo PC machine with 2 Gigabyte main memory, running Ubuntu 7.10. As far as we
know, CMTreeMiner is the state-of-art algorithm for mining induced closed
frequent trees in databases of rooted trees.

7.8.1

Datasets for mining closed frequent trees

We present the datasets used in this section for empirical avaluation of our
closed frequent tree mining methods. GAZELLE is a new unlabeled tree
dataset. The other datasets are the most used ones in frequent tree mining
literature.
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((0, D), (1, B), (2, C), (3, A), (2, C))
((0, D), (1, B), (2, C), (2, C), (1, B))
((0, D), (1, B), (2, C), (3, A), (1, B))
Figure 7.14: A dataset example

• ZAKI Synthetic Datasets. Datasets generated by the tree generator of
Zaki [Zak02]. This program generates a mother tree that simulates
a master website browsing tree. Then it assigns probabilities of following its children nodes, including the option of backtracking to its
parent, such that the sum of all the probabilities is 1. Using the master tree, the dataset is generated selecting subtrees according to these
probabilities. It was used in CMTreeMiner [CXYM01] empirical avaluation.
• CSLOGS Dataset ([Zak02]). It is available from Zaki’s web page. It
consists of web logs files collected over one month at the Department of Computer Science of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. The
logs touched 13, 361 unique web pages and CSLOGS dataset contains
59, 691 trees. The average tree size is 12.
• NASA multicast data [CA01]. The data was measured during the
NASA shuttle launch between 14th and 21st of February, 1999. It
has 333 vertices where each vertex takes an IP address as its label.
Chi et al. [CXYM01] sampled the data from this NASA data set in 10
minute sampling intervals and got a data set with 1,000 transactions.
Therefore, the transactions are the multicast trees for the same NASA
event at different times.
• GAZELLE Dataset. It is obtained from KDD Cup 2000 data [KBF+ 00].
This dataset is a web log file of a real internet shopping mall (gazelle.
com). This dataset of size 1.2GB contains 216 attributes. We use the
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Figure 7.15: Example of Galois Lattice of Closed trees
attribute ’Session ID’ to associate to each user session a unique tree.
The trees record the sequence of web pages that have been visited
in a user session. Each node tree represents a content, assortment
and product path. Trees are not built using the structure of the web
site, instead they are built following the user streaming. Each time
a user visit a page, if he has not visited it before, we take this page
as a new deeper node, otherwise, we backtrack to the node this page
corresponds to, if it is the last node visited on a concrete level . The
resulting dataset consists of 225, 558 trees.

7.8.2

Intersection set cardinality

In order to find how often two trees have intersection sets of cardinality
beyond 1, we set up an empirical validation using the tree generation program of Zaki [Zak02] to generate a random set of trees.
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Using Zaki’s tree generator program we generate sets of 100 random
trees of sizes from 5 to 50 and then we run our frequent tree mining algorithm with minimum support 2. Our program doesn’t find any two trees
with the same transactions list in any run of the algorithm. This fact suggests that, as all the intersections came up to a single tree, the exponential
blow-up of the intersection sets is extremely infrequent.

7.8.3

Unlabeled trees

We compare two methods of T REE N AT, our algorithm for obtaining closed
frequent trees, with CMTreeMiner. The first one is T REE N AT TOP-DOWN
that obtains top-down subtrees and the second one is T REE N AT INDUCED
that works with induced subtrees.
On synthetic data, we use the ZAKI Synthetic Datasets for rooted ordered trees restricting the number of distinct node labels to one. We call
this dataset T1MN1.
In the T1MN1 dataset, the parameters are the following: the number
of distinct node labels is N = 1, the total number of nodes in the tree is
M = 10, 000, the maximal level of the tree is D = 10, the maximum fanout
is F = 10 and the number of trees in the dataset is T = 1, 000, 0000.
The results of our experiments on synthetic data are shown in Figures 7.16
and 7.17. We see there that our algorithm T REE N AT compares well to
CMTreeMiner for top-down subtrees, using less memory in both ordered
and unordered cases. Our induced subtree algorithm has similar performance to CMTreeMiner in the ordered case, but it’s a bit worse for the
unordered case, due to the fact that we take care of avoiding repetitions
of structures that are isomorphic under the criterion of unordered trees
(which CMTreeMiner would not prune). In these experiments the memory
that our method uses depends mainly on the support, not as CMTreeMiner.
In order to understand the behavior of T REE N AT and CMTreeMiner
respect to the tree structure of input data, we compare the mining performances of T REE N AT and CMTreeMiner for two sets of 10, 000 identical unlabelled trees, one where all the trees are linear with 10 nodes and another
one where all the trees are of level 1 with 10 nodes (1 root and 9 leaves). We
notice that
• CMTreeMiner cannot mine the dataset with unordered trees of level
1 and 10 nodes. The maximum number of nodes of unordered trees
that CMTreeMiner is capable of mining is 7.
• T REE N AT INDUCED has worst performance than CMTreeMiner for
linear trees. However, T REE N AT TOP-DOWN has similar results to
CMTreeMiner.
Figure 7.18 shows the results of these experiments varying the number of nodes. CMTreeMiner outperforms T REE N AT with linear trees, and
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Figure 7.16: Synthetic data experimental results on Ordered Trees: Support
versus Running Time and Memory
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Figure 7.17: Synthetic data experimental results on Unordered Trees: Support versus Running Time and Memory
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Figure 7.18: Synthetic data experimental results on Unordered Trees varying the number of nodes: Support versus Running Time on level 1 trees
and on linear trees
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T REE N AT outperforms CMTreeMiner with trees of level 1. CMTreeMiner
needs to store all subtree occurrences, but it can use it pruning methods.
When the number of leaf nodes is large, the number of occurrences is large
and CMTreeMiner has to keep a huge quantity of occurrences. When the
trees are linear, CMTreeMiner uses its pruning techniques to outperform
T REE N AT INDUCED.
We tested our algorithms on two real datasets. The first one is the
CSLOGS Dataset. As it is a labeled dataset, we changed it to remove the labels for our experiments with unlabeled trees. Figures 7.19 and 7.20 show
the results. We see that CMTreeminer needs more than 1GB of memory
to execute for supports lower than 31890 in the ordered case and 50642 for
the unordered case. The combinatorial complexity of this dataset seems too
hard for CMTreeMiner, since it stores all occurrences of all possible subtrees
of one label.
The second real dataset is GAZELLE. Figures 7.21 and 7.22 show the
results of our experiments on this real-life data: we see that our method is
better than CMTreeMiner at all values of support, both for ordered and unordered approaches. Again CMTreeMiner needs more memory than available to run for small supports.
Finally, we tested our algorithms using the NASA multicast data. The
trees of this dataset are very deep trees in average. Neither CMTreeMiner
or our method could mine the data considering it unlabeled. The combinatorics are too hard to try to solve it using less than 2 GB of memory. An
incremental method could be useful.

7.8.4

Labeled trees

On synthetic data, we use the same dataset as for the unlabeled case. In
brief, a mother tree is generated first with the following parameters: the
number of distinct node labels from N = 1 to N = 100, the total number
of nodes in the tree M = 10, 000, the maximal level of the tree D = 10 and
the maximum fanout F = 10. The dataset is then generated by creating
subtrees of the mother tree. In our experiments, we set the total number of
trees in the dataset to be from T = 0 to T = 8, 000, 000.
Figures 7.23 and 7.24 show the results of our experiments on these artificial data: we see that our method outperforms CMTreeMiner if the number
of labels is small, but CMTreeMiner wins for large number of labels, both
for ordered and unordered approaches. On the size of datasets, we observe
that the time and memory needed for our method and CMTreeMiner are
linear respect the size of the dataset. Therefore, in order to work with bigger datasets, an incremental method is needed.
The main difference of T REE N AT, with CMTreeMiner is that CMTreeMiner needs to store all occurrences of subtrees in the tree dataset to use its
pruning methods, whereas our method does not. CMTreeMiner uses oc147
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Figure 7.19: CSLOGS real data experimental results on Ordered Trees: Support versus Running Time and Memory
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Figure 7.20: CSLOGS real data experimental results on Unordered Trees:
Support versus Running Time and Memory
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Figure 7.21: Gazelle real data experimental results on Ordered Trees: Support versus Running Time and Memory
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Figure 7.22: Gazelle real data experimental results on Unordered Trees:
Support versus Running Time and Memory
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currences and pruning techniques based on them. T REE N AT doesn’t store
occurrences. For labeled trees with a small number of labels, CMTreeMiner will need to store a huge number of occurrences, and it will take much
more time and memory than T REE N AT, that doesn’t need to store all that
information. Also, with unlabeled trees, if the tree size is big, CMTreeMiner needs more time and memory to store all possible occurrences. But if
the number of labels is big, CMTreeMiner will be fast because the number
of occurrences is small and it can use the power of its pruning methods.
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Figure 7.25: CSLOGS real data experimental results on labeled ordered
trees: Support versus Running Time
On real dataset CSLOGS, CMTreeMiner outperforms our method as the
number of labels is not low as shown in Figure 7.25.
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8

Mining Implications from Lattices of
Closed Trees
In this chapter we propose a way of extracting high-confidence association
rules from datasets consisting of unlabeled trees. The antecedents are obtained through a computation akin to a hypergraph transversal, whereas
the consequents follow from an application of the closure operators on unlabeled trees developed in previous chapters. We discuss in more detail
the case of rules that always hold, independently of the dataset, since these
are more complex than in itemsets due to the fact that we are no longer
working on a lattice.

8.1 Introduction
In the field of data mining, one of the major notions contributing to the success of the area has been that of association rules. Many studies of various
types have provided a great advance of the human knowledge about these
concepts. One particular family of studies is rooted on the previous notions
of formal concepts, Galois lattices, and implications, which correspond to
association rules of maximum confidence.
These notions have allowed for more efficient works and algorithmics
by reducing the computation of frequent sets, a major usual step towards
association rules, to the computation of so-called closed frequent sets, a
faster computation of much more manageable output size, yet losing no
information at all with respect to frequent sets.
It was realized some time ago that the plain single-relational model for
the data, as employed by the computation of either closed sets or association rules, whereas useful to a certain extent, was a bit limited in its
applicability by the fact that, often, real-life data have some sort of internal structure that is lost in the transactional framework. Thus, studies of
data mining in combinatorial structures were undertaken, and considerable progress has been made in recent years. Our work here is framed in
that endeavor.
In a previous chapter, we have proposed a mathematical clarification
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of the closure operator underlying the notion of closed trees in datasets of
trees; the closure operator no longer works on single trees but on sets of
them. In a sense, made precise there, closed trees do not constitute a lattice.
A mathematically precise replacement lattice can be defined, though, as
demonstrated in Section 7.3.1, consisting not anymore of trees but of sets of
trees, and with the peculiar property that, in all experiments with real-life
data we have undertaken, they turn out to be actually lattices of trees, in the
sense that every closed set of trees was, in all practical cases, a singleton.
Algorithmics to construct these closed sets have been studied in several
references as [CXYM01, TRS04, TRS+ 08], see the references in the survey
[CMNK01]. We continue here this line of research by tackling the most natural next step: the identification of implications out of the lattice of closed
sets of trees. We describe a method, along the line of similar works on
sequences and partial orders ([BG07b], [BG07a]) to construct implications
from the closed sets of trees, and we mathematically characterize, in terms
of propositional Horn theories, the implications that we find.
Then, we explain a major difference of our case with previous works:
rules that would not be trivial in other cases become redundant, and thus
unnecessary, in the case of trees, due to the fact that they are implicit in the
combinatorics of the structures. An example will show best our point here.
Consider a rule intuitively depicted as follows:

It naturally means that whenever a tree in the dataset under exploration has
as (top-down) subtrees the two trees in the antecedent, it also has the one
in the consequent. Any tree having a bifurcation at the root, as required by
the first antecedent, and a branch of length at least two, as required by the
second one, has to have the consequent as a (top-down) subtree. Therefore,
the rule says, in fact, nothing at all about the dataset, and is not worthy to
appear in the output of a rule mining algorithm on trees.
Our second major contribution is, therefore, a study of some cases where
we can detect such implicit rules and remove them from the output, with
low computational overhead. Whereas further theoretical work might be
useful, our contributions so far already detect most of the implicit rules
in real-life datasets, up to quite low support levels, and with a reasonable
efficiency. We report some facts on the empirical behavior of our implementations of both the algorithm to find rules and the heuristics to remove
implicit rules.
We will construct association rules in a standard form from it, and show
that they correspond to a certain Horn theory; also, we will prove the cor156
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rectness of a construction akin to the iteration-free basis of [Wil94] and [PT02].

Tid Trees
D

1
2
3

(0, 1, 2, 3, 2)
(0, 1, 2, 2, 1)
(0, 1, 2, 3, 1)

Figure 8.1: Example of dataset

1

2

12

3

13

23

123

Figure 8.2: Galois lattice of closed trees from the dataset example

8.2 Itemsets association rules
Let I = {i1 , . . . , in } be a fixed set of items. A subset I ⊆ I is called an
itemset. Formally, we deal with a collection of ordered transactions D =
{d1 , d2 , . . . dn }, where each di is an itemset. Figure 8.3 shows an example of
a dataset of itemsets transactions.
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d1
d2
d3

a
1
0
0

b
1
1
1

c
0
1
0

d
1
1
1

Figure 8.3: Example of a dataset of itemsets transactions
An association rule is a pair (G, Z), denoted G → Z, where G, Z ⊆ I and
G ⊆ Z. When (G) = Z for an itemset G 6= Z and G is minimal among all the
candidates with closure equal to Z, we say that G is a generator of Z.
We are interested in implications of the form G → Z, where G is a generator of Z. These turn out to be the particular case of association rules
where no support condition is imposed but confidence is 1 (or 100%) Such
rules in this context are sometimes called deterministic association rules.
For example, from the itemsets dataset in Figure 8.3 we could generate
a deterministic association rule c → bcd, since c is a generator of the closed
set bcd as mentioned above.

8.2.1

Classical Propositional Horn Logic

We will review briefly some important notions of classical propositional
Horn Logic, following [Gar06]. First, assume a standard propositional logic
language with propositional variables. The number of variables is finite
and we denote by V the set of all variables; we could alternatively use an
infinite set of variables provided that, the propositional issues corresponding to a fixed dataset, only involve finitely many of them. A literal is either a
propositional variable, called a positive literal, or its negation, called a negative literal. A clause is a disjunction of literals and it can be seen simply as
the set of the literals it contains. A clause is Horn if and only if it contains
at most one positive literal. Horn clauses with a positive literal are called
definite, and can be written as H → v where H is a conjunction of positive literals that were negative in the clause, whereas v is the single positive literal
in the clause. Horn clauses without positive literals are called nondefinite,
and can be written similarly as H → 2, where 2 expresses unsatisfiability.
A Horn formula is a conjunction of Horn clauses. In Figure 8.4 the set of all
variables is V = {a, b, c, d} and ā ∨ b̄ ∨ d or a, b → d is a Horn clause.
A model is a complete truth assignment, i.e. a mapping from the variables to {0, 1}. We denote by m(v) the value that the model m assigns to
the variable v. The intersection of two models is the bitwise conjunction
returning another model. A model satisfies a formula if the formula evaluates to true in the model. The universe of all models is denoted by M. For
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M
m1
m2
m3
a → b, d
d→b
a, b → d

a
1
0
0

b
1
1
1

c
0
1
0

d
1
1
1

(ā ∨ b) ∧ (ā ∨ d)
d̄ ∨ b
ā ∨ b̄ ∨ d

Figure 8.4: Example of Horn formulas
example, in Figure 8.4
m(a) = 0, m(b) = 1, m(c) = 1, . . .
is a model.
A theory is a set of models. A theory is Horn if there is a Horn formula
which axiomatizes it, in the sense that it is satisfied exactly by the models
in the theory. When a theory contains another we say that the first is an
upper bound for the second; for instance, by removing clauses from a Horn
formula we get a larger or equal Horn theory. The following is known,
see [DP92], or works such as [KKS95]:
Theorem 10. Given a propositional theory of models M , there is exactly one minimal Horn theory containing it. Semantically, it contains all the models that are
intersections of models of M . Syntactically, it can be described by the conjunction
of all Horn clauses satisfied by all models from the theory.
The theory obtained in this way is called sometimes the empirical Horn
approximation of the original theory. Clearly, then, a theory is Horn if and
only if it is actually closed under intersection, so that it coincides with its
empirical Horn approximation.
The propositional Horn logic framework allows us to cast our reasoning in terms of closure operators. It turns out that it is possible to exactly
characterize the set of deterministic association rules in terms of propositional logic: we can associate a propositional variable to each item, and
each association rule becomes a conjunction of Horn clauses. Then:
Theorem 11. [BB03] Given a set of transactions, the conjunction of all the deterministic association rules defines exactly the empirical Horn approximation of the
theory formed by the given tuples.
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So, the theorem determines that the empirical Horn approximation of a
set of models can be computed with the method of constructing deterministic association rules, that is, constructing the closed sets of attributes and
identifying minimal generators for each closed set.

8.3 Association Rules
The input to our data mining process, now is a given finite dataset D of
transactions, where each transaction s ∈ D consists of a transaction identifier, tid, and an unlabeled rooted tree. Tids are supposed to run sequentially from 1 to the size of D. From that dataset, our universe of discourse
U is the set of all trees that appear as subtree of some tree in D. Figure 8.1
shows a finite dataset example and Figure 8.2 shows the Galois lattice.
Following standard usage on Galois lattices, we consider now implications (sometimes called deterministic association rules, see e.g. [PT02]) of
the form A → B for sets of trees A and B from U. Specifically, we consider the following set of rules: A → ΓD (A). Alternatively, we can split the
consequents into {A → t t ∈ ΓD (A)}.
It is easy to see that D obeys all these rules: for each A, any tree of D
that has as subtrees all the trees of A has also as subtrees all the trees of
ΓD (A).
We want to provide a characterization of this set of implications. We
operate in a form similar to [BG07a] and [BG07b], translating this set of
rules into a specific propositional theory which we can characterize, and
for which we can find a “basis”: a set of rules that are sufficient to infer all
the rules that hold in the dataset D. The technical details depart somewhat
from [BG07b] in that we skip a certain maximality condition imposed there,
and are even more different from those in [BG07a].
Thus, we start by associating a propositional variable vt to each tree t ∈
U. In this way, each implication between sets of trees can be seen also as a
propositional conjunction of Horn implications, as follows: the conjunction
of all the variables corresponding to the set at the left hand side implies
each of the variables corresponding to the closure at the right hand side.
We call this propositional Horn implication the propositional translation of
the rule.
Also, now a set of trees A corresponds in a natural way to a propositional model mA : specifically, mA (vt ) = 1 if and only if t is a subtree of
some tree in A. We abbreviate m{t} as mt . Note that the models obtained
in this way obey the following condition: if t 0  t and vt = 1, then vt 0 = 1
too. In fact, this condition identifies the models mA : if a model m fulfills it,
then m = mA for the set A of trees t for which vt = 1 in m. Alternatively,
A can be taken to be the set of maximal trees for which vt = 1.
Note that we can express this condition by a set of Horn clauses: R0 =
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{vt → vt 0 t 0  t, t ∈ U, t 0 ∈ U}. It is easy to see that the following holds:
Lemma 2. Let t ∈ D. Then mt satisfies R0 and also all the propositional translations of the implications of the form A → ΓD (A).
Since ΓD ({t}) = {t 0 ∈ T t 0  t} by definition, if mt |= A, then A  t,
hence ΓD (A)  ΓD ({t}), and mt |= ΓD (A). For R0 , the very definition of mt
ensures the claim.
We collect all closure-based implications into the following set:
[
0
RD
= {A → t ΓD (A) = ∆, t ∈ ∆}
∆

For use in our algorithms below, we also specify a concrete set of rules
among those that come from the closure operator. For each closed set of
trees ∆, consider the set of “immediate predecessors”, that is, subsets of ∆
that are closed, but where no other intervening closed set exists between
them and ∆; and, for each of them, say ∆i , define:
Fi = {t t  ∆, t 6 ∆i }
Then, we define H∆ as a family of sets of trees that fulfill two properties:
each H ∈ H∆ intersects each Fi , and all the H ∈ H∆ are minimal (with
respect to ) under that condition.
We pick now the following set of rules RD ,
[
RD = {H → t H ∈ H∆ , t ∈ ∆}
∆
0 defined above, and state our
as a subset of the much larger set of rules RD
main result:

Theorem 12. Given the dataset D of trees, the following propositional formulas
are logically equivalent:
i/ the conjunction of all the Horn formulas satisfied by all the models mt for
t ∈ D;
ii/ the conjunction of R0 and all the propositional translations of the formulas
0 ;
in RD
iii/ the conjunction of R0 and all the propositional translations of the formulas
in RD .
Proof. Note first that i/ is easily seen to imply ii/, because Lemma 2 means
that all the conjuncts in ii/ also belong to i/. Similarly, ii/ trivially implies
iii/ because all the conjuncts in iii/ also belong to ii/. It remains to argue
that the formula in iii/ implies that of i/. Pick any Horn formula H → v
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that is satisfied by all the models mt for t ∈ D: that is, whenever mt |= H,
then mt |= v. Let v = vt 0 : this means that, for all t ∈ D, if H  t then t 0  t,
or, equivalently, t 0 ∈ ΓD (H). We prove that there is H 0  H that minimally
intersects all the sets of the form
Fi = {t t  ∆, t 6 ∆i }
for closed ∆ = ΓD , and for its set of immediate predecessors ∆i . Once we
have such an H 0 , since t ∈ ∆, the rule H 0 → t is in RD . Together with
R0 , their joint propositional translations entail H → t: an arbitrary model
making true H and fulfilling R0 must make H 0 true because of H 0  H and,
if H 0 → t holds for it, t is also true in it. Since R0 and H 0 → t are available,
H → t holds.
Therefore, we just need to prove that such H 0  H exists. Note that H
already intersects all the Fi : H  ΓD (H) = ∆; suppose that for some proper
predecessor ∆i , H does not intersect Fi . This means that t  ∆i for all t ∈ H,
and thus, the smallest closed set above H, that is, ΓD (H) = ∆, must be below
the closed set ∆i or coincide with it, and neither is possible.
Hence, it suffices to consider all the sets of trees H 00 , where H 00  H, that
still intersect all the Fi . This is not an empty family since H itself is in it,
and it is a finite family; therefore, it has at least one minimal element (with
respect to ), and any of them can be picked for our H 0 . This completes the
proof.
2
The closed trees for the dataset of Figure 8.1 are shown in the Galois lattice of Figure 8.2 and the association rules obtained are shown in Figure 8.5.
∧

→

∧

→

→

∧

→

Figure 8.5: Association rules obtained from the Galois lattice of the dataset
example

8.4 On Finding Implicit Rules for Subtrees
We formally define inplicit rules as follows:
Definition 11. Given three trees t1 , t2 , t3 , we say that t1 ∧t2 → t3 is an implicit
Horn rule (abbreviately, an implicit rule) if for every tree t it holds
t1  t ∧ t2  t ↔ t3  t.
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We say that two trees t1 , t2 , have implicit rules if there is some tree t3 for which
t1 ∧ t2 → t3 is an implicit Horn rule.
A natural generalization having more than two antecedents could be
considered; we circunscribe our study to implicit rules of two antecedents.
The aim of the next definitions is to provide formal tools to classify a
rule as implicit.
Definition 12. A tree c is a minimal common supertree of two trees a and b if
a  c, b  c, and for every d ≺ c, either a 6 d or b 6 d.
In the example of implicit rule given in the introduction, the tree on the
right of the implication sign is a minimal common supertree of the trees on
the left.
Definition 13. Given two trees a, b, we define a ⊕ b as the minimal common
supertree of a and b.
As there may be more than one minimal common supertree of two
trees, we choose the one with smallest level representation, as given in Section 7.6.2 to avoid the ambiguity of the definition.
Definition 14. A component c1 of a is maximum if any component c2 of a
satisfies c2  c1 , and it is maximal if there is no component c2 in a such that
c1 ≺ c2 .
Note that a tree may not have maximum components but, in case it has
more than one, all of them must be equal. The following facts on components will be useful later on.
Lemma 3. If a tree has no maximum component, it must have at least two maximal incomparable components.
Proof. Suppose that a is a tree whose maximal components c1 , . . . , cn are
not maximum. For contradiction, suppose that all ci ’s are pairwise comparable. Then, we can proceed inductively as follows. To start, we consider
c1 and c2 and take the one which contains the other. For the i-th step, suppose we have a component cj (1 ≤ j ≤ i) which contains the components
c1 , . . . , ci ; we now consider ci+1 and compare it with cj : the one which contains the other must be a component containing the first i + 1 components.
Finally, we get a maximum component, contradicting the initial assumption. Therefore, there must be two maximal incomparable components. 2
Lemma 4. Two trees have implicit rules if and only if they have a unique minimal
common supertree.
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Proof. Let us consider two trees a and b, and suppose first that they have
an implicit rule like a ∧ b → c. We want to show that they have a unique
minimal common supertree. Suppose by contradiction that d and e are
two different minimal common supertrees of a and b. Then, applying the
previous implicit rule, we conclude that c  d and c  e. But d and e are
minimal common supertrees of a and b, and c is also a supertree of a and
b by the definition of implicit rule. Therefore, c = d = e, contradicting the
assumption.
Suppose, for the other direction, that c is the only minimal common
supertree of two trees a and b. Then, to show that a ∧ b → c is an implicit
rule, suppose that, for some tree d, we have a  d and b  d. For the
sake of contradiction, assume that c 6 d. But then, the minimal d 0  d
which still contains a and b as subtrees, would also satisfy that c 6 d 0 .
Then, d 0 would be a minimal common supertree of a and b different from
c, contradicting the uniqueness we assumed for c. Then, it must hold that
c  d and, therefore, a ∧ b → c is an implicit rule.
2
Using Lemma 4 we can compute implicit rules in an algorithmically expensive way, obtaining minimal common supertrees, which has quadratic
cost. To avoid that, we propose several heuristics to speed up the process.
A simple consequence of these lemmas is:
Corollary 5. All trees a, b such that a  b have implicit rules.
Proof. If a  b, then a ∧ b → b is obviously an implicit rule.

2

One particularly useful case where we can formally prove implicit rules,
and which helps detecting a large amount of them in real-life dataset mining, occurs when one of the trees has a single component.
Theorem 13. Suppose that a and b are two incomparable trees, and b has only
one component. Then they have implicit rules if and only if a has a maximum
component which is a subtree of the component of b.
Proof. Suppose that a and b are two incomparable trees as described in the
statement: a has components a1 , . . . , an , and b has only the component b1 .
We represent their structures graphically as
b:

a:

a1

...

an

b1

Suppose that a has a maximum component which is a subtree of b1 .
Without loss of generality, we can assume that an is such a component.
Then, we claim that a ∧ b → c is an implicit rule, where c is a tree with
components a1 , . . . , an−1 , and b1 . That is,
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a:

b:

a1

...

an

c:

a1

a1

...

a n−1 b 1

To show that this is actually an implicit rule, suppose that, for some tree
x, a  x and b  x. From the fact that a  x, we gain some insight into the
structure of x: it must contain components where a’s and b’s components
can map, and so, there must be at least n components in x. So, let x1 , . . . , xm
be the components of x, with m ≥ n, and let us suppose that ai  xi for
every i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Since b is also a subtree of x, b1 must be a subtree of some xi with
1 ≤ i ≤ m. We now show that, for every possible value of i, c must be a
subtree of x and then, a ∧ b → c is an implicit rule:
• If i ≥ n, then ak  xk for all k ≤ n − 1, and b1  xi .
• If i < n, then
– ak  xk for k 6= i and 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1
– ai  an  xn
– b1  xi
In both cases, c  x, and we are done.
To show the other direction, let us suppose that a does not have a maximum component which is a subtree of b1 . We will show that, in this case,
there are two different minimal common supertrees of a and b. Then, by
Lemma 4, we will get the desired conclusion. The previous condition on
maximal components can be split into two possibilities:
1. Tree a does not have a maximum component. By Lemma 3, there must be
two maximal components of a which are incomparable, let us say ai and
aj . Now we claim that the two trees c and d in the following figure are two
different minimal common supertrees of a and b:
c:

d:
... ... ...
a1 a i + b1 a j

an

a1

... ... ...
a i a j + b 1 an

In the first place, we show that c and d are different. Suppose they are
equal. Then, since b1 cannot be a subtree of any ak , 1 ≤ k ≤ n (because
a and b are assumed to be incomparable), the components containing b1
must match. But then, the following multisets (the rest of the components
in c and d) must be equal:
{al | 1 ≤ l ≤ n ∧ l 6= i} = {al | 1 ≤ l ≤ n ∧ l 6= j}.
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But the equality holds if and only if ai = aj , which is false. Then c 6= d.
Second, we show that c contains a and b minimally. Call c1 , . . . , cn to
the components of c in the same order they are displayed: ck = ak for all
k ≤ n except for k = i, for which ck = ai ⊕ b1 . Suppose now that we delete
a leaf from c, getting c 0 ≺ c, whose components are c10 , . . . , cn0 (which are
like the corresponding ck ’s except for the one containing the deleted leaf).
We will see that c 0 does not contain a or b by analyzing two possibilities
for the location of the deleted leaf, either (a) in the component ci = ai ⊕ b1
or (b) in any other component:
(a) Suppose that the deleted leaf is from ci = ai ⊕ b1 (that is, ci0 ≺ ci ).
Then, either ai 6 ci0 or b1 6 ci0 . In the case that b1 6 ci0 , we have that
b 6 c 0 since b1 is not included in any other component. So, suppose
that ai 6 ci0 . In this case, consider the number s of occurrences of
ai in a. Since ai is a maximal component, the occurrences of ai in a
are the only components that contain ai as a subtree. Therefore, the
number of components of c that contain ai is exactly s, but it is s − 1
in c 0 due to the deleted leaf in ai ⊕ b1 . Then, a 6 c 0 .
(b) Suppose now that the deleted leaf is from ck for k 6= i. In this case,
it is clear that ak 6 ck0 , but we must make sure that a 6 c 0 by means
of some mapping that matches ak with a component of c 0 different
from ck0 . For contradiction, suppose there exists such a mapping, that
is, for some permutation π from the symmetric group of n elements,
0
we have am  cπ(m)
for every m ≤ n. Let l be the length of the cycle
containing k in the cycle representation of π (so, we have πl (k) = k,
and has a value different from k for exponents 1 to l − 1). We have
that
ak  aπ(k)  aπ2 (k)  · · ·  aπl−1 (k)
since for every am in the previous chain except the last one, if π(m) 6=
0
i, then am  cπ(m)
= aπ(m) ; while if π(m) = i, then am  aπ(m)
because ai is a maximum component.
From the previous chain of containments, we conclude that ak 
aπl−1 (k) . But aπl−1 (k)  cπ0 l (k) = ck0 . Putting it together, we get
ak  ck0 , which is a contradiction. Therefore, a 6 c 0 .
Now, from (a) and (b), we can conclude that c is a minimal common
supertree of a and b. Obviously, the same property can be argued for d in
a symmetric way, and since c and d are different, Lemma 4 implies that a
and b cannot have implicit rules.
2. Tree a has maximum components but they are not subtrees of b1 . We consider
now the following trees:
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e:

f:
...

...
a1

a n−1 a n + b 1

a1

an

b1

We will show (a) that tree e is a minimal common supertree of a and b,
and (b) that tree f is a common supertree of a and b and does not contain
e. From (a) and (b), we can conclude that a and b must have two different
minimal common subtrees. Take e as one of them. For the other one, let
f 0 be a tree obtained from f by deleting leaves until it is minimal (that is,
deleting one more leave would not contain a or b). Since e 6 f (from
point (b)), it holds that e 6 f 0 . On the other hand, if we had f 0  e, since
e is minimal, we would have e = f 0 , and then e  f, which contradicts
point (b). Therefore, e and f 0 must be two incomparable minimal common
supertrees of a and b, and the theorem follows. To complete the proof, it is
only left to show:
(a) Tree e is a minimal common supertree of a and b. Note that the proof
in previous case 1, showing that c is a minimal common supertree of
a and b, applies to e as well. The argument for c was based on the
maximality of ai , but an is maximum in e, and then it is also maximal,
so the proof applies.
(b) Tree f is a common supertree of a and b, and does not contain e. Clearly by
definition, f is a common supertree of a and b. Now, we will argue
that e 6 f. For this inclusion to be true, an ⊕ b1 should be a subtree
of some component of f. It cannot be a subtree of one of the ak ’s
components (k ≤ n) since then b1  ak and b  a, which is false.
On the other hand, an ⊕ b1 cannot be a subtree of b1 neither, because
that would mean that an  b1 , which is false in this case. Therefore,
f does not contain e.
Since we have proved the existence of two minimal common supertrees
also for this case, a new application of Lemma 4 completes the proof.
2

Corollary 6. Two trees with one component each have implicit rules if and only if
they are comparable.
Proof. Suppose two 1-trees a and b are incomparable. Since they are 1-trees,
their components are maximum, but they are not included in each other.
Applying Theorem 13, we conclude that a and b do not have implicit rules.
For the other direction, Proposition 5 shows that if a and b are comparable, they have implicit rules.
2
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In fact, one fragment of the argumentation of this theorem can be also
applied directly as well to some cases that do appear in practice:
Definition 15. Given two trees a, b, we denote by a + b the tree built joining the
roots of all components of a and b to a single root node.
Definition 16. Given two trees a and b, tree a with components a1 , · · · , an and
tree b with components b1 , · · · , bk , and n ≥ k, we denote by a ] b the tree built
recursively by joining the trees ai ] bi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and ai for k < i ≤ n, to a
single root node. If b has only a node then a ] b = a. In case that n < k, a ] b is
defined as b ] a.
Proposition 5. The rule a ∧ b → c is not an implicit rule if c 6 a + b or
c 6 a ] b.
Proof. If c 6 a + b or c 6 a ] b, then a + b or a ] b are supertrees of a and
b that are not supertrees of c and by the definition of implicit rule, the rule
a ∧ b → c is not implicit.
2
Using Proposition 5, we have implemented an additional recursive heuristic that can be explained as follows: for every rule a ∧ b → c we build a + b
and a ] b and if we realize that one of them is not a supertree of c, then the
rule is not implicit.

8.5 Experimental Validation
We tested our algorithms on two real datasets. The first one is CSLOGS
Dataset and the second dataset is GAZELLE. These datasets were presented
in Section 7.8.1.
On these datasets, we have computed association rules following our
method. We have then analyzed a number of issues. First, we have checked
how many redundant rules could be avoided by some more sophisticated
rule production system along the lines of a Duquenne-Guigues basis; however, the structure of these datasets leads to little or no redundancy for this
reason, and we omit further discussion of this consideration.
Then, we have implemented an implicit rule detection step based on
all the criteria described in the previous section. Timing considerations are
rather irrelevant, in that the time overhead imposed by this implicit rule
detection step is reasonably low. We compare the number of rules obtained,
the number of implicit and not implicit detected rules, and the number of
non implicit rules. Figure 8.6 shows the results for the CSLOGS dataset,
and the Gazelle dataset. We observe that when the minimum support of the
closed frequent subtrees decreases, the number of rules increases and the
number of detected rules decreases. The number of detected rules depends
on the dataset and on the minimum support. As an example, our method
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detects whether a rule is implicit or not in 91% of the rules obtained from
CSLOGS dataset with a support of 7, 500, and 32% of the rules obtained
from Gazelle Dataset with a support of 500. The number of non implicit
rules are more than 75% in the two datasets.
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Number of detected rules
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500
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Number of detected rules
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Figure 8.6: Real data experimental results on CSLOGS and Gazelle datasets
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Evolving Tree Data Stream
Mining
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9

Mining Adaptively Frequent Closed
Rooted Trees
In this chapter we propose a new approach for mining closed unlabeled
rooted trees adaptively from data streams that change over time. We extend the non-incremental methods presented in Chapter 7 to the challenging incremental streaming setting, presented in the first part of this thesis. We first present a general methodology to identify closed patterns in
a data stream, using Galois Lattice Theory. Using this methodology, we
then develop three closed tree mining algorithms: an incremental one I NC T REE N AT, a sliding-window based one, W IN T REE N AT, and finally one
that mines closed trees adaptively from data streams, A DAT REE N AT. Our
approach is based on an efficient representation of trees and a low complexity notion of relaxed closed trees. To the best of our knowledge this is
the first work on mining frequent closed trees in streaming data varying
with time.

9.1 Relaxed support
Song et al. [SYC+ 07] introduced the concept of relaxed frequent itemset and
we adapt it to pattern mining. The support space of all subpatterns can
be divided into n = d1/r e intervals, where r is a user-specified relaxed
factor, and each interval can be denoted by Ii = [li , ui ), where li = (n − i) ∗
r ≥ 0, ui = (n − i + 1) ∗ r ≤ 1 and i ≤ n. Then a subpattern t is called a
relaxed closed subpattern if and only if there exists no proper superpattern t 0
of t such that their suports belong to the same interval Ii .
Relaxed closed mining is a powerful notion that reduces the number of
closed subpatterns in data streams where approximation is acceptable.
We can define Relaxed support as a mapping from all possible dataset
supports to the set of relaxed intervals. We can apply it to our mining
algorithms, replacing the calls to support values, to relaxed support values.
We introduce the concept of logarithmic relaxed frequent pattern, by
defining li = dci e, ui = dci+1 − 1e for the value of c generating n intervals. Depending on the closed pattern distribution on the dataset, and the
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scale of supports of interest, the notion of logarithmic support may be more
appropiate than the linear one.
C LOSED S UBPATTERN M INING A DD(T1 , T2 , min sup, T )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Input: Frequent closed pattern sets T1 and T2 , and min sup.
Output: The frequent closed pattern set T .
T ← T1
for every t in T2 in size-ascending order
do if t is closed in T1
do supportT (t)+ = supportT2 (t)
for every t 0 that is a subpattern of t
do if t 0 is in T1
then if t 0 is not updated
then insert t 0 into T
supportT (t 0 )+ = supportT2 (t 0 )
else
skip processing t 0 and all its subpatterns
do if t is not closed in T1
do insert t into T
for every t 0 that is a subpattern of t
do if t 0 is not updated
then if t 0 is in T1
then supportT (t 0 )+ = supportT2 (t 0 )
if {s ∩ t s ∈ ∆T1 ({t 0 })} = {t 0 }
then insert t 0 into T
supportT (t 0 )+ = supportT2 (t 0 )
else
skip processing t 0 and all its subpatterns
return T
Figure 9.1: The Closed Subpattern Mining adding algorithm

9.2 Closure Operator on Patterns
In this section we develop our approach for closed pattern mining based
on the use of closure operators. We extend the closure operator presented
in section 7.3 to general patterns. In this section, we define a Galois connection keeping only the maximal patterns. We could have defined the pattern
Galois connection using closed sets of patterns as in Section 7.3. As our implementations avoid duplicate calculations and redundant information by
storing the maximal patterns, we prefer to use the maximal ones, obtaining
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a development somewhat closer to [BG07b].
Definition 17. The Galois connection pair:
• For finite A ⊆ D, σ(A) = {t ∈ T
t 0 ∈ A}

t maximally contained in t 0 for all

• For finite B ⊂ T , not necessarily in D, τD (B) = {t 0 ∈ D ∀ t ∈ B (t  t 0 )}
Proposition 6. The composition ∆D = σ ◦ τD is a closure operator on the subsets
of D.
We point out the following easy-to-check properties:
1. t ∈ ∆D ({t})
2. ∆D1 ∪D2 ({t}) = {t1 ∩ t2 t1 ∈ ∆D1 ({t}), t2 ∈ ∆D2 ({t})}
We can relate the closure operator to the notion of closure based on
support as follows: t is closed for D if and only if: ∆D ({t}) = {t}.
Proposition 7. Adding a pattern transaction to a dataset of patterns D does not
decrease the number of closed patterns for D.
Proof. All previously closed patterns remain closed. A closed pattern will
become unclosed if one of its superpatterns reach the same support, but
that is not possible because every time the support of a pattern increases,
the support of all its subpatterns also increases.
2
Proposition 8. Adding a transaction with a closed pattern to a dataset of patterns
D does not modify the number of closed patterns for D.
Proof. Suppose s is a subpattern of a closed pattern t. If s is closed then
∆D ({s}) = {s}. If s is not closed, then ∆D ({s}) ⊂ ∆D ({t}) = {t}. Increasing the
support of the closed pattern t will increase the support of all its subpatterns. The subpatterns that are closed will remain closed, and the ones that
are non-closed, will remain non-closed because the support of its closure
will increase also.
2
Proposition 9. Deleting a pattern transaction from a dataset of patterns D does
not increase the number of closed patterns for D.
Proof. All the previous unclosed patterns remain unclosed. A condition
for an unclosed pattern to become closed is that its superpatterns with the
same support modifies their support, but this is not possible because every time we decrease the support of a superpattern we decrease also the
support of this pattern.
2
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Proposition 10. Deleting a pattern transaction that is repeated in a dataset of
patterns D does not modify the number of closed patterns for D.
Proof. Adding a transaction with a previously closed pattern to a dataset
of patterns D does not modify the number of closed patterns for D. So
deleting it does not change the number of closed patterns.
2
Proposition 11. Let D1 and D2 be two datasets of patterns. A pattern t is
closed for D1 ∪ D2 if and only if ∆D1 ∪D2 ({t}) = {t1 ∩ t2 t1 ∈ ∆D1 ({t}), t2 ∈
∆D2 ({t})} = {t}.
Proposition 11 follows from the definition of closed pattern. We use it as
a closure checking condition when adding a set of transactions to a dataset
of patterns.
Corollary 7. Let D1 and D2 be two datasets of patterns. A pattern t is closed for
D1 ∪ D2 if and only if
• t is a closed pattern for D1, or
• t is a closed pattern for D2, or
• t is a subpattern of a closed pattern in D1 and a closed pattern in D2 and
∆D1 ∪D2 ({t}) = {t}
Proposition 12. Let D be a dataset of patterns. A pattern t is closed for D if and
only if the intersection of all its closed superpatterns is t.
Proof. Suppose that the intersection of all its closed superpatterns is t 0 and
that t 0 6= t, then t is not closed because it exists a superpattern t 0 with the
same support. Also, suppose the intersection of all its closed superpatterns
is t and that t is not closed. Then t 0 ∈ ∆({t}) has the same support as t, and
it must be in the intersection of all the closed superpatterns of t.
2
We use Proposition 12 as a closure checking condition when deleting a
set of transactions from a pattern set.

9.3 Closed Pattern Mining
In this section we design an incremental mining method for extracting
closed frequent patterns and a sliding window mining algorithm for extraxcting closed frequent patterns.
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C LOSED S UBPATTERN M INING D ELETE(T1 , T2 , min sup, T )
Input: Frequent Closed pattern sets T1 and T2 , and min sup.
Output: The frequent closed pattern set T .
1 T ← T1
2 for every t in T2 in size-ascending order
3
do for every t 0 that can be reduced from t
4
do if t 0 is not updated
5
then if t 0 is in T1
6
then if t 0 is not closed
7
then delete t 0 from T
8
else supportT (t 0 )− = supportT2 (t 0 )
9
else
10
skip processing t 0 and all its subpatterns
11 return T
Figure 9.2: The Closed Subpattern Mining delete algorithm

9.3.1

Incremental Closed Pattern Mining

We propose a new method to do incremental closed pattern mining. Every
time a new batch of patterns DT2 arrives we compute the closed pattern
set of the batch DT2 , and then we update the closed pattern set T using
C LOSED S UBPATTERN M INING A DD as is shown in Figure 9.1.
In words, let T be the existing set of closed patterns, and T2 those coming
from the new batch. For each closed pattern in DT2 , we check whether the
pattern is closed in T . If it is closed, we update its support and the support
of all its subpatterns, as justified by Proposition 8. If it is not closed, as it is
closed for T2, we add it to the closed pattern set, as justified by Corollary 7,
and we check for each of its subpatterns whether it is closed or not. In
line 18, we use Proposition 11 to do the closure-check ∆T1∪T2 ({t 0 }) = {t1 ∩t2
t1 ∈ ∆T1 ({t 0 }), t2 ∈ ∆T2 ({t 0 })} = {t 0 } using the fact that ∆T2 ({t 0 }) = {t}. Here
∆T2 ({t 0 }) is a closed pattern in T2. As we check all the subpatterns of T2 in
size-ascending order, we know that all closed subpatterns of t have been
checked before, and therefore we can suppose that ∆T2 ({t 0 }) = {t}.
The best (most efficient) data structure to do this task will depend on
the pattern. In general, a lattice is the default option, where each lattice
node is a pattern with its support, and a list of its closed superpatterns and
a list of its closed subpatterns: We can use the lattice structure to speed up
the closure check ∆T1∪T2 ({t 0 }) = {t 0 }.
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9.3.2

Closed pattern mining over a sliding window

Adding a method to delete a set of transactions, we can adapt our method
to use a sliding window of pattern transactions.
Figure 9.2 shows the C LOSED S UBPATTERN M INING D ELETE pseudocode. We check for every t pattern in T2 in ascending order if its subpatterns are still closed or not after deleting some transactions. We can look
for a closed superpattern with the same support or use the closure checking
condition given by Proposition 12: a pattern t is closed if the intersection of
all its closed superpatterns is t. The lattice structure supports this operation
well. We can delete a transaction one by one, or delete a batch of transactions of the sliding window. We delete transactions one by one to avoid
recomputing the frequent closed patterns of each batch of transactions.

9.4 Adding Concept Drift
In this section we present a new method for dealing with concept drift in
pattern mining, using ADWIN, the algorithm for detecting change and dynamically adjusting the length of a data window, presented in Chapter 4.

9.4.1

Concept drift closed pattern mining

We propose two strategies to deal with concept drift:
1. Using a sliding window, with an ADWIN estimator deciding the size
of the window
2. Maintaining an ADWIN estimator for each closed set in the lattice structure.
In both strategies we use C LOSED S UBPATTERN M INING A DD to add transactions. In the first strategy we use C LOSED S UBPATTERN M INING D ELETE
to delete transactions as we maintain a sliding window of transactions.
In the second strategy, we do not delete transactions. Instead, each
ADWIN monitors its support and when a change is detected, then the support may
• increase: the number of closed patterns is increasing and it is maintained by C LOSED S UBPATTERN M INING A DD
• decrease: the number of closed patterns may decrease and we have
to delete the non-closed patterns from the lattice. We do this in the
following way:
– If the support is lower than min supp, we delete the closed pattern from the lattice.
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– If the support is higher than min supp, we check whether it and
all its subpatterns are still closed finding a superpattern with the
same support, or, alternatively, we can use the closure checking
of Proposition 12: a pattern t is closed if the intersection of all its
closed superpatterns is t.

9.5 Closed Tree Mining Application
In this section we apply the general framework above specifically by considering the tree pattern. The input to our data mining process is a given
finite dataset D of transactions, where each transaction s ∈ D consists of a
transaction identifier, tid, and an unlabeled rooted tree. Figure 8.1 shows a
finite dataset example.
The closure operator defined for trees uses the following Galois connection pair:
• For finite A ⊆ D, σ(A) = {t ∈ T
t 0 ∈ A}

t maximally contained in t 0 for all

• For finite B ⊂ T , not necessarily in D, τD (B) = {t 0 ∈ D ∀ t ∈ B (t 
t 0 )}.
The main results of Section 9.2 may be established for unlabeled trees
as:
Corollary 8. Let D1 and D2 be two datasets of trees. A tree t is closed for D1∪D2
if and only if
• t is a closed tree for D1, or
• t is a closed tree for D2, or
• t is a subtree of a closed tree in D1 and a closed tree in D2 and ∆D1 ∪D2 ({t}) =
{t}.
Proposition 13. Let D be a dataset of trees. A tree t is closed for D if and only if
the intersection of all its closed supertrees is t.
The closed trees for the dataset of Figure 8.1 are shown in the Galois
lattice of Figure 8.2.

9.5.1

Incremental Closed Tree Mining

We propose three tree mining algorithms adapting the general framework
for patterns presented in Section 9.3:
• I NC T REE N AT, an incremental closed tree mining algorithm,
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• W IN T REE N AT, a sliding window closed tree mining algorithm
• A DAT REE N AT an adaptive closed tree mining algorithm
The batches are processed using the non-incremental algorithm explained
in Subsection 7.6.3. We use the relaxed closed tree notion to speed up the
mining process.

9.6 Experimental Evaluation
We tested our algorithms on the synthetic and real datasets presented in
Section 7.8.1, comparing the results with CMTreeMiner [CXYM01].
All experiments were performed on a 2.0 GHz Intel Core Duo PC machine with 2 Gigabyte main memory, running Ubuntu 7.10. CMTreeMiner
and our algorithms are implemented in C++. The main difference with our
approach is that CMTreeMiner is not incremental and works with labeled
nodes, and we deal with unlabeled trees.

CMTreeMiner
300
Time 200
(sec.)
100

I NC T REE N AT
2

4

6

8

Size (Milions)

Figure 9.3: Data experimental time results on ordered trees on TN1 dataset
On synthetic data, we use the ZAKI Synthetic Datasets for rooted ordered trees restricting the number of distinct node labels to one. We call
this dataset TN1. In the TN1 dataset, the parameters are the following: the
number of distinct node labels is N = 1, the total number of nodes in the
tree is M = 10, 000, the maximal depth of the tree is D = 10, the maximum
fanout is F = 10. The average number of nodes is 3.
The results of our experiments on synthetic data are shown in Figures 9.3,
9.4, 9.5 and 9.6. We changed the dataset size from 100, 000 to 8 milion, and
we observe that as the dataset size increases, I NC T REE N AT time increases
linearly, and CMTreeMiner does much worse than I NC T REE N AT. After
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Figure 9.4: Time used on unordered trees, TN1 dataset
6 milion samples, in the unordered case, CMTreeMiner runs out of main
memory and it ends before outputing the closed trees.
Figure 9.7 shows the result of the second following experiment: we
take a TN1 dataset of 2 milion trees, and we introduce artifical concept
drift changing the dataset trees from sample 500,000 to 1,000,000 and from
1,500,000 to 2,000,000, in order to have a small number of closed trees. We
compare I NC T REE N AT , W IN T REE N AT with a sliding window of 500, 000
and 1, 000, 000, and with A DAT REE N AT. We observe that A DAT REE N AT
detects change faster, and it quickly revises the number of closed trees in
its output. On the other hand, the other methods have to retain all the data
stored in its window, and they need more samples to change its output
number of closed trees.
To compare the two adaptive methods, we perform a third experiment.
We use a data stream of 200, 000 trees, with a static distribution of 20 closed
trees on the first 100, 000 trees and 20 different closed trees on the last
100, 000 trees. The number of closed trees remains the same. Figure 9.8
shows the difference between the two methods. The first one, which monitors the number of closed trees, detects change at sample 111,480 and then
it reduces the window size immediately. In the second method there are
ADWINs monitoring each tree support; they notice the appearance of new
closed trees quicker, but overall the number of closed trees decreases more
slowly than in the first method.
Finally, we tested our algorithms on the CSLOGS Dataset. Figure 9.9
shows the number of closed trees detected on the CSLOGS dataset, varying the number of relaxed intervals. We see that on this dataset support
values are distributed in such a way that the number of closed trees using
logarithmic relaxed support is greater than using linear relaxed support.
When the number of intervals is greater than 1,000 the number of closed
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Figure 9.5: Data experimental memory results on ordered trees on TN1
dataset
intervals is 249, the number obtained using the classical notion of support.
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Figure 9.6: Memory used on unordered trees, TN1 dataset
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Figure 9.7: Number of closed trees detected with artificial concept drift
introduced
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Figure 9.8: Number of closed trees maintaining the same number of closed
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Adaptive XML Tree Classification
In this chapter, we propose a new method to classify patterns, using closed
and maximal frequent patterns. Closed patterns maintain the same information as frequent patterns using less space and maximal patterns maintain approximate information. We use them to reduce the number of classification features. We present a new framework for data stream pattern classification. For the first component of our classification framework, using a
methodology based in Galois Lattice Theory, we present three closed tree
mining algorithms: an incremental one I NC T REE M INER, a sliding-window
based one, W IN T REE M INER, and finally one that mines closed trees adaptively from data streams, A DAT REE M INER. To the best of our knowledge
this is the first work on tree classification in streaming data varying with
time.

10.1 Introduction
XML patterns are tree patterns and they are becoming a standard for information representation and exchange over the Internet. XML data is growing and it will soon constitute one of the largest collection of human knowledge. XML tree classification has been done traditionally using information
retrieval techniques considering the labels of nodes as bags of words. With
the development of frequent tree miners, classification methods using frequent trees appeared [ZA03, KM04, CD01, KK02]. Recently, closed frequent
miners were proposed [CXYM01, TRS+ 08, AU05], and using them for classification tasks is the next natural step.
Pattern classification and the frequent pattern discovery task have been
important tasks over the last years. Nowadays, they are becoming harder,
as the size of the patterns datasets is increasing and we cannot assume that
data has been generated from a static distribution.
In this chapter we are going to show how closure-based mining can be
used to reduce drastically the number of attributes on tree classification.
Moreover, we show how to use maximal frequent trees, to reduce even
more the number of attributes needed in tree classification, without loosing
accuracy.
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XRules is an XML classifier algorithm that Zaki and Aggarwal presented in [ZA03]. Their classification method mines frequent trees in order
to create classification rules. They do not use closed frequent trees, only
frequent trees. XRules is cost-sensitive and uses Bayesian rule based class
decision making. They also proposed methods for effective rule prioritization and testing.
Kudo and Matsumoto presented a boosting method for tree classification in [KM04]. Their proposal consists of decision stumps that uses significant frequent subtrees as features and a Boosting algorithm which employs
the subtree-based decision stumps as weak learners. They extended this
classification method to graphs in [KMM04], in joint work with Maeda.
Other works use SVMs defining tree Kernels [CD01, KK02]. Tree kernel
is one of the convolutions kernels, and maps the example represented in a
labeled ordered tree into all subtree spaces. The feature space uses frequent
trees and not closed trees.
Garriga et al. [GKL08] showed that when considering labeled itemsets,
closed sets can be adapted for classification and discrimination purposes
by conveniently contrasting covering properties on positive and negative
examples. They formally proved that these sets characterize the space of
relevant combinations of features for discriminating the target class.
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Figure 10.1: A dataset example
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Figure 10.2: Example of Galois Lattice of Closed trees

10.2 Classification using Compressed Frequent Patterns
The pattern classification problem is defined as follows. A finite or infinite
dataset D of transactions is given, where each transaction s ∈ D consists of
a transaction identifier, tid, a pattern, t, and a discrete class label, y. The
goal is to produce from these transactions a model y
^ = f(t) that will predict
the classes y of future pattern transactions t with high accuracy. Tids are
supposed to run sequentially from 1 to the size of D. From that dataset, our
universe of discourse U is the set of all patterns that appear as subpattern
of some pattern in D. Figure 10.1 shows a finite dataset example of trees.
We use the following approach: we convert the pattern classification
problem into a vector classification learning task, transforming patterns
into vectors of attributes. Attributes will be frequent subpatterns, or a sub187
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Figure 10.3: Frequent trees from dataset example (min sup = 30%), and
their corresponding attribute vectors.

set of these frequent subpatterns.
Suppose D has d frequent subpatterns denoted by t1 , t2 , . . . , td . For
each t pattern, we obtain a x vector of d attributes, where x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xd )
and for each attribute i, xi = 1 if ti  t or xi = 0 otherwise.
As the number of frequent subpatterns is very huge, we perform a
feature selection process, selecting a subset of these frequent subpatterns,
maintaining the same information, or approximate. Figures 10.3 and 10.4
show frequent trees and its conversion to vectors of attributes. Note that
closed trees have the same information as frequent trees, and maximal trees
only approximate.
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Figure 10.4: Closed and maximal frequent trees from dataset example
(min sup = 30%), and their corresponding attribute vectors.

10.2.1

Closed Frequent Patterns

We consider now implications of the form A → B for sets of patterns A and
B from U. Specifically, we consider the following set of rules: A → ΓD (A).
Alternatively, we can split the consequents into {A → t t ∈ ΓD (A)}.
It is easy to see that D obeys all these rules: for each A, any pattern of D
that has as subpatterns all the patterns of A has also as subpatterns all the
patterns of ΓD (A).
Proposition 14. Let ti be a frequent pattern for D. A transaction pattern t satisfies ti  t, if and only if it satisfies ∆D (ti )  t.
We use Proposition 14 to reduce the number of attributes on our classification task, using only closed frequent patterns, as they keep the same
information. The attribute vector of a frequent pattern will be the same as
its closed pattern attribute vector. Figure 10.4 shows the attribute vectors
for the dataset of Figure 10.1.

10.2.2

Maximal Frequent Patterns

Maximal patterns are patterns that do not have any frequent superpattern.
All maximal patterns are closed patterns. If min sup is zero, then maximal
patterns are the transaction patterns. We denote by M1 (t), M2 (t), . . . , Mm (t)
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the maximal patterns of a pattern t. We are interested in the inplications of
the form tc → (M1 (t) ∨ M2 (t) ∨ . . . ∨ Mm (t)) where tc is a closed pattern.
Proposition 15. Let tc be a closed non-maximal frequent pattern for D. Let
M1 (tc ), M2 (tc ), . . ., Mm (tc ) be the maximal patterns of pattern tc . A transaction pattern t satisfies tc  t, if and only if at least one of the maximals Mi (tc )
of pattern tc satisfies Mi (tc )  t.
Proof. Suppose that pattern tc satisfies tc  t but no maximal pattern Mi (tc )
satisfies Mi (tc )  t. Then, pattern tc has no frequent superpattern. Therefore, it is maximal, contradicting the assumption.
Suppose, for the other direction, that a maximal pattern Mi (tc ) of tc
satisfies Mi (tc )  t. Then, as tc is a Mi (tc ) subpattern, tc  Mi (tc ), and it
holds that tc  Mi (tc )  t.
2
For non-maximal closed patterns, the following set of rules holds:
tc →

_

Mi (tc )

We do not need to use all closed patterns as attributes, since non-maximal
closed patterns may be derived from maximal patterns.
Using Proposition 15, we reduce the number of attributes on our classification task, using only maximal frequent patterns, as they keep the same
information as closed frequent patterns.

10.3 XML Tree Classification framework on data streams
Our XML Tree Classification Framework has two components:
• An XML closed frequent tree miner, for which we could use any incremental algorithm that maintains a set of closed frequent trees.
• A Data stream classifier algorithm, which we will feed with tuples
to be classified online. Attributes in these tuples represent the occurrence of the current closed trees in the originating tree, although the
classifier algorithm need not be aware of this.
In this section, we describe the first component of the framework, the
XML closed frequent tree miner. The second component of the framework
is based on MOA. Massive Online Analysis (MOA) [HKP07] was introduced in Section 3.5.3.
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STREAMS

10.3.1

Adaptive Tree Mining on evolving data
streams

Using a methodology based in Galois Lattice Theory, we present three closed
tree mining algorithms: an incremental one I NC T REE M INER, a slidingwindow based one, W IN T REE M INER, and finally one that mines closed
trees adaptively from data streams, It is basically an adaptation of the theoretical framework developed in Chapter 9, which deals with quite general
notion of pattern and subpattern, to the case of labeled rooted trees. The
main properties are:
• adding a tree transaction to a dataset of trees D, does not decrease the
number of closed trees for D.
• adding a transaction with a closed tree to a dataset of trees D, does
not modify the number of closed trees for D.
• deleting a tree transaction from a dataset of trees D, does not increase
the number of closed trees for D.
• deleting a tree transaction that is repeated in a dataset of trees D from
it, does not modify the number of closed trees for D.
For maximal frequent trees, the following properties hold:
• adding a tree transaction to a dataset of trees D, may increase or decrease the number of maximal trees for D.
• adding a transaction with a closed tree to a dataset of trees D, may
modify the number of maximal trees for D.
• deleting a tree transaction from a dataset of trees D, may increase or
decrease the number of maximal trees for D.
• deleting a tree transaction that is repeated in a dataset of trees D from
it, may modify the number of maximal trees for D.
• a non maximal closed tree may become maximal if
– it was not frequent and now its support increases to a value
higher or equal to min sup
– all of its maximal supertrees become non-frequent
• a maximal tree may become a non maximal tree if
– its support decreases below min sup
– a non-frequent closed supertree becomes frequent
We could check if a closed tree becomes maximal when
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• removing closed trees because they do not have enough support
• adding a new closed tree to the dataset
• deleting a closed tree from the dataset
We propose three tree mining algorithms adapting the general framework for patterns presented in Chapter 9:
• I NC T REE M INER, an incremental closed tree mining algorithm,
• W IN T REE M INER, a sliding window closed tree mining algorithm
• A DAT REE M INER, an adaptive closed tree mining algorithm
The batches are processed using the non-incremental algorithm explained
in Subsection 7.6.3.
We propose two strategies to deal with concept drift:
• A DAT REE M INER1: Using a sliding window, with an ADWIN estimator
deciding the size of the window
• A DAT REE M INER2: Maintaining an ADWIN estimator for each closed
set in the lattice structure.
In the second strategy, we do not delete transactions. Instead, each
ADWIN monitors its support and when a change is detected, then the support may
• increase: the number of closed trees is increasing
• decrease: the number of closed trees may decrease and we have to
delete the non-closed trees from the lattice.
– If the support is lower than min supp, we delete the closed tree
from the lattice
– If the support is higher than min supp, we check if it and all its
subtrees are still closed finding a supertree with the same support or
– Using a closure checking property: a tree t is closed if the intersection of all its closed supertrees is t.

10.4 Experimental evaluation
We tested our algorithms on synthetic and real data. All experiments were
performed on a 2.0 GHz Intel Core Duo PC machine with 2 Gigabyte main
memory, running Ubuntu 8.10.
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10.4.1

Closed Frequent Tree Labeled Mining

As far as we know, CMTreeMiner is the state-of-art algorithm for mining
induced closed frequent trees in databases of rooted trees. The main difference with our approach is that CMTreeMiner is not incremental and only
works with bottom-up subtrees, and our method works with both bottomup and top-down subtrees.
CMTreeMiner
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Figure 10.5: Time used on ordered trees, T8M dataset
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Figure 10.6: Time used on unordered trees, TN1 dataset
On synthetic data, we use the same dataset as in [CXYM01] and [Zak02]
for rooted ordered trees. The synthetic dataset T8M are generated by the
tree generation program of Zaki [Zak02], available from his web page. In
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Figure 10.7: Memory used on ordered trees, T8M dataset
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Figure 10.8: Memory used on unordered trees on T8M dataset
brief, a mother tree is generated first with the following parameters: the
number of distinct node labels N = 100, the total number of nodes in the
tree M = 10, 000, the maximal depth of the tree D = 10 and the maximum
fanout F = 10. The dataset is then generated by creating subtrees of the
mother tree. In our experiments, we set the total number of trees in the
dataset to be from T = 0 to T = 8, 000, 000.
The results of our experiments on synthetic data are shown in Figures 10.5,
10.6, 10.7 and 10.8. We observe that as the dataset size increases, I NC T REE M INER and CMTreeMiner times are similar and that I NC T REE M INER
uses much less memory than CMTreeMiner. CMTreeMiner can not mine
datasets bigger than 8 milion trees because it needs more memory to run,
since it is not an incremental method.
In Figure 10.9 we compare W IN T REE M INER with different window sizes
to A DAT REE M INER on T8M dataset. We observe that the two versions of
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Figure 10.9: Time used on ordered trees on T8M dataset varying window
size
A DAT REE M INER outperform W IN T REE M INER for all window sizes.

10.4.2

Tree Classification

We evaluate our approach to tree classification on both real and synthetic
classification data sets.
For synthetic classification, we use the tree generator from Zaki [Zak02]
used for the evaluation on mining closed frequent trees. We generate two
mother trees, one for each class. The first mother tree is generated with
the following parameters: the number of distinct node labels N = 200, the
total number of nodes in the tree M = 1, 000, the maximal depth of the tree
D = 10 and the maximum fanout F = 10. The second one has the following
parameters: the number of distinct node labels N = 5, the total number of
nodes in the tree M = 100, the maximal depth of the tree D = 10 and the
maximum fanout F = 10.
A stream is generated by mixing the subtrees created from these mother
trees. In our experiments, we set the total number of trees in the dataset to
be from T = 1, 000, 000. We added artificial drift changing labels of the trees
every 250, 000 samples, so closed and maximal frequent trees evolve over
time. We use bagging of 10 Hoeffding Trees enhanced with adaptive Naive
Bayes leaf predictions, as classification method.
Table 10.1 shows classification results. We observe that A DAT REE MINER 1 is the most accurate method, and that the accuracy of W IN T REE MINER depends on the size of the window.
For real datasets, we use the Log Markup Language (LOGML) dataset
from Zaki et al. [PKZ01, ZA03], that describes log reports at their CS department website. LOGML provides a XML vocabulary to structurally express
the contents of the log file information in a compact manner. Each user ses195
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Bagging

Time

Acc. Mem.

A DAT REE M INER1
A DAT REE M INER2
W IN T REE M INER W=100,000
W IN T REE M INER W= 50,000
I NC T REE M INER

161.61
212.57
192.01
212.09
212.75

80.06 4.93
65.78 4.42
72.61 6.53
66.23 11.68
65.73 4.4

Boosting

Time

Acc. Mem.

A DAT REE M INER1
A DAT REE M INER2
W IN T REE M INER W=100,000
W IN T REE M INER W= 50,000
I NC T REE M INER

236.31
326.8
286.02
318.19
317.95

79.83
65.43
70.15
63.94
65.55

4.8
4.25
5.8
9.87
4.25

Table 10.1: Comparison of classification algorithms. Memory is measured
in MB. The best individual accuracy is indicated in boldface.
sion is expressed in LOGML as a graph, and includes both structure and
content.
The real CSLOG data set spans 3 weeks worth of such XML user-sessions.
To convert this into a classification data set they chose to categorize each
user-session into one of two class labels: edu corresponds to users from an
”edu“ domain, while other class corresponds to all users visiting the CS
department from any other domain. They separate each week’s logs into
a different data set (CSLOGx, where x stands for the week; CSLOG12 is
the combined data for weeks 1 and 2). Notice that the edu class has much
lower frequency rate than other.
Table 10.2 shows the results on bagging and boosting using 10 Hoeffding Trees enhanced with adaptive Naive Bayes leaf predictions. The results
are very similar for the two ensemble learning methods. Using maximals
and closed frequent trees, we obtain results similar to [Zak02]. Comparing
maximal trees with closed trees, we see that maximal trees use 1/4 to 1/3rd
of attributes, 1/3 of memory, and they perform better.
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1.21
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75.84
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76.25
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2.97
2.96
3.29
4.25
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77.28
78.99
77.63
76.43

2.37
2.38
2.62
3.45

# Trees Att. Acc. Mem. Att. Acc. Mem. Att. Acc. Mem. Att. Acc. Mem.

15483
15037
15702
23111

Table 10.2: Comparison of tree classification algorithms. Memory is measured in MB. The best individual accuracies are
indicated in boldface (one per row).
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Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis sets out a general framework for the mining of data streams
with concept drift and it presents new high perfomance methods for mining closed frequent trees. We expect that the contributions presented can
provide a better insight into the understanding of these challenging data
mining topics. This final chapter gives an overview of the obtained results.
We will discuss also future work that follows from our research.

11.1 Summary of Results
Evolving Data Stream Mining. We have proposed and illustrated a method
for developing algorithms that can adaptively learn from data streams that
change over time. Our methods are based on using change detectors and
estimator modules at the right places; we choose implementations with
theoretical guarantees in order to extend such guarantees to the resulting
adaptive learning algorithm. We have proposed an adaptive sliding window algorithm (ADWIN) for detecting change and keeping updated statistics from a data stream, and use it as a black-box in place or counters or
accumulators in algorithms initially not designed for drifting data. Since
ADWIN has rigorous performance guarantees, this opens the possibility of
extending such guarantees to the resulting learning algorithm.
A main advantage of our methods is that they require no guess about
how fast or how often the stream will change; other methods typically have
several user-defined parameters to this effect. The main contributions on
evolving data streams are the following:
1 give a unified framework for data mining with time change detection
that includes most of previous works in the literature.
2 design more efficient, accurate and parameter-free methods to detect
change, maintain sets of examples and compute statistics.
3 prove that the framework and the methods are useful, efficient and
easy to use, using them to build versions of classical algorithms that
work on the data stream settings:
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• Classification :
– Naı̈ve Bayes
– Decision Trees
– Ensemble Methods
4 build an experimental framework for data streams similar to the
WEKA framework, so that it will be easy for researchers to run
experimental data stream benchmarks.
Closed Frequent Tree Mining. We have described a rather formal study
of trees from the point of view of closure-based mining. Progressing beyond the plain standard support-based definition of a closed tree, we have
developed a rationale (in the form of the study of the operation of intersection on trees, both in combinatorial and algorithmic terms) for defining a
closure operator, not on trees but on sets of trees, and we have indicated
the most natural definition for such an operator; we have provided a mathematical study that characterizes closed trees, defined through the plain
support-based notion, in terms of our closure operator, plus the guarantee
that this structuring of closed trees gives us the ability to find the support
of any frequent tree. Our study has provided us, therefore, with a better understanding of the closure operator that stands behind the standard
support-based notion of closure, as well as basic algorithmics on the data
type.
Then, we have presented efficient algorithms for subtree testing and for
mining ordered and unordered frequent closed trees. A number of variants have suggested themselves for further study: we have evaluated the
behavior of our algorithms if we take into account labels, a case where our
algorithm does not fare as well as in the unlabeled case. The sequential
form of the representation we use, where the number-encoded depth furnishes the two-dimensional information, is key in the fast processing of the
data.
And finally, we include an analysis of the extraction of association rules
of full confidence out of the closed sets of trees, along the same lines as
the corresponding process on itemsets, and we have found there an interesting phenomenon that does not appear if other combinatorial structures
are analyzed: rules whose propositional counterpart is nontrivial are, however, always implicitly true in trees due to the peculiar combinatorics of the
structures. That study is not yet finished since we have powerful heuristics
to treat those implicit rules but wish to obtain a full mathematical characterization.
Evolving Tree Data Streams Mining. Using the previous work done
in evolving data streams mining and closed frequent tree mining, we have
presented efficient algorithms for mining ordered and unordered frequent
unlabeled closed trees on evolving data streams.
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If the distribution of the tree dataset is stationary, the best method to
use is I NC T REE N AT, as we do not need to delete any past transaction. If
the distribution may evolve, then a sliding window method is more appropiate. If we know which is the right size of the sliding window, then we
can use W IN T REE N AT, otherwise A DAT REE N AT would be a better choice,
since it does not need the window size parameter.
And finally, we have presented a scheme for XML classification based
on our methods, that efficiently selects a reduced number of attributes, and
achieves higher accuracy (even more in the more selective case in which we
keep only attributes corresponding to maximal trees).

11.2 Future Work
As future work, we will continue the work of this thesis in the following
ways: extending the work of Chapter 8 to a streaming setting, and giving a
general characterization of implicit rules described in Chapter 8.

11.2.1

Mining Implications of Closed Trees Adaptively

A new way of extracting high-confidence association rules from datasets
consisting of unlabeled trees is presented in Chapter 8. The antecedents are
obtained through a computation akin to a hypergraph transversal, whereas
the consequents follow from an application of the closure operators on unlabeled trees.
In Chapter 9 a new approach is proposed for mining closed unlabelled
rooted trees adaptively from data streams that change over time. This approach has as advantages an efficient representation of trees and a low complexity notion of relaxed closed trees, and leads to an on-line strategy and
an adaptive sliding window technique for dealing with changes over time.
A DAT REE N AT is the closed tree mining algorithm that mines closed trees
adaptively from data streams.
We propose as future work to develop A DAT REE N AT +, an improved
version of A DAT REE N AT in order to deal with deterministic association
rules in an incremental way. A DAT REE N AT + maintains with every closed
tree, the set of its related association rules that are obtained from the method
developed in Chapter 8.
Mining Implications Adaptively with Time Drift
We would like to develop A DAT REE N AT + a new method in order to maintain on-line deterministic association rules obtained from datastreams of
trees evolving over time.
Every node of the A DAT REE N AT + lattice corresponds to a closed tree t,
and it maintains set of all the association rules where t is the consequent.
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One can verify that when a non-closed tree is added/deleted, it is never
necessary to change the lattice. When a closed tree is added or deleted,
however, the set of association rules of all its inmediate predecessors have
to be re-checked. Indeed,
• when a closed tree t is added, all immediate succesors of tree t have
t as a new immediate predecessor t, so their sets of association rules
may have changed.
• when a closed tree t is deleted, all immediate succesors of tree t do
not have t as an immediate predecessor any more, so their sets of
association rules may have changed too.
A DAT REE N AT + is an on-line incremental algorithm, that maintains only
recent deterministic association rules. It updates incrementally the set of
associations every time a tree becomes closed or non-closed.

11.2.2

General Characterization of Implicit Rules

In Chapter 8 we have discussed why the particular combinatorics of our
application of the basis still lead to redundant information in the output:
implicit rules that are constructed by our method but, actually, due to the
combinatorics of the trees, will hold in all datasets and speak nothing about
the dataset under analysis.
We have been able to provide an exact characterization for one particular case, where one of the two trees involved in the antecedents has a single
component. We have demonstrated, through an implementation and an
empiric analysis on real-life datasets, that our development offers a good
balance between mathematical sophistication and efficiency in the detection of implicit rules, since with just our characterization and two heuristics we catch a large ratio of implicit rules. Future work will be to find a a
complete characterization of such redundancies.
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